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This statement concems the environmental impacts of the proposed action to construct an interchange

on 1-89 with separate northbound and southbound access ramps.

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS ) was published in December 1990. Due to comments

received to the DEIS, which comments concentrated on the areas of the project's purpose and need.

potential altematives, wetland impacts, and potential secondary growth impacts, and the length of time

which had elapsed from the publishing of the DEIS, this supplement to the DETS ( SDEIS) has been

prepared. This SDEIS is a stand alone document which has utilized current information to up -date

analyses and evaluations perfomed in the original DEIS. Copies of the original DEIS are available

from the Vermont Agency of Transportation and will be provided to all requesting parties.

The proposed action would provide access between a rural major collector highway, U.S. 2 and 1-89, a

principal arterial interstate highway in the Town of Bolton, Vermont. Altemasives considered include

No Action: Transportation System Management; Mass Transit; Total and Partial Rebuild of Existing

U.S. 2; and variations of the Interchange Build Altemative. The proposed action will result in

improvements in highway safety and the efficiency of transportation facilities in the region, and

enhance access into the Bolton , Vermont, area. Environmental impacts include potential impacts to



archaeological resources, wetlands, prime agricultural land. Secondary impacts include the potential

for economic growth and associated land use changes.

Comments on this supplement to the draft EIS are due by March 15 , 1994 and should be sent to

Secretary, Vermont Agency of Transportation , 133 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont 05602.
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CHAPTER 1

PROJECT SUMMARY

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action is the construction of an interchange in the Town of Bolton

between I-89 and U.S. 2 with separate locations for north and southbound access ramps. 1-89

is a principal arterial interstate highway and U.S. 2 is a major rural collector highway.

Exhibit 1-1 shows the general project location. The separated north and southbound ramps

would be located within approximately one mile of the I-89 /U.S . 2 underpass in the Bolton

Village center. The proposed action would relieve the existing and future traffic demand on

rural highway U.S. 2 between Waterbury and Richmond and improve access to the Bolton

area . The project would also reduce the amount of regional traffic travelling on U.S. 2, and

thus reduce the potential for traffic accidents on U.S. 2.

B. PROJECT HISTORY

During the planning, design , and construction of I-89 in the early 1960's, discussion

occurred regarding the location of a highway interchange in the Town of Bolton. Town

officials have continually supported an interchange project. The project has received support

over the years from the state legislature and the regional planning commission. The construc

tion of the interchange has been considered for nearly thirty years. In more recent years,

feasibility and environmental assessment studies have been undertaken at the state level

regarding this interchange.

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS ) was published in December 1990.

Due to comments received on the DEIS, which concentrated on the areas of the project's

purpose and needs, potential alternatives, wetland impacts, potential secondary growth

impacts, and the length of time which had elapsed from the publishing of the DEIS, this

Supplement to the DEIS (SDEIS ) has been prepared. The SDEIS is a stand alone document

which has utilized current information to update analyses and evaluations performed in the

original DEIS . The purpose of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is to develop an

information base for decision -makers, it is not intended to dictate the decision. In the case of

a transportation investment such as the proposed Bolton interchange, Vermont State Officials

and the General Assembly may refer to the EIS as they consider whether to include the

project in the State's transportation improvement program . Copies of the original DEIS are

available from the Vermont Agency of Transportation (VAOT) and will be provided to all

requesting partics.

The following summarizes changes to the DEIS which have been made in the SDEIS:



Purpose and Need

The SDEIS focuses the purpose and need for the project. The DEIS analyzed the

purpose and need in terms of safety, the SDEIS evaluates the purpose and need in terms of

enhanced regional transportation and improved area access. Updated traffic and safety

information were obtained to reevaluate current and project traffic volumes, roadway capacity ,

and Level of Service (LOS). The project's benefit/cost ratio was recomputed using updated

figures. This analysis found a reduced benefit/cost ratio for the project, dropping from a

projected 6.7 : 1 in the DEIS to a 2.5: 1 in the SDEIS .

Alternatives

Additional research was conducted to evaluate the feasibility of Transportation

Systems Management ( TSM ) and mass transit Updated traffic volumes, roadway capacity,

and highway deficiencies were identified and evaluated to identify segments of U.S. 2

between Richmond and Waterbury which could potentially be reconstructed to improve local

and area traffic efficiency and safety. The SDEIS estimates the cost of these localized

improvements on U.S. 2 to be approximately $ 7.2 million, substantially less than the $ 27

million set forth in the DEIS for the total rebuild of U.S. 2. Further, the SDEIS finds that

localized improvements to U.S. 2 may become necessary, regardless of whether an inter

change is constructed .

Affected Environment

The potential affected area was identified as those areas which would be physically

impacted by the construction of the reasonable alternatives and expanded to include those

areas which would be reasonably impacted by the construction of an I -89 interchange in

Bolton. An extensive inventory of affected area water sources, wetlands, wildlife, floodplains,

and visual quality was prepared. Updated information was computed and evaluated to

determine current land usage.

Environmental Consequences

Additional research and evaluation was conducted to evaluate the potential secondary

growth patterns and impact of the project on the affected area, particularly with respect to the

potential for growth in Bolton and Jonesville, and at the Bolton Valley Ski Resort

1990 U.S. Census information was utilized to evaluate social and economic impacts,

and current and projected traffic volumes were used to predict noise impacts. Wetlands

delineation , evaluation, and regulatory coordination were conducted to ascertain potential

wetland impacts. An extensive visual analysis was conducted for the reasonable build alterna

tives to identify potential visual impacts.

Comments and Coordination

Comments to the DEIS , written and verbal, were reviewed, analyzed, and are included

as an appendix to the SDEIS .

- -
-

1 11
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C. OTHER FEDERAL ACTIONS PROPOSED IN THE SAMEGEOGRAPHIC AREA

A repaving project and a safety improvement project along I-89 near the Bolton area

was recently undertaken . A pavement repaving project was conducted on U.S. 2 during 1993.

An I-89 repaving project is scheduled for 1995 between Montpelier and Bolton , and construc

tion work involving the Jonesville truss bridge is scheduled for 1996 .

No other federally supported projects are proposed in the Town of Bolton at this time.

D. MAJOR ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

Alternatives considered include no - action , transportation system management, the

rebuild of existing U.S. 2, mass transit, and several variations of the build alternative. The

proposed northbound interchange ramps have three alternative alignments and the proposed

southbound interchange ramps have four alternative alignments.

The alignments of the separated north and southbound ramp alternatives are considered

reasonable alternatives as they meet the project objectives and create the least environmental

and social impacts within the study area . The general locations of these interchange ramps

within the Town of Bolton are shown in Exhibit 1-2.

Based upon technical studies and public input, the combination of Alternative N - 3 for

the northbound ramps and Alternative S-3 for the southbound ramps has been identified as the

preferred alternative. Final selection of an alternative will not be made until all comments in

response to this SDEIS have been considered.

E. MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The implementation of the proposed action would result in potential substantive

impacts in four areas; agriculture, land use , wetlands, and archaeology.

1 . Agriculture

The preferred northbound ramp alternative (N - 3 ) alignment will directly impact

prime agricultural soils. This land is currently being utilized as a golf driving range.

Al southbound ramp alternatives will impact prime and statewide agricultural soils.

None of these areas are currently being used for agricultural purposes.

2. Land Use

The Town of Bolton is rural, relatively undeveloped , and there exists the

potential for the proposed action to induce growth . Secondary environmental impacts

resulting from project induced growth have been identified as a concem . An extensive

land development capacity analysis was conducted to identify the location and extent

of potential future land development. The affected area is predicted to grow and

develop with , or without, the construction of the proposed interchange. The proposed

interchange will enhance access into the area and accelerate area growth.

1.3



The affected area lacks municipal water and sewer services. Without these

services, large residential and commercial development is very unlikely. Residential

and light commercial development will be centered around existing transportation

corridors and at the Bolton Valley Resort area .

3 . Wetlands

The Southbound ramp alternative alignments will impact a portion of a wetland

located between 1-89 and U.S. 2. This wetland area is a Vermont Class III wetland

and has low functions and values. A wetland mitigation plan has been proposed to

compensate for the portion of the wetland area filled by this project. Wetlands are

identified within Alternatives S- 1 , S-2, S-3, and S-4.

4. Archaeology

The project area is within an area of high sensitivity for archaeological

resources because of its location in the Winooski River corridor, which was utilized as

an Indian travel route . The preferred north and southbound alternative ramp align

ments ( N - 3 and S-3) have been identified as needing further archaeological investiga

tion to determine the extent, location, and significance of potential artifacts.

5. Environmental Impacts Summary

Å summary of the project's environmental impacts is set forth in Figure 1-1 .

F
.

AREAS OF CONTROVERSY

The construction of an interstate interchange in a predominantly rural, undeveloped

town has raised questions regarding the purpose and need for such a facility. The essence of

the purpose and need for this project revolves around area growth patterns. These pattems

indicate a trend towards both residential and light commercial growth and increased use of the

area's outdoor recreational facilities. Enhanced area access is necessary to facilitate increas

ing transportation requirements stemming from these growth patterns.

The reconstruction of U.S. 2, either totally or partially, instead of the construction of

the interchange, has been suggested by several commentators as a viable alternative. At a

minimum , some reconstruction of Route 2 should be considered with or without the develop

ment of a new interchange at Bolton .

Concerns have also been voiced , through the public input process, over the potential

for secondary environmental impacts resulting from project's induced growth. A land

development capacity analysis was performed to evaluate the variables that affect land

development. Results indicate that there exists only a relatively small amount of land that

could be easily developed. A moderate amount of land is conditionally developable if various

regulatory, environmental, and physical constraints can be resolved.

- -
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G. UNRESOLVED ISSUES

Further investigation, which is ongoing, will be necessary to establish the location ,

extent, and importance of any archaeological artifacts located in potential construction areas.

H. OTHER FEDERAL ACTIONS REQUIRED

1 .

2 .

Army Corps of Engineers Nationwide Permit for wetland fill.

Additional section 106 review under the National Historic Preservation Act.

I. OTHER STATE ACTIONS REQUIRED

1 .

2.

3.

Act 250 State Land Use Permit

Stormwater Discharge Permit

Point Source Discharge Permit (NPDES)

1.5
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No-Action TSM Mas S - 2 S - 3 S - 4

Land Use - Primary No Impact No Impact No fal,

Substantial impact to

existing wetland .

Impacts to residential

and wetland areas .

Impacts to residential

and wooded areas.

Land Use - Secondary
Future area growth will Future arca growth will Futu

be constrained be constrained . bed

Area access will be

enhanced.

Arca access will be

enhanced.

Arca access will be

enhanced .

Agricultural No Impact No Impact No

Agricultural land, but

not active farmland ,

would be taken .

Agricultural land, Agricultural land,

consisting of a wet consisting of a wet

fallow field , would be fallow field , would be

taken. taken.

Social and Economic

Continued limited area Continued limited area Coro will assist in arca
Will assist in area Will assist in area

access will impede access will impede
economic development. economic development. economic development.

economic development. economic development. ecol

acce

Relocation No Impact NoNo Impact
No Impacts No Impacts

1

Impacts to residential

unit.

Air Quality
1

1

Vehicular cmissions

will increase with

predicted traffic

congestion

Vehicular cmissions

will increase with

predicted traffic

congestion

Vehing will assist in increasing Will assist in increasing Will assist in increasing

wiland vehicular efficiency andvehicular efficiency andvehicular efficiency and

pret
thus reducc vehicular thus reduce vehicular thus reduce vehicular

emissions. emissions. emissions.
con

Noise

Traffic noise will

increase as traffic

volumes on U.S. 2

increase.

Traffic noise will

increase as traffic

volumes on U.S. 2

increase .

C By 2020, traffic noise By 2020 , traffic noise By 2020 , traffic noise

Tral
is anticipated to is anticipated to is anticipated to

ve increase slightly above increase slightly above increase slightly above

vol
FHWA Noise FHWA Noisc FHWA Noisc

inca
Abatement Criteria . Abatement Criteria. Abatement Criteria.

lincil

Wetlands No Impact No Impact No

Approximately 6 acres

ofwetland impacts.

Approximately 0.68

acres ofwetland

impacts.

Approximately 0.24

acres ofwetland impact

i
Floodplain No Impact No Impact

fres Approximately 13 acres Approximately 5 acres
Approximately 0.10

No acres in the floodway
ke. in the floodway fringe in the floodway fringe.

fringe.

1
hicHistorical and

Archaeological

No Impact No Impact

N
o

No Impact

Site contains a

prehistoric and

archaeological

component.

Site contains a

prehistoric and

archacological

component.

i

Visual No Impact No Impact

i

m Minimal impact from Minimal impact from 1- Moderate impact from

No

Les. surrounding residences. 89. Route 2.

Impact to small

Water Resources No Impact No Impact No

Impact to small

drainageway.

Impact to small

drainageway. drainageway.

Vote: Construction of the interchange represents a po
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CHAPTER 2

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

0

The purpose of the proposed action is to improve the area transportation system in the

Bolton area. The proposed project will enhance economic and residential growth in the area

and assist in relieving the existing and future traffic demands and safety concems on U.S. 2

between the towns of Waterbury and Richmond. U.S. 2 presently carries both local and area

traffic. Regional traffic typically travels on Interstate 89 ( 1-89 ), a principal arterial interstate

highway, which parallels U.S. 2 , a rural major collector highway through the Winooski River

Valley corridor. The closest area interchanges are Exit 10 in Waterbury, approximately seven

miles to the east of the proposed project, and Exit 11 in Richmond, approximately eight miles

to the west.

The proposed action will provide access between U.S. 2 and I -89 in the project area

and allow area traffic an alternative travel route other than travel on U.S. 2. This will result

in increased transportation efficiency, enhance access to the area, improve response time for

public safety vehicles, and reduce potential traffic volume on U.S. 2, which will reduce the

potential for traffic accidents.

The purpose and needs that this project is intended to address are discussed under the

following headings:

• Project Status

• Traffic Volumes and Roadway Capacity

• Safety

•Roadway Deficiencies

• Enhanced Area Access

• Traffic Modal Interrelationships

• Regional Transportation Needs

A. PROJECT STATUS

|

In 1964, during the construction of I-89, the State received a citizens' petition from

the Town of Bolton that requested an interchange in Bolton . This request was rejected due to

a lack of projected travel demand in the Bolton area.

Fourteen years later, in 1978, Bolton was among six towns that made a formal request

to the state legislature for a highway interchange. The Vermont Agency of Transportation

(VAOT) included the Bolton interchange in their 10 - year construction program in 1978, but

the project was not funded by the state legislature. The project was included again in the

1979 construction program , but was not funded as the state's focus at that time was on

completing the original interstate throughout the state .



In 1983 the project was re -evaluated by the VAOT and in 1984 a feasibility study

entitled Interstate 89 Interchange Feasibility (Storch Associates) was completed based on

projected traffic volumes. The report concluded that the project had a favorable benefit/cost
ratio of 3: 1 .

In 1987, the state began the design hearing process, and in 1988, the process for a

state Land Use Permit process was initiated . As a result of public involvement, concern was

raised over the project's potential for environmental effects, particularly with regard to

secondary growth impacts in the Town of Bolton induced by the construction of the inter

change.

In early 1989, work began on a preliminary Environmental Assessment (EA ) for this

project. In November 1989, following review of the preliminary EA , the FHWA and the

VAOT decided to proceed with the preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Statement

(DEIS ).

In December 1990, the DEIS was published and distributed for comments . The DEIS

projected a favorable benefit/cost ratio of 6.7 : 1 . In February 1991, a public hearing was held

in Bolton on the project. Extensive comments were received to the DEIS.

In August 1991 a non -binding referendum and vote was held in Bolton concerning the

proposed interchange. By a vote of 176 for to 75 against, the voters of Bolton supported the

project. Strong support for the project has been exhibited by the Vermont legislature.

The project is included both in the VAOT's Long -Range Transportation Plan and in its

Long -Range Capital Plan . It is also identified in the adopted town plan for Bolton. The

Bolton Board of Selectmen and the citizens of the community have consistently requested that

the State proceed with the project.

The interchange is also supported by the Chittenden County Regional Planning

Commission (CCRCP ) and is included in both the county -wide master plan and the county's

long-range transportation plan.

In May 1993, due to the extensive comments received on the DEIS, and the need to

extensively revise the DEIS , a decision was made to produce a Supplement to the Draft

Environmental Impact Statement, (SDEIS ). A notice of intent to produce the SDEIS was

published in the Federal Register, cach commentor to the DEIS was notified , and in March

1994 a public informational meeting was conducted in Bolton .

B. TRAFFIC VOLUME AND ROADWAY CAPACITY

1 . Benefit-Cost Analysis

A benefit-cost analysis was conducted following the procedures de

scribed in the AASHTO Manual on User Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus

Transit Improvements, 1977.

-
-

- -
-

- - -
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The purpose of this analysis was to develop a ratio between the Net User

Benefits (annual road user dollars saved by utilizing the new interchange), and

the Cost of Construction and Maintenance (uniform annualized cost over a 20

year service period ). This analysis is attached as Appendix I and is summa

rized as follows:

Construction of an interchange at Bolton meeting State and Federal

Design Standards is feasible from an engineering standpoint. It would

have a Year 2000 construction cost of approximately $ 2,837,500 .

Based on the Year 2000 traffic volumes in the study area , the inter

change would result in a first year road user benefit of approximately

$ 256,000.

By the Year 2020, the Bolton interchange would be used by an estimat

ed 6,480 vehicles per day. Annual road user benefits in Year 2020 are

estimated at $ 2,163,000. At a 10% assumed discount rate , the project is

expected to have a positive benefit/cost ratio of 2.5: 1 . Thus, road user

benefits provided by the interchange would be substantially greater than

the costs , and the proposed interchange can be considered economically

justified .

2. Traffic Volume

Traffic volumes have been measured several times during the mid

1980's and more recently in 1992 using automatic traffic recorders and

six /twelve hour manual turning movement counts . Base year 1993 traffic

volumes were estimated from this traffic count data , taking into consideration

the following conditions:

Appropriate seasonal adjustment factors were applied using " Automatic

Traffic Recorder Grouping Study Based on 1992 Traffic Data , " (VAOT,

April 1993 ).

Recent historical traffic growth was applied.

Estimates of annual average daily traffic (AADT) on Bolton Valley

Road were based on data related to surrounding historical growth

factors. It is estimated that the Bolton area will grow at an annual rate

of 3.5% based on existing data and projected growth rates.

Growth at Bolton Valley Resort was capped at 1,400 vehicles per day

on an annual average basis. This figure was derived from the maximum

ski area capacity and existing growth potential as determined in the

secondary growth section of this report (see Appendix II ).
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Preliminary AADT's were adjusted to balance between intersections.

Figure 2-1 shows the baseline year 1993 AADT at specific locations

between Richmond and Waterbury , including detailed counts on the interchange

ramps at Waterbury (Exit 10) and Richmond (Exit 11 ).

Figure 2-2 depicts the expected changes in traffic patterns as a result of

the construction of the proposed Bolton interchange. By addition or subtraction

of these projected traffic changes on the roadway network, a proposed build

condition is generated for 1993 (Figure 2-3) .

The AADT was projected for the Years 2000 and 2020 at these same

locations and is shown in Figures 2-4 to 2-7 for the No - Build and Build

condition .

Based upon the historical traffic growth rates and area growth rates

predicted in Appendix II, the traffic growth along the Route 2 corridor was

assumed to be 3.5% per year. Growth at the Bolton Valley Resort was capped

to reflect a maximum of 175,000 skier days per year, as compared to the 1992

1993 usage of approximately 132,000 skier days per year. This was based on a

study by Mullin Associates and an examination of current growth constraints at

the Bolton Valley Resort.

Traffic growth for I-89 was assumed to be 2% per year. This was

based on VAOT 1992 Regression Analysis for Interstate Roadways.

3. Roadway Capacity

The roadway capacity is the maximum number of vehicles which can

pass over a roadway or through an intersection in a given period of time.

Capacity is usually defined in terms of vehicles (or passenger car equivalents )

per hour.

The essence of a traffic analysis is to examine the relationship between

the capacity of the roadway links and intersections and the projected volume of

vehicles using the roadway during periods of maximum (or peak ) demand . The

peak hour demand is the 30th highest hourly volume of traffic that occurs on

each specific roadway in a given year. This figure is referred to as the Design

Hour Volume (DHV). Based on the ADT for 1993, 2000 , and 2020, and the

ratio of DHV to the ADT for the specific highways under construction , the

design hour volumes (DHV) were estimated for both the No - Build and Build

condition . These volumes are presented in Figures 2-8 to 2-13.
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The closer the traffic volumes are to the capacity of the link or intersec

tion , the slower the traffic flow and the more delays there will be. There is

also less certainty in predicting driver behavior and reaction time and therefore

an increased potential for accidents. Travel time, freedom to maneuver, safety,

comfort, convenience, and fuel consumption are all affected. The degree to

which all of these things are likely to be affected , positively or negatively, may

be thought of as the " Level of Service" (LOS) to the road user.

LOS is a measure of delay encountered by vehicles passing through a

highway facility, or the efficiency of the highway in moving traffic, and ranges

from " A " through "F", where " A " signifies no delays, " F " signifies extreme

delays, and intermediate ratings represent progressively increasing delays. The

six LOS commonly used for purposes of traffic analysis are briefly described

below . Table 2-2 also shows how LOS relates to operating speed on a rural

collector highway such as U.S. 2 in Bolton , and a principal interstate highway,

such as 1-89. LOS delays for different types of facilities, ( e.g. interstates, rural

highways, intersections) vary because thefunction of these facilities is differ

ent.

LOS A - Free flow with low volumes and high speeds.

LOS B - Stable flow , with operating speeds beginning to be somewhat restrict

ed by traffic conditions.

LOS C - Stable flow , but speeds and maneuverability are more closely con

trolled by the higher volumes. The VAOT's aim is for all of their facilities to

operate at LOS C, unless there are extenuating circumstances that require a

compromise to LOS D.

LOS D - Approaching unstable flow , with tolerable operating speeds being

maintained , through considerably affected by changes in operating conditions.

LOS E - Unstable flow with lower operating speeds than LOS D and with

volumes at or near the capacity of the highway. An LOS E is considered

undesirable by the VAOT.

LOS F · Forced flow operation at low speeds, where volumes are below

capacity.

The existing and projected LOS for I -89 and U.S. 2 are summarized in

Table 2-2. In each roadway segment analyzed , the LOS is predicted to drop by

at least one rating between 1990 and 2010 if no action is taken . The 7 -mile

roadway segment of U.S. 2 from Bolton Valley Road , travelling west toward

Richmond , will approach an unstable flow condition .
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1
TABLE 2-1

GENERAL LEVELS OF SERVICE

1

Average Travel Speed (mph)

LOS
Definition Multi-Lane Rural without

Access Control

Controlled Access

Highway

A Free Flow 57 2 60

B Reasonably Free Flow 53
2 57

с Stable Flow 50 2 54

D Approaching Unstable Flow 40 46

1

1
E Unstable Flow 30 30-35

F Forced Flow < 30 < 30

Source:

of State Highways and Transportation Officials .

A Policy on Geometric Design of Highwaysand Streets, 1984. American Association |

1
TABLE 2-2

LEVEL OF SERVICE ANALYSIS

U.S. 2 AND 1-89 1

Segment 1993 2000 2020

1
Route

From Το No-Build Build
No- Build Build No-Build Build

U.S. 2 Exit 11 Bridge Street D D E E F F

Bridge St. Jonesville D с D C E E

Jonesville с С D C E E2.000 ' East of

Bolton Town Line

South Ramps B B с B D C2,000 ' East of Bolton

Town Line 1

South Ramps Bolton Valley Road с B C B D с

Bolton Valley Road North Ramps B B с B D с

North Ramps B A B A с BWaterbury Town

Line

1
Waterbury Town Line с B с B D сEnd State Highway

at VL

1-89 Exit 11 Bolton B B. B B , C D

Bolton Exit 10 B B B с с D

A

0
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C. SAFETY

Traffic volumes and roadway deficiencies contribute to safety concerns on U.S.

2. Accident data for U.S. 2, presented over a 5 - year reporting period, is shown in

Table 2-3 for the 15-mile roadway spanning the Waterbury, Bolton, Richmond area.

These accidents occurred along U.S. 2 between the Richmond interchange and the

intersection of U.S. 2 and VT 100 in Waterbury. A total of 123 accidents occurred

between 1988 and 1992 , with 53 of those accidents resulting in injuries and one

resulting in a fatality.

The accident rate for this roadway segment is calculated to be 1.405 accidents

per million vehicle miles (MVM ) travelled . This represents a drop in both the

previous accident rate ( 1.777 ACU /MVM ) and the total number of accidents (137) for

this road segment reported in the DEIS for years 1984-1988. The statewide accident

rate for similar rural highways is 1.411 accidents /MVM .

TABLE 2-3

ACCIDENT REPORTS FOR U.S. 2

BETWEEN RICHMOND AND WATERBURY, VERMONT

1988-1992

Year Number of Accidents Number of Fatal Accidents Number of Injury Accidents

1988 33 1 12

1989 33 0 18

1990 26 0 5

1991 14 0 6

1992 17 0 12

TOTAL 123 1 53

Accident Rate : 1.405 ACCMVM

Statewide AccidentRate : 1.411 ACCMVM

Data Source: VAOT Planning Section Accident Report, 1992

Accident rates can also be analyzed statistically to determine where high

accident locations occur. Actual accident rates are compared to critical accident rates

for specific roadway segments. The critical accident rate is the number of traffic

accidents calculated to occur along a roadway segment with a 99 % statistical level of

confidence. If the actual rate is higher than the critical rate, the roadway segment is

considered to be a high accident area.
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Ten highway segments have been analyzed along the 15 -mile U.S. 2 study area

encompassing Bolton and portions of Waterbury and Richmond. Table 2-4 summa

rizes accident information for these segments. Three segments have an actual

rate /critical rate ratio exceeding 1.0, indicating that these segments are high accident

areas. Segment 5 is between the Jonesville Bridge and the Richmond /Bolton town

line, segment 2 is located in Richmond Village, and segment 10 is located in Water

bury near the intersection of U.S. 2 and VT 100. These high accident areas are shown
in Exhibit 2-1 .

In addition to evaluating the 15 -mile roadway, a particularly dangerous

intersection of U.S. 2 with Jericho Road (TH2 ), designated at Bridge Street ( TH1) to

the south of U.S. 2, was examined for its intersection accident rate . This is the main

intersection in the Village of Richmond. The actual accident rate for the intersection

is 0.916. The statewide accident rate was 0.643 accidents /million entering vehicles.

On the basis of this information, the critical accident rate was calculated to 1.139

accidents /MVM . Because the actual rate is higher than the critical rate , this intersec

tion is considered a high accident location . A full traffic signal has replaced a

flashing yellow caution light to address the problem .

D. ROADWAY DEFICIENCIES

U.S. 2 is the major traffic transportation corridor through Bolton . This

highway is essential to Bolton and adequacy of this highway is of vital importance.

Roadway adequacy can be assessed in terms of sufficiency ratings and sight distance

for passing.

Sufficiency ratings are numeric evaluations of a highway based on their

structural condition (50 points ); safety (25 points) and effectiveness in serving the

public ( 25 points ), for a total of 100 points. A rating of 0 to 40 points is bad; 40 to

60 points is poor, 60 to 80 points is fair, and 80 to 100 points is good. Sufficiency

ratings conducted in 1991 show that 28% of the 15 -mile segment of U.S. 2 between

the Waterbury exit and Richmond exit is in bad condition , 11% is poor, and 61% of

the roadway is in fair condition.

An important determinant of adequate and safe operation on a roadway is

passing sight distance. Roadway width , curvature, and grade all have a bearing on

what percent of the roadway in each direction is adequate for passing. Sight distance

must be adequate for a driver to overtake a vehicle going in the same direction and be

able either to abort the attempted pass or complete the maneuver safely if a vehicle

headed in the opposite direction appears. At 50 mph, 1,800 feet is the minimum

adequate sight distance for passing. Some of the curves along U.S. 2 are posted lower

than 50 mph; the minimum sight distance for passing is less in these areas. These

areas are incorporated into the statistics provided below .

-
-
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Sight distance for passing on U.S. 2 is largely insufficient over the entire 15

mile study segment as summarized in Table 2-5. The Bolton portion of U.S. 2 is not

as deficient in this roadway parameter as the adjacent segments on U.S. 2. Sight

distance for passing is deficient over 89% of the northbound lane and over 92 % of the

southbound lane of traffic in the Waterbury segment. This segment of road has many

vertical and horizontal curves. The Richmond segment of U.S. 2 has inadequate sight

passing distance over 95% of the northbound lane and 96% of the southbound lane.

As traffic increases on U.S. 2, vehicular passing becomes more prevalent and danger

ous.

TABLE 2-3

SIGHT DISTANCE SUFFICIENCY FOR PASSING ON U.S. 2

BETWEEN WATERBURY AND RICHMOND

Percent Insufficient Sight Distance

Town

Northbound Lane Southbound Lane

Waterbury 89% 92%

Bolton 58% 50 %

Richmond 95% 96 %

Source: VAOT Sight Distance Diagrams, December 1972.

Field checked , 1979.

Construction of the proposed interchange in Bolton will not correct the

roadway deficiencies associated with U.S. 2 in the project area . Construction of the

interchange will remove some existing and future traffic from U.S. 2. The removal of

this traffic from U.S. 2 to I-89 will improve overall area access, travel efficiency and

travel safety. Without the removal of this traffic , efficiency and safety on U.S. 2 will

decrease at a faster rate than if area traffic is diverted to I-89.

The Alternative Section discusses the possibility of rebuilding sections of U.S.

2 to improve the sufficiency rating and enhance traffic efficiency and safety. This

rebuilding effort will be expensive and poses substantial environmental and social

impacts. However, there exist individual segments of U.S. 2 that should be considered

for improvements, such as the Jonesville intersection, regardless of whether the

proposed interchange project is constructed .

E. ENHANCED AREA ACCESS

A purpose of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991

(ISTEA ) is to provide an interconnected system of principal arterial routes which will

serve interstate and interregional travel. The ISTEA Declaration of Policy supports a
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national transportation system which promotes economic development A specific

purpose of ISTEA is to provide for projects that ensure better rural access and that

promote economic development in rural areas.

The need for enhanced area access in the project area is determined by:

- The desire for area economic development.

-Future population and residential growth.

-Usage of the area's recreational facilities.

-The requirement for additional area transportation access and corridors.

The Desire for Area Economic Development

The Village of Bolton is located approximately midway between Exit 10 in

Waterbury, VT and Exit 11 in Richmond, VT, a total distance of 15 miles. Both

Bolton and Jonesville, which is located approximately 24 miles west of the Village of

Bolton, have limited commercial activities. The lack of municipal water and sewer

systems in these two areas serve to limit the amount and character of economic

development. Additionally, the lack of an interchange near Bolton restricts the

immediate area's ability to attract commercial development due to the length of the

distance to an interchange, and the greater commercial growth potential that exists

with areas closer to an interchange.

The importance of commercial growth to the project area is illustrated by the

1990 U.S. Census Population Statistics. Of the 552 individuals in the Bolton work

force, only 47 work locally, while the remaining 505 commute to out of area work

places.

The 1992 study, Growth at Rural Interchanges; What, Where , Why, states that

an interstate will improve economic accessibility and increase job opportunities for

rural areas. The secondary growth impact analysis for this project, prepared by Mullin

Associates (see Appendix II), predicts that the interchange will facilitate the growth of

small commercial activities in the villages of Bolton and Jonesville. These commer

cial activities could include a small motel and inn, restaurant and /or coffee shop, pizza

shop, bed and breakfast hospices, and a small convenience store and gas station in the

project area.

Bolton's economy is centered around the Bolton Valley Resort area . This

resort is a year -round recreational facility that functions primarily as a large ski area

during the winter. This resort provides substantial income, employment, and tax base

assets to Bolton . The opening of an interchange will impact the Bolton Valley Resort.

Specifically, if the interchange opens in the year 2000 , the ski area in the year

2010, under a medium growth scenario , would grow as follows: the skiing facilities

( trails, lifts, snow -making, and day lodges) would grow by 34 percent, instead of by 6

percent with no interchange; the hotel and restaurant facilities would grow by 19

percent instead of by zero percent; and the number of ski resort housing units would
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grow by 63 percent instead of by 55 percent. Growth at Bolton Valley Resort will

economically impact the entire project area .

However, growth at Bolton Valley Resort will not proceed unchecked, as

capacity constraints, involving wastewater and snow making, and environmental

permitting requirements associated with development will constrain growth. During

the 1992-1993 ski season the ski area had approximately 132,000 skier days. Mullin

Associates estimate that the existing facilities can handle up to 175,000 skier days ( see

Appendix II).

Enhanced area transportation access will facilitate small commercial activities

in Bolton and Jonesville , and accelerate the commercial potential associated with the

recreational use of Bolton Valley Resort.

Future Population and Residential Growth

The towns of Bolton and Richmond are among those towns in Vermont with

the highest percentage population growth rates since 1970. They are perceived as

desirable exurban living environments for those who wish to move out of Burlington

and its more developed suburban areas . Additionally, the project area is also located

in the corridor between the employment centers of Burlington to the west and

Montpelier, Waterbury and Barre to the east. Thus, the project area is very attractive

to the two-employee household where one works in the Burlington area and the other

works in Montpelier or Waterbury. During the next 20 years population is expected to

increase approximately 50% in Bolton and 40 % in Richmond.

Population increases will drive demand for residential and commercial develop

ment. In Bolton, during the recent recession years, there has been population growth ,

even though few new residences have been built in the town. The growth has

occurred largely due to the conversion of seasonal and vacation units into year-round

use. This trend in Bolton cannot be sustained for long, and the requirement for

additional housing stock in the project area will increase. This increase in population

and residential housing will result regardless of the construction of the interchange;

however, construction of the interchange will accelerate the rate of increase. The

construction of the interchange will result in approximately 6 to 7 percent more

residential units by 2010 in the project area than would have been constructed without

the interchange.

Even without an interchange, population and residence growth will result in

substantial traffic increases on U.S. 2. Additionally, Bolton Valley Resort will expand,

although at a slower rate without the construction of the interchange (see Appendix II).

The majority of skiers at Bolton Valley will continue to be day skiers, who will utilize

U.S. 2 to travel to the ski area.

The combination of area population, residential, and recreational growth will

result in increased usage and decreased levels of service on U.S. 2. Traffic impacts

will extend along U.S. 2 between Waterbury and Richmond . Richmond Village will

- -
-

-
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be substantially impacted by the increased through traffic to the ski area , and by the

increased number of daily commuters from Bolton, Richmond, Jericho, and Hunting

ton . Waterbury, due to the entering and exiting of Bolton - area 1-89 traffic north of

Waterbury Village, will not be as greatly impacted by growth in the project area.

Additional area access is necessary to meet projected area transportation needs

stemming from increased area population and residential growth.

Usage of the Area's Recreational Facilities

The natural landscape near Bolton has a dramatic quality that creates several recre

ational areas. These recreational areas include:

Huntington Gorge

Robins Mountain Wildlife Refuge

The Winooski River Canoe Access

Mount Mansfield State Forest

Camels Hump State Park

The Long Trail

West Bolton Golf Club

Bolton Valley Resort

To the northwest, Chittenden County has the largest concentration of popula

tion in Vermont. To the southeast, Waterbury and Montpelier represent substantial

population centers. Increased desire to access these recreational areas will grow in

direct relationship to the surrounding area's population growth. This increased desire

to access these recreational facilities will generate increased transportation demands for

area access . U.S. 2 has a limited ability to provide adequate transportation access to

these areas. This ability will continue to diminish as transportation requirements

continue to increase on U.S. 2.

The Need for an Additional Area Transportation Access Corridor

U.S. 2 provides the primary local transportation corridor through Bolton.

Absent travel on unpaved secondary roads, ingress and egress into the Village of

Bolton is restricted to travel on U.S. 2. Blockage of U.S. 2, whether by traffic

congestion , traffic accidents, flooding, or road construction will impose hardships on

those individuals entering or exiting Bolton. At best, this blockage will be an

inconvenience to commuters, recreational users, and businesses; at worst a life

threatening situation delaying emergency vehicles.

In 1981 an emergency interstate access was approved to allow the Town of

Bolton to effectively respond to accident or emergencies occurring on I -89. This

access is a locked gate located just east of the underpass of U.S. 2 and I-89 near

Bolton village. This emergency access is not designated for use by emergency

vehicles desiring access to I-89 for other than emergencies occurring on I-89 itself. If

an 1-89 interchange is constructed in the Bolton area , this gate is anticipated to be

permanently closed.

Bolton contracts with the Town of Richmond for ambulance and rescue service,

and these vehicles must negotiate U.S. 2. Although Bolton has a fire station , assis
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tance from neighboring communities is solicited when extra alarm fires occur, and the

emergency vehicles must travel on U.S. 2. Travel on U.S. 2 may lengthen response

times to emergencies occurring within the Town of Bolton, particularly if U.S. 2 is

blocked by traffic congestion resulting from the emergency. Emergency response time

becomes an important factor in an area with substantial outdoor recreational opportuni

ties, where the risk of accidental injury is high . Although calculating an emergency

response time is very site specific to the area to be reached and depends on current

traffic conditions, providing an alternative access (I -89 ), and lessening the traffic on

U.S. 2, should facilitate emergency response times. .

1

1

The distance separating the two interchange exits closest to Bolton is approxi

mately 15 miles. This distance is the second longest interval between exits in the

entire interstate system in Vermont. Interchanges should be located to meet transpor

tation needs and provide optimum freeway operation. Interstate traffic accidents, fuel

spills, or severe adverse winter weather conditions can halt traffic on 1-89. Without an

exit ramp for this area, following traffic becomes stalled with lengthy traffic blockag

es. If emergency vehicles are required to respond, their attempts to navigate through

this traffic congestion may cause life threatening delays. The ability of interstate

traffic to exit the interstate is an important safety consideration which is adversely

affected by the long length between existing interchanges in Waterbury and Richmond.

1

1

F. TRAFFIC MODAL INTERRELATIONSHIP

1

Bolton is a rural area characterized by substantial outdoor recreational opportu

nities. Transportation in the area is accomplished primarily by privately owned

vehicles. In a 1991 survey on the Vermont public's attitudes and opinions on

transportation, an overwhelming percentage of Vermonters ( 94 % ) preferred their

privately owned means of transportation over all other forms of transportation.

Although, an interchange at Bolton may lessen the ultimate traffic on U.S. 2, it will

have little impact on facilitating the interface of different methods of transportation ,

with one small potential exception.

1

1

1

Bolton Valley Resort is the primary area attraction for out-of-area recreational

users. Although , Bolton Valley Resort draws the majority of its users from the

surrounding area, it also draws out-of -state recreational users. For those users in the

Burlington, Vermont area , an interchange offers the opportunity for enhanced bus

transportation to and from the area. For those out-of-state users, an interchange offers

the potential to facilitate either air or rail transportation into the Burlington or Montpe

lier area , and then bus or taxi transportation to the ski area .

1

G. REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION NEEDS 1

1
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA ) has set forth regulatory guid

ance mandating justification requirements for the addition of interchanges to existing

interstate systems. The proposed interchange must not substantially adversely impact

regional transportation needs in order to solve local transportation needs.

1
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To assist in evaluating this requirement the FHWA considers the following

criteria :

Criteria No. 1

Existing local roads must not be able to provide interstate access, nor can they be

reasonably improved to accommodate the area's 20 -year traffic demands and at the

same time provide access to the interstate .

There is no public access to the interstate in Bolton , Vermont. Traffic will increase on

U.S. 2, and as set forth in Chapter 3, rebuilding of U.S. 2 to meet the project require

ments is not reasonable, nor will such a rebuild alternative provide access to the

interstate.

Criteria No. 2

Reasonable alternatives to the construction of an interchange have been evaluated and

implemented if possible.

Chapter 3 evaluates the reasonable alternatives. The alternatives of no -action, mass

transportation , and transportation system management have a very limited ability to

resolve the area's transportation requirements. Construction of an interchange most

effectively meets the area's transportation needs.

Criteria No 3

The proposed interchange does not have a substantial adverse impact on the safety and

operation of the existing interstate based on an analysis of current and future traffic .

As set forth in the Traffic Volumes and Roadway Capacity part of this section , the

construction of an interchange in Bolton, Vermont will divert traffic from U.S. 2 to I

89. This diversion of traffic will have a minor adverse traffic efficiency (LOS) impact

on I-89, projected mostly to be in the year 2020, but this impact is not considered to

be substantial.

Criteria No. 4

The proposed interchange must connect to a public road only and provide for all

traffic movements.

Both the northbound and southbound exit and entrance ramps connect to U.S. 2, a

public highway. The ramp design allows for full traffic turning, exiting, and entrance

movements .
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Criteria No. 5

The proposed interchange must be consistent with local and regional land use and

transportation plans.

As set forth in the Project Status section of this chapter, the proposed interchange is:

Included in the VAOT's Long -Range Transportation Plan and Long -Range

Capital Plan.

Supported by the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission and

included in the county master plan and long -range transportation plan.

Included in the Bolton Town Plan , and is supported , through referendum , by a

majority of the voters in Bolton .

Criteria No. 6

If need for the interchange is generated by private development, and private develop

ment is clearly the driving force behind the need for added access, appropriate

coordination must occur with the private developer.

As set forth in Chapter 5, Bolton Valley Resort will benefit from the proposed

interchange, in that the ski area will accelerate its growth from the present usage of

132,000. skier days/year to 175,000 skier days/year, which is the limit with the existing

ski area infrastructure. Bolton Valley has coordinated with VAOT, by providing

VAOT with anticipated growth and traffic estimates associated with Bolton Valley

Resort's Master Plan .

However, even though Bolton Valley Resort will initially benefit from the interchange,

development at the ski area is not the clear driving force for the interchange. As the

regional and local transportation plans indicate , the proposed interchange is part of a

long -range transportation plan to accommodate area wide residential and economic

growth, and the associated transportation demands this growth will generate .

The proposed Bolton Interchange complies with the 6 FHWA regulatory policy criteria

concerning the justification of need to provide an interchange to an existing interstate

highway.

SUMMARY OF PROJECTNEED

The following summarizes the need for the proposed action.

The proposed interchange has local, regional, and state support. By a vote of

176 to 75, the voters of Bolton, in August 1991, supported the project. The Chitten

den County Regional Planning Commission supports the project and has included the

project in both the county -wide master plan and the county's long -range transportation

plan. The project is included both in VAOT's long -range transportation plan and in its
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long -range capital plan . The Vermont Legislature has indicated support for the

project.

The requirement for enhanced area access in the project area is demonstrated

by:

- the desire for area economic development

future population and residential growth projections

potential for increasing use of the area's recreational facilities

the need for additional area transportation access corridors

Future growth within the area , particularly related to the recreational industry ,

is a certainty and will require improved access .

LOS on U.S. 2 will decline if no action is taken. With construction of the

Bolton interchange, any LOS decline for U.S. 2 will be substantially delayed.

Bolton is situated in the middle of a 15 -mile segment between existing I-89

interchanges, which segment is the second largest interchange interval in the

state. Construction of the interchange will assist in ensuring adequate access

from adjacent populated areas and provide for the safety of the travelling

public.

Access between 1-89, a principal arterial interstate highway, and U.S. 2, a

major rural collector highway within the Town of Bolton, will enhance the

safety and efficiency of the transportation system .

One fatal traffic accident has occurred on U.S. 2 within the last five reporting

years. Three segments of the U.S. 2 roadway are rated as high accident areas.

A need exists to improve emergency vehicle access between Bolton and

regional medical facilities.

I

Sufficiency ratings show that 39 % of the 15 -mile roadway is rated either bad

or poor. The remaining 61% of roadway is rated only fair. Sight distance for

passing is insufficient over the majority of the 15 -mile roadway segment.

The proposed interchange is an integral part of state, regional, and local

transportation plans. The project complies with the FHWA regulatory policy

criteria concerning the justification of need to provide an interchange to an

existing interstate highway.

1
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CHAPTER 3

ALTERNATIVES

A. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES

A number of potential courses of action , locations, and roadway designs were

reviewed prior to identifying the following alternatives for consideration in the SDEIS .

Possible alternatives considered for the proposed action are as follows:

No Action Alternative

Transportation System Management (TSM ) Alternative

Mass Transit Alternative

Rebuild Existing U.S. 2 Alternative

Total Rebuild

-Partial Rebuild

Build Alternative - Central Interchange

Build Alternative - Separated Interchange Ramps

Northbound Ramp Alternatives

Alternative N - 1

Alternative N - 2

Alternative N - 3

Southbound Ramp Alternatives

Alternative S- 1

Alternative S-2

Alternative S-3

Alternative S - 4

Each of these potential alternatives was reviewed as concerns the following:

The ability of the alternative to meet the project's purpose and need .

Whether the alternative can be designed to meet highway standards.

The cost of the alternative.

The social impacts of the alternative

The environmental impacts of the project.

A determination was then made as to whether the alternative was reasonable.

B. NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE

The No- Action Alternative includes minor restoration and maintenance that would

allow the continued operation of existing U.S. 2 within the project area . This alternative

would generally maintain the same physical and environmental conditions that currently exist

throughout the project area .



As this alternative does not entail any major improvements to the existing roadway, no

engineering plan is involved ; costs incurred would be those for routine maintenance. As the

analysis sets forth in the Secondary Growth section of Chapter 5 of this report, development

and growth will increase in the project area; regardless of whether the interchange or other

alternatives are implemented. Development in Waterbury and Montpelier to the south , and

expansion of the Burlington area and construction of the circumferential highway to the north,

will spur residential development and light commercial activity in the project area. Bolton

Valley Resort area will expand, particularly with respect to day skiers from the surrounding

areas. These trends are reflected in the population projections which predict that the Bolton

area will remain one of the fastest growing areas in Chittenden County , with or without an

interchange being constructed at Bolton .

Access to Jonesville, Bolton Village, and Bolton Valley Resort area is essentially

limited to travel on U.S. 2. The no - action alternative maintains this limited access scenario .

As the traffic volume increases on U.S. 2 the LOS will decrease, and the number of accidents

will increase , even if the accident rate remains the same, as the increased volume of traffic

will generate more traffic accidents. Traffic service and efficiency along U.S. 2 will decrease

without any action , access to the area will become more constrained , and the number of

traffic accidents, and potentially the accident rate, due to a more congested traffic scenario,

will increase .

The no -action alternative fails to meet the project's purpose of enhancing area access

and improving area traffic efficiency and safety. As such this alternative does not reasonably

meet the project's purpose and need .

C. TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MANAGEMENT (TSM ) ALTERNATIVE

Transportation system management is the modification of the operational characteris

tics of the highway system to increase the efficiency of the existing facilities. The TSM

alternative attempts to maximize the efficiency of the existing roadway system . TSM

activities include ridesharing, the consideration of fringe parking lots, and traffic control

devices, to include additional signage, roadway markings, or "no passing zoncs" . TSM

measures are usually more efficient in resolving urban area traffic problems as opposed to

providing solutions for rural traffic concerns. Standard TSM measures, which involve

linking traffic signals, ramp-metering to influence access to the interstate, and introducing van

pool and bus lancs, are not appropriate for implementation in the project area .

Signage, roadway markings, and traffic lights can improve traffic efficiency on U.S. 2 ,

particularly as traffic increases on U.S. 2 in the future , and TSM measures should be consid

ered for future implementation on U.S. 2. However, traffic efficiency can only be increased a

limited amount by TSM measures.

Commuter parking lots at the Richmond and Waterbury exist to provide for car

pooling within the study area . There exists the possibility of providing a commuter parking

lot in Bolton. Unfortunately, the construction and encouragement of commuter /van pools

does not often result in their increased usage. In a survey and report conducted in 1991 for

the VAOT on the Vermont public's attitudes and opinions on transportation, the private

-
-
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automobile was the primary means of transportation for 94 % of the people interviewed.

Casivan pools accounted for only 3.4% usage. If access was made available to all inter

viewed individuals for can /van pools usage , 84% stated they would next to never use the

can /van pools. Car/van pools will have a very limited ability to alleviate future traffic

concerns on U.S. 2.

Although TSM measures can increase traffic efficiency on U.S. 2, and should be

considered for future implementation, in and of themselves, they are inadequate to satisfy the

area's traffic efficiency and safety concerns, and have a very limited ability to enhance access

to the project area. This alternative does not reasonably meet the project's purpose and need.

D. MASS TRANSIT ALTERNATIVE

This alternative considers the use of actions that would reduce the number of vehicular

trips by private automobiles. Mass transit alternatives are generally considered suitable for

areas that are either within a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area or in an urban region

which contains a population of over 200,000 persons. Bolton is neither. Population density

is low ( approximately 23 persons per square mile), and such low densities are not conducive

to bus, rail, or other forms of mass transit. The development of a separate sustainable mass

transit system for the project area is not feasible.

Integration of the project area with the existing mass transit systems to include city - to

city bus and passenger trains should be encouraged. City -to -city bus transportation has the

potential to provide a very limited increase in traffic efficiency. Specifically, additional bus

transportation from the Burlington area to the Bolton Valley Resort area could assist in

relieving spot traffic congestion created at the beginning and end of the weekend skier's day.

However, as Vermont transportation attitudes indicate the private car is the vastly preferred

mode of transportation. Even with access to city - to -city bus transportation, 81% of those

surveyed stated they would never use inter-city bus transportation.

The railroad line passes through the village of Bolton. The development of a special

rail service to transport skiers to regional ski areas would encourage the use of passenger rail

service. If this service was coordinated with inter -city bus transportation and commercial air

service the possibility of increased usage occurs , particularly by out-of -state skiers who have

to travel substantial distances to reach Vermont ski areas. However, as the secondary growth

section indicates, increased skier days at Bolton Valley Ski area will mostly be the result of

usage by local day- skiers. This type of skier generally prefers a private automobile as a

means of transportation . The Vermont transportation attitude survey states that even with

access to a passenger rail system , 81% would never use such a system .

Mass transportation has some opportunities to assist in relieving traffic congestion in

the project area and should be encouraged. Mass transportation has the greatest opportunity

to assist in the transportation of non -regional skiers, who use other commercial transportation

systems to access the region . However, the net potential effect of mass transportation on

improving traffic efficiency and enhancing access to the area is minimal, and as such does not

reasonably meet the project's purpose and needs.
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E. SUMMARY OF NON -BUILD ALTERNATIVES

The No - Action Alternative fails to address the area's current and future trans

portation needs, and does not satisfy the project's purpose and needs.

Transportation System Management Measures and Mass Transportation each

have an ability to enhance traffic efficiency and safety. Individually, each fails

to satisfy the project's purpose and need .

Collectively the combined impact of the TSM and mass transit alternatives is greater,

but still can not satisfy the project's purpose and need . Nevertheless, regardless of whether

an interchange is constructed, these measures should be considered , and implemented when

economically and environmentally feasible, to improve traffic efficiency and safety on U.S. 2.

F. REBUILD EXISTING U.S. 2 ALTERNATIVE

This alternative considers two options for reconstructing U.S. 2 to improve safety ,

increase traffic efficiency, and enhance access to the project area . The first option involves

the total reconstruction of U.S. 2 , the second option involves reconstruction of U.S. 2 at

selected points.

Currently, area roads serve the following functions within the regional transportation

system :

1-89 is an arterial road moving high volumes of traffic rapidly through the

state .

U.S. 2 is a major collector road, moving traffic between the arterial roads and

local roads.

Local roads move low volumes of traffic to destinations.

Presently, U.S. 2 functions adequately as a collector road . Traffic moves steadily on it

at about 40 to 50 mph in short lines. In 20 years, U.S. 2 with no modifications, is predicted

to function with traffic moving in longer lines at 30 to 35 mph.

1 . Total Rebuild of U.S. 2

Existing high accident locations on U.S. 2 could be improved by straightening

the alignment, providing adequate paved shoulders, improving sight distances,

widening clear zones and creating passing lanes to allow for the free movement of

traffic . A typical upgrading of a two-lane highway would include constructing a

roadway width to accommodate two 12 - foot travel lanes with 8 - foot shoulders, and

have appropriate horizontal and vertical design elements to achieve required passing

sight distances. An additional travel lane would increase the roadway width where

passing lanes are required. Improvement of U.S. 2 would generally involve widening

the paved surface of the road from 30 to 40 feet.
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Between Richmond and Waterbury there exist numerous wedlands, floodplains,

and streams that would be impacted. An improved roadway would result in increased

speeds and increased traffic which would result in potential land use change, social

impacts, and a desire for relocation by some roadside residents .

At an estimated cost of $2 million per mile this alternative would cost approxi

mately $ 27 million . The high construction costs and potential extensive environmental

and social impacts, make this alternative not reasonable.

2. Partial Rebuild of U.S. 2

To reduce environmental, social, and fiscal impacts, the reconstruction of

separate segments of U.S. 2 has been evaluated, as opposed to reconstruction of the

entire length of U.S. 2 between Richmond and Waterbury. Site visits, orthophoto

evaluation , accident rates, and roadway geometrics were considered to determine

which areas would require rehabilitation or reconstruction to reasonably improve

traffic efficiency and safety on U.S. 2, and enhance accessibility to the Bolton area.

Based upon the above criteria five areas on U.S. 2 between Richmond and Waterbury

were identified to warrant reconstruction . These areas are identified on Exhibit 3-1

and described as follows, starting at the Richmond areas of U.S. 2, and moving

eastward on U.S. 2 to the Waterbury area .

Area 1 - 0.6 mile west of the Town of Richmond (MM 1.8) to 0.4 mile east of

Richmond (MM 3.0)

Area 2 - 0.1 mile east of U.S. 2 over I-89 (MM 3.4 ) to 0.15 mile east of U.S. 2 over

1-89 (MM 3.8)

Area 3 - U.S. 2 under 1-89 approximately 0.5 miles west of Jonesville (MM 5.9) to 0.6

of a mile east of Jonesville (Bolton MM 0.15)

Area 4 - U.S. 2 under I-89 at Bolton Valley Road (MM 2.60) to 0.4 Mile East of

Bolton Valley Road (MM 3.40 )

Area 5 - The intersection of U.S. 2 and route 100 in Waterbury (MM 3.10) to 0.7 mile

west of intersection of U.S. 2 (MM 3.75)

A technical evaluation consisting of a geometric and conceptual design analysis

of these five areas has been completed. The study identifies the road segment

deficiencies, recommends conceptual design improvements to meet current geometric

design standards, and provides a cost estimate for each area. The following informa

tion has been extracted and summarized from the study.

Area 1 - Richmond MM 1.80 to MM 3.00

This segment begins west of the Richmond Village, passes through Richmond

Village, and terminates near the eastern edge of the village. The existing posted speed
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limit in this area changes from 40 mph to 30 mph to 50 mph. Based on accidents

occurring between 1988 and 1992, this segment contains a high accident location .

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design to correct the

roadway deficiencies for Area One is $ 2,500,000. This involves the construction of

1.20 miles of roadway starting at Richmond MM 1.80 and ending at Richmond MM

3.00, as well as the construction of a 12'W X 8'H x 45'L box culvert at Richmond

MM 1.90. This structure is necessary to replace the existing structure.

Area 2 - Richmond MM 3.35 to MM 4.10

This area is characterized by a large right curve. The posted speed limit is this

area is reduced from a normal 50 mph to 35 mph .

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design to correct the

roadway deficiencies for Area Two is $ 1,100,000 . This involves the construction of

0.75 miles of roadway starting at Richmond MM 3.35 and ending at Richmond MM

4.10, as well as the construction of two box culverts. A (10' W x 6'H x 45'L ) box

culvert at MM 3.65 is necessary down stream from an existing structure and a (8’W X

6'H x 45'L ) box culvert at MM 3.90 is necessary to replace an existing structure .

Area 3 Richmond MM 5.90 to Bolton 0.15

This area contains the road segment through Jonesville. This area is a desig

nated high accident location based on accidents occurring from 1988 through 1992.

The posted speed limit in this area varies from 40 mph to 30 mph to 50 mph at the

Richmond /Bolton Town line.

This section of roadway has poor horizontal curvature with sharp curves and

short tangents between reverse curves. Existing intersection sight distance at U.S. 2,

River Road, and Stage Road is extremely poor. The poor sight distance is primarily

due to the presence of a large ledge outcrop located at the intersection's southeasterly

corner .

The proposed design concept softens the existing horizontal curve, and opens

the ledge cut at the southeasterly corner of Stage Road for better intersection sight.

The alignment is shifted southerly at MM 6.30 to obtain better intersection sight

distance. The proposed concept provides a 50 mph design ; however, a posted speed

limit of 40 mph for this intersection area is recommended.

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design for Area Three

is $ 1,200,000. This involves the construction of 0.75 miles of roadway starting at

Richmond MM 5.90 and ending at Bolton MM 0.15, as well as the construction of a

(10'W x 5'H x 45'L ) box culvert at MM 6.10. This structure is necessary to replace

an existing structure .
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Area 4 - Bolton MM 2.60 to MM 3.40

This section of road starts on the eastern edge of Bolton Village, proceeds

under the I -89 underpass, includes the Bolton Valley Access Road intersection, and

ends near Fernwood Manor. Traffic is slowed by curves in the area and the intersec

tion of the Bolton Valley access road . The proposed concept is to widen the roadway

section to 40 feet, to include widening and rehabilitating the U.S. 2 bridge over Joiner
Brook.

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design for Area Four

is $ 1,450,000. This involves the construction of 0.80 miles of roadway starting at

Bolton MM 2.60 and ending at Bolton MM 3.40, as well as the proposed bridge

widening and rehabilitation of the U.S. Route 2 bridge over Joiner Brook.

Area 5 - Waterbury MM 3.10 to MM 3.75

The posted speed limit in this area varies from 50 mph to 30 mph. Based on

accidents occurring between 1988 and 1992 this area is designated as a high accident

location. The proposed concept is to reconstruct the roadway to a 40 foot width with

twelve foot lanes and eight foot shoulders. This additional width is necessary based

on average daily traffic . Eight foot shoulders provide the minimum width for a

vehicle (which may become disabled ) to get off the proposed travelway portion of the

roadway

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design for Area Five

is $ 950,000. This involves the construction of 0.65 miles of roadway starting at

Waterbury MM 3.10 and ending at Waterbury MM 3.75.

Environmental Concerns with the Partial Rebuild Alternative

Construction of the five rebuild areas will cause environmental concerns.

Review of orthophotos, National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps, Significant Habitat

Maps, coordination with the Vt Agency of National Resources, and site visits have

revealed the following potential impacts:

Threatened and Endangered Species

The Significant Habitat Map identifies two areas of concern near the vicinity of

rebuild areas 1 and 3. These areas have been identified by the Agency of

Natural Resources as floodplain forests. They are located on the south side of

the railroad , and are outside the project area. There are no mapped threatened

or endangered species or communities of concern in any of the five proposed

rebuild areas. No threatened or endangered species or communities of concern

were observed on any of the proposed rebuild areas during the field review .

The northern apex of the sharp curve in rebuild Area 2 abuts a mapped deer

winter range. However, the land immediately adjacent to and north of Route 2
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limit in this area changes from 40 mph to 30 mph to 50 mph. Based on accidents

occurring between 1988 and 1992, this segment contains a high accident location.

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design to correct the

roadway deficiencies for Area One is $ 2,500,000. This involves the construction of

1.20 miles of roadway starting at Richmond MM 1.80 and ending at Richmond MM

3.00, as well as the construction of a 12'W X 8'H x 45'L box culvert at Richmond

MM 1.90 . This structure is necessary to replace the existing structure .

Area 2 - Richmond MM 3.35 to MM 4.10

This area is characterized by a large right curve. The posted speed limit is this

area is reduced from a normal 50 mph to 35 mph.

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design to correct the

roadway deficiencies for Area Two is $ 1,100,000. This involves the construction of

0.75 miles of roadway starting at Richmond MM 3.35 and ending at Richmond MM

4.10, as well as the construction of two box culverts. A (10' W x 6'H x 45'L ) box

culvert at MM 3.65 is necessary down stream from an existing structure and a (8'W X

6'H x 45'L ) box culvert at MM 3.90 is necessary to replace an existing structure.

Area 3 Richmond MM 5.90 to Bolton 0.15

This area contains the road segment through Jonesville . This area is a desig

nated high accident location based on accidents occurring from 1988 through 1992.

The posted speed limit in this area varies from 40 mph to 30 mph to 50 mph at the

Richmond/Bolton Town line.

This section of roadway has poor horizontal curvature with sharp curves and

short tangents between reverse curves. Existing intersection sight distance at U.S. 2 ,

River Road , and Stage Road is extremely poor. The poor sight distance is primarily

due to the presence of a large ledge outcrop located at the intersection's southeasterly

comer .

The proposed design concept softens the existing horizontal curve, and opens

the ledge cut at the southeasterly corner of Stage Road for better intersection sight.

The alignment is shifted southerly at MM 6.30 to obtain better intersection sight

distance. The proposed concept provides a 50 mph design ; however, a posted speed

limit of 40 mph for this intersection area is recommended.

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design for Area Three

is $ 1,200,000. This involves the construction of 0.75 miles of roadway starting at

Richmond MM 5.90 and ending at Bolton MM 0.15, as well as the construction of a

(10'W x 5'H x 45'L ) box culvert at MM 6.10. This structure is necessary to replace

an existing structure .
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Area 4 - Bolton MM 2.60 to MM 3,40

This section of road starts on the eastern edge of Bolton Village, proceeds

under the I-89 underpass, includes the Bolton Valley Access Road intersection, and

ends near Fernwood Manor. Traffic is slowed by curves in the area and the intersec

tion of the Bolton Valley access road . The proposed concept is to widen the roadway

section to 40 feet, to include widening and rehabilitating the U.S. 2 bridge over Joiner
Brook.

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design for Area Four

is $ 1,450,000. This involves the construction of 0.80 miles of roadway starting at

Bolton MM 2.60 and ending at Bolton MM 3.40 , as well as the proposed bridge

widening and rehabilitation of the U.S. Route 2 bridge over Joiner Brook.

Area 5 - Waterbury MM 3.10 to MM 3.75

The posted speed limit in this area varies from 50 mph to 30 mph. Based on

accidents occurring between 1988 and 1992 this area is designated as a high accident

location . The proposed concept is to reconstruct the roadway to a 40 foot width with

twelve foot lanes and eight foot shoulders. This additional width is necessary based

on average daily traffic. Eight foot shoulders provide the minimum width for a

vehicle (which may become disabled) to get off the proposed travelway portion of the

roadway

The estimated cost for the construction of the conceptual design for Area Five

is $ 950,000. This involves the construction of 0.65 miles of roadway starting at

Waterbury MM 3.10 and ending at Waterbury MM 3.75.

Environmental Concerns with the Partial Rebuild Alternative

Construction of the five rebuild areas will cause environmental concerns.

Review of orthophotos, National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps, Significant Habitat

Maps, coordination with the Vt Agency of National Resources, and site visits have

revealed the following potential impacts:

Threatened and Endangered Species

The Significant Habitat Map identifies two areas of concern near the vicinity of

rebuild areas 1 and 3. These areas have been identified by the Agency of

Natural Resources as floodplain forests. They are located on the south side of

the railroad, and are outside the project area. There are no mapped threatened

or endangered species or communities of concern in any of the five proposed

rebuild areas . No threatened or endangered species or communities of concern

were observed on any of the proposed rebuild areas during the field review .

The northern apex of the sharp curve in rebuild Area 2 abuts a mapped deer

winter range. However, the land immediately adjacent to and north of Route 2
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is a white pine forest, which is less desirable for winter cover than other

conifer forest types such as hemlock or balsam fir. There is evidence of deer

use of the area (pellets ), but there is no evidence of heavy use which would

support a deer winter range designation.

Wetlands

Rebuild Area 1

Area 1 has several Class III wetland areas and one Class I wetland area along

existing Route 2. From the River View Cemetery to a point 500 ' north, there

is a wet old field on the east side of the road . There exists a high probability

that the field is a Class III wetland. On the west side of Route 2 across from

the wet old field is a closely mown, but wet hayfield. The hayfield appears to

be lower in elevation than the wet old field, and the drainage pattern heads

southwesterly through the old field , then through the hayfield to the river.

Thus, it is very likely that the hayfield is also a Class III wetland.

There are several areas with steep banks between Route 2 and the railroad .

These areas are dominated by wetland species, and it is probable that they are

Class II. wetlands.

Just south of the Richmond Truck and Auto business on the northeast side of

Route 2 is a Class II wetland , mapped on the NWI map as PF01A . The

wetland is mapped as being set back from Route 2 , but it actually extends right

up to the toe of slope of the road . It is a horseshoe shape, with the ends of the

horseshoe along Route 2. The body of the wetland is generally about 100 '

wide, with fill in the center of the horseshoe .

Just south of the Class I wetland is a 30 ' wide drainageway perpendicular to

Route 2 and blocked by Route 2 which appears to be a Class II wetland.

Directly opposite to the drainageway, on the southwest side of Route 2 is a

100 ' x 30 ' triangular area which is a Class II wetland.

Rebuild Area 2

Area 2 has one small area which appears to be a Class III wetland and two

other areas of apparent wetland which may be contiguous to the NWI POWH

Class II wetland mapped as being 1200 ' southeast of the apex of the sharp

curve in Route 2. These wetland areas are :

A 50 ' x 40 ' area of apparently isolated Class III wetland dominated by

cattails and surrounded by hayfield.

A roughly 100 ' wide band of wetland along the floor of a deep ravine.

This wetland may be contiguous to the Class I wetland to the south ,

and, if so , would also be considered a Class I wetland .
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A 100 ' x 30' area dominated by sensitive fern and giant goldenrod.

Soils work would most likely confirm it as wetland . This area may also

be contiguous to the Class II wetland.

Rebuild Area 3

Area 3 has a small area (50' x 30 ') which appears to be a Class II wetland on

the south side of Route 2, just east of the Jonesville bridge. It is in a low area

between the railroad fill and Route 2. The railroad fill is apparently blocking

drainage there.

Roughly 500 ' northwest of the Jonesville bridge on the north side of Route 2 is

a Class II wetland, mapped on the NWI map as PSSIA . There is a 6 ' -wide

meandering stream at the eastern end of thewetland. This wetland is in a

degraded condition , being an old field with a horse pasture on the east side and

already invaded by giant reed , a noxious wetland weed . The wetland continues

on the south side of Route 2 in a corridor along the stream .

Rebuild Area 4

Area 4 has no associated wetlands.

Rebuild Area 5

There is a large Class II NWI mapped wetland, (POWH /PSSIC ), between

Route 2 and the railroad in this rebuild area, and a small area consisting of an

apparent Class III wetland.

The Class II wetland is an abandoned oxbow with a floodplain forest along its

edge. Expansion of Route 2 would cause inevitable impact to this wetland.

West of the Class I wetland is a small Class I wet area (100 ' x 20 ') between

Route 2 and ledge to the north .

Ability of the Partial Rebuild Alternative to Meet the Project's Purpose and Need

As set forth in the Secondary Growth section, the project area is anticipated to

experience growth within the next 20 years. Without construction of an interchange,

U.S. 2 will remain the primary route for access to and from the project area . As the

AADT and LOS projections in Chapter 2 indicate , traffic on U.S. 2 will increase and

the level of service will decrease.

Reconstruction of the five identified area's will initially increase traffic

efficiency on U.S. 2. However, this increase in efficiency will result in an overall

average higher traffic speed along U.S. 2 in the area . Increased speed on U.S. 2 will

have a negative impact on those individuals and businesses existing along side U.S. 2.

While U.S. 2 remains the only major area transportation corridor, continuing develop
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ment in the project area , and its associated traffic , will adversely impact the level of

service along U.S. 2.

Enhanced accessibility to the project area is somewhat increased with this

alternative. Although traffic efficiency will initially increase due to the correction of

the roadway deficiencies in the five rebuild areas , this construction cannot transform

U.S. 2's basic function as a collector road into an arterial road .

Ease of access to the area, and traffic efficiency, will be restricted due to travel

on the two lane U.S. 2 through either the village of Richmond or the village of

Waterbury. Development will initially tend to occur near the area access points of

Richmond, on the western edge of U.S. 2, and Waterbury , near the eastern edge of

U.S. 2. Although, development will eventually spread to Bolton , U.S. 2 traffic

efficiency will decrease due to development at the terminal ends of U.S. 2 in Rich

mond and Waterbury, thereby impeding access to the Bolton area.

The combined cost of reconstructing the five identified areas is $ 7.2 million . If

other areas are identified as necessary for reconstruction to enhance area access and

improve traffic efficiency and safety, the costs of this alternative is anticipated to rise

proportionately.

The rebuilding of selected portions of U.S. 2 between Richmond and Water

bury will result in an initial increase in traffic safety and efficiency on U.S. 2.

However, as development increases within this area and U.S. 2 remains the only

transportation corridor into the project area, traffic efficiency and safety will diminish.

The partial rebuild alternative has a limited ability to enhance access into the project

area , for even though traffic efficiency is initially enhanced , development will tend to

initially focus on the points of access to the area , which in this instance are Richmond

and Waterbury, and not the Bolton area.

Reconstruction at rebuild areas 1 , 2, 3, and 5 will have wetland impacts. To

fully determine the extent of these impacts additional field work would be required .

Wetland avoidance, minimization , and mitigation requirements may cause route

realignment and impose additional construction costs. The current projected costs of

$ 7.2 million are more than double the cost of the preferred construction alternatives.

The anticipated high construction costs, limited ability to increase long term traffic

safety and efficiency, and the failure to substantially enhance access to the project area

demonstrates that this alternative is not reasonable to meet the requirements of this

project

Nevertheless, eventual reconstruction of various deficient areas may be

necessary to improve localized traffic conditions on U.S. 2. Of particular note is Area

3, the Jonesville intersection . If an interchange is constructed , secondary growth

analysis indicates that this intersection will receive additional traffic from individuals

living southwest of the intersection who will commute to areas south of.Bolton. This

intersection is difficult at the present level of traffic , additional traffic will aggravate

the current traffic situation . Whether or not an interchange is constructed in the
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Bolton area , consideration should be given to correcting the deficiencies at the

Jonesville intersection .

G. INTERCHANGE BUILD ALTERNATIVES

In a search for alternative locations on which to construct an interchange between

Waterbury (Exit 10) and Richmond ( Exit 11), several factors were considered :

Existing physical constraints in Bolton such as ledge outcrops, steep slopes, the

Winooski River, wetlands, floodplains, and existing man -made structures.

Location of other transportation facilities, such as U.S. 2, town roads, and the

Central Vermont Railway.

Points of traffic demand, such as Bolton Valley Road, the Bolton Village

center, Jonesville, and West Bolton .

The optimum spacing of a new interchange between exiting Exits 10 and 11 on

1-89.

Several of these factors made the potential siting of interchange very difficult, in

particular, the existing physical constraints in Bolton and the proximity of U.S. 2 and 1-89

through the Winooski River Valley. The interchange should not be located too far from the

existing village center in Bolton, from Bolton Valley Road and Jonesville as these locations

will provide the primary service demands for the interchange. Another factor that made siting

of the interchange difficult is the existing traffic volume on U.S. 2 and the town roadways.

To facilitate the dispersal of traffic and to equalize potential travel times from various

locations within the region to the interstate interchange, it was important to find locations

approximately equidistant from Exists 10 and 11. The concepts of a central interchange and

separate interchange ramps were considered .

1 . Central Interchange.

Existing natural, man -made, social, and design constraints severely restrict the

areas available for construction of a central interchange. A potential site for a central

interchange is in the vicinity of the U.S. 2 and I -89 overpass near the Bolton Village

center. This interchange would require 30 acres of right-of-way. A centralized

interchange can utilize a diamond interchange design to reduce construction costs and

associated impacts by minimizing design factors associated with exit and entrance

ramps such as length , slope, and radius. However, due to physical design constraints,

particular to this site , a diamond interchange constructed at this site could not be a

normal -type diamond interchange design .

Construction of a centralized interchange at this site would require a modified

diamond design. Such a design would be complex and expensive. Exhibit 3-2

illustrates a preliminary conceptual design for this central interchange.
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The design criteria for this centralized interchange design include: adequate

handling of interchange ramp turning movements, safe stopping sight distances,

adequate intersection sight distances, and intersection sight recognition. These design

criteria must be applied to the following current site conditions: the existing U.S. 2

curve alignment, the close proximity of Joiner Brook, the existing distance from 1-89

to U.S. 2 (approximately 102 feet from the I -89 edge of pavement to the U.S. 2 edge

of pavement east of 1-89), and the existing distance from I-89 to TH 15 (approximate

ly 50 to 200 feet from the edge of 1-89 pavement to the existing TH 15 edge west of

1-89 ).

The existing Bolton Valley Road would have to be relocated to allow sufficient

room to build a northbound entrance ramp ( see Exhibit 3-2, Bolton Road , Altemative

A), which would necessitate the relocation of the Smilie Elementary School. This

school serves all of Bolton's children in grades one through four, and in 1988 had an

addition to the building approved . Relocation of the school would be costly , being in

the vicinity of $ 350,000 to $ 700,000.

Preliminary engineering design indicates that movement of the Bolton Valley

Road farther southwest to avoid the taking of the school, does not appear practicable.

Based on aerial photography, the school setback from U.S. 2 is approximately 250

feet. In order to achieve a Bolton Valley Road alignment in front of the school,

without taking the school, the following minimum design criteria must be achieved: a

50 to 100 - foot tangent at the U.S. 2 intersection prior to the first curve and a mini

mum 200 -foot curve radius (which is required for a 25 m.p.h. design ). These criteria

cannot be achieved without impacting the Smilic School.

This alternative would require at least two construction crossings of the Joiner

Brook . The first crossing would be for the relocated Bolton Valley Road Alternative

A. The second crossing would be for the proposed southbound I-89 entrance ramp.

Additionally, a third stream construction site may be necessary for modifications of

the existing U.S. 2 bridge crossing of Joiner Brook. This construction would be

required due to the proximity of the proposed northbound entrance ramp in relation to

the existing bridge.

To minimize impacts to the Smilie School and eliminate a potential Joiner

Brook crossing, the Bolton Valley Road could be relocated further to the northeast

behind the school ( see Exhibit 3-2 , Bolton Road Alternative B). However, this

proposed realignment poses substantial construction cost, and results in extensive

environmental and visual impacts due to the extreme topography of this area.

Either central interchange design ( Alternative A or Alternative B) would result

in the acquisition of the eight residences along Bolton Town Highway ( TH ) 15,

located just southwest of the current U.S. 28-89 underpass, and the first structure on

the north side of Bolton Valley Road nearest 1-89. Additionally, the proposed I-89

southbound exit ramp and TH 15 create a potentially difficult and dangerous intersec

tion .
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The added design and construction expense of relocating Bolton Valley Road ,

along with the possible mitigation measures necessary for Smilie School, the cost of

property acquisition, and the added design and construction cost, which are necessary

for another bridge crossing over Joiner Brook for the Bolton Valley Road relocation ,

creates complex design requirements and makes this alternative quite expensive.

Design criteria, site conditions, and the potential social impacts resulting from

the necessary right-of-way acquisitions indicate that a viable central interchange design

cannot be accommodated at this location . As such , this alternative is not considered

reasonable for construction .

2. Separated Interchange Ramps

Given the area restrictions noted above, separate geographical locations for the

ramps that would serve the northbound and southbound travel lanes on I-89 were

considered. The search for potential locations was concentrated within a 2.5 mile long

corridor generally located on the approximate midpoint between Exists 10 and 11 .

Severe topographic limitations and area access requirements restricted the expansion of

the search area. The approximate midpoint of the search was the I -89 /U.S.2 under

pass.

After reviewing potential locations within this corridor, three alternative

locations were identified for the northbound access ramps and four alternative loca

tions were identified for the southbound access ramps. These alternative locations are

shown in Exhibit 3-3 and are explained in more detail in the following discussion .

A Level of Service (LOS) analysis for the design year 2020 was conducted for

travel on 1-89 and U.S. 2 with the construction of a conceptualized " build " alternative.

LOS figures were derived from the annual average daily traffic volume projected for

the year 2020 with the construction of a north- and southbound interchange ramp

system . Table 2-2 summarizes these LOS figures. The construction of a separated

interchange will improve the projected LOS levels for U.S. 2. Current and predicted

AADT and DHV for a northbound and a southbound interchange are set forth in

Figures 2-3 through 2-13.

Standards for interstate interchanges require entrance and exit ramps for both

north and southbound travel lanes . Therefore, construction alternatives will require

both north and southbound ramps. The selection of a north and southbound pair of

ramps can be made independently of each other.

The project's purpose and need , as set forth in Chapter 2, is to increase traffic

efficiency, improve safety, and enhance access to the area . The secondary growth

analysis section in Chapter 5 predicts gradual growth and development in the project

area. As the traffic figures in Figures 2-3 through 2-13 illustrate , the AADT on U.S. 2

will increase even without the construction of an interchange. This increased volume

will result primarily from an increase in day skiers at Bolton Valley Resort, and

residential development spurred by economic growth in Montpelier and Waterbury to
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the south , and the construction of the circumferential highway and economic develop

ment located to the north .

Local commuters to these areas will seek the fastest and easiest route of access

to their destination . If an interchange is constructed, use of the interchange, for most

of these travellers will be preferred over commuting on U.S. 2. The removal of traffic

from U.S. 2 will increase traffic efficiency on U.S. 2 and reduce the accident potential

on U.S. 2. Although construction of an interchange will not correct current traffic

efficiency problems and safety deficiencies on U.S. 2, the transfer of traffic from U.S.

2 to I- 89 will reduce the volume of traffic on U.S. 2, thus, increasing the efficiency of

the traffic . The reduction in volume, coupled with a constant accident rate , will result

in less total accidents on U.S. 2.

Although, the overall future traffic on U.S. 2 should be reduced from what is

anticipated without the construction of an interchange, there may be localized spot

increases in traffic on U.S. 2. West Bolton to the north of the Jonesville intersection

and areas to the south of Jonesville, will have enhanced access to interstate commuting

destinations which are located east of Bolton. This enhanced access may translate into

increased residential development in these areas and generate additional commuting

traffic on U.S. 2. These localized traffic volume increases may require a site- specific

corrective action .

Bolton Valley Resort is anticipated to increase its day skier volumes. Although

construction of the interchange will decrease the time in which it takes the Bolton

Valley Resort area to reach the skier capacity limits of its existing facilities, capacity

will be reached even without construction of an interchange. Current interchange

alternatives place the south and north bound interchange close to the Bolton Valley

Access Road , thereby extensively reducing skier traffic on most of U.S. 2 in the

project area . Overall, construction of an interchange will result in enhanced area

access , increased traffic efficiency on U.S. 2, and a reduction of the accident potential

on U.S. 2.

Traffic flow is generally more efficient and safer on an arterial highway, such

as I- 89, than on a collector highway such as U.S. 2. However, accidents do occur on

arterial highways. When serious accidents, involving fuel or hazardous waste spills, or

multiple car accidents, occur on I -89 between Richmond and Waterbury substantial

traffic congestion can occur. The approximate 15 mile length between the interchang

es located in Richmond and Waterbury effectively prohibits the diversion of traffic off

interstate I -89.

Similarly, U.S. 2 is currently the only substantial transportation corridor into

and out of the Bolton area. Blockage of U.S. 2 will effectively prohibit transportation

into or out of the Bolton area. In addition to normal transportation demands being

frustrated, emergency access and egress would be substantially impaired .

Construction of an interchange near Bolton would provide emergency access to

and from both U.S. 2 and 1-89. Traffic efficiency would be increased by creating the
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ability to divert transportation from I-89 to U.S. 2, or from U.S. 2 to I -89, as the

situation required.

Enhancing access to the project area is a purpose of the project. Development

tends to initially occur at the point of transportation access to an area. These transpor

tation access points, for the Bolton area, are associated with U.S. 2, the main transpor

tation corridor into the area. Development generally diminishes the farther one travels

from the transportation access point. The current transportation access points of

Richmond and Waterbury on U.S. 2 for the Bolton area tend to divert development

away from the Bolton area . As these development areas are filled at the access points,

development will gradually spread towards Bolton. The timing of this development is

dependent upon many variables, to include zoning, traffic efficiency, availability of

developable land, development incentives, and economic factors. Future development

will occur in the project area , regardless of whether an interchange is constructed, the

rate and location of this development will be impacted by the construction of an

interchange.

Construction of an interchange will tend to enhance development in the Bolton

area, by creating a transportation access point near the center of affected area . As set

forth in the Secondary Growth section , an area access point will facilitate development

at the Bolton Valley Resort, light tourist development in Bolton, and encourage

residential development at Bolton Valley Resort, Bolton, West Bolton, Jonesville, and

south of Jonesville. The extent of this development will be constrained by the

availability of water and sewer service, the amount of developable land , zoning, and

economic factors.

A separated interchange, when evaluated in light of the criteria establishing the

project's purpose and need, is a reasonable alternative.

3. Northbound Interchange Ramps

As illustrated in Exhibit 3-3, all of the proposed northbound ramp locations are

located to the east of the I -89 overpass of U.S. 2.

Ramp Alternative N - 1

The proposed location for Ramp Alternative N - 1 is directly in front of the

Fernwood Manor Trailer Park , approximately .5 miles east of the Bolton Valley

Road. This design would incorporate standard engineering specifications to

allow for adequate acceleration and deceleration distances on the entrance and

exit ramps. It would require the relocation of U.S. 2 and the acquisition of

approximately 10.4 acres of right-of-way to construct the ramps. The estimated

cost of this alternative, including right-of-way, relocation, and utility costs and

the replacement of a community septic system , is $ 1,992,000.

This alternative, based on construction costs, ability to satisfy the project's

purpose and need , and ability to meet highway design requirements is consid
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ered reasonable . However, as set forth in Chapter 5, this alternative has the

potential to substantially adversely impact the area's largest stock of affordable

housing, which is located in Femwood Manor Trailer Park . This alternative

will be analyzed in further detail.

Ramp Alternative N - 2

Consideration was given to modifying alternative N- 1 by shortening the length

of the interchange entrance and exit ramps and reducing the length of U.S. 2

that would be relocated. This modification , designated N - 2, would avoid

taking the first row of mobile homes in the trailer park. This alternative would

require 11 acres of right-of-way. However, the interchange geometry of this

alternative does not allow for adequate acceleration /deceleration distances for

the entrance and exit ramps.

For ramp Alternative N - 2, the horizontal radius is the design limiting factor.

The edge of pavement distance from 1-89 to the proposed edge of pavement for

relocated Route 2 is approximately 200 feet. Therefore, there is insufficient

separation between 1-89 and the proposed relocated U.S. 2 in this concept. The

tightest design separation between 1-89 and the relocated edge of pavement for

U.S. 2 is 300 feet. In such a scenario , 50 feet would be required for the offset

distance from I -89 to the inside edge of the proposed ramp. Another 150 feet

would be required for the offset distance to accommodate a 275 -foot minimum

horizontal curve . A distance of 100 feet would be required for the tangent to

the ramp radius and the relocated U.S. 2. This tangent is necessary to relocate

the proposed ramp pavement to match the pavement grade of relocated U.S. 2 .

However, this design concept would result in a very short horizontal ramp

curve . Therefore, 300 feet is the absolute minimum distance for a relocated

Route 2, from the edge of pavement of 1-89. This distance is approximately

100 feet greater than that which currently exists.

Substantial adverse social, visual, noise, and economic impacts to Fernwood

Manor Trailer Park would be created . As this alternative does not meet VAOT

highway design standards, it is not considered reasonable .

Ramp Alternative N - 3

The proposed location of Ramp Alternative N - 3 is within a field to the north

east of U.S. 2 , approximately 1 mile east of the Bolton Valley Road . As with

Alternatives N - 1 and N -2 , this alternative would require relocation of U.S. 2.

It would also involve the acquisition of approximately 11 acres of land from

two different property owners to allow for the construction of the interchange

ramps and right-of -way. The estimated cost of this alternative, including

construction , right-of-way, and utilities is $ 1,088.000.
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Through early coordination with federal and state agencies and the results of

environmental studies, Alternative N-3 has been identified as the preferred

alternative for the northbound interchange ramps. However, final selection of

an alternative will not be made until the impacts of all the reasonable altema

tives have been fully evaluated and all comments in response to the SDEIS

have been considered . This alternative is considered reasonable and will be

analyzed in further detail.

4 . Southbound Interchange Ramps

The proposed southbound interchange ramp alternatives are shown in Exhibit

3-3. All of the proposed southbound ramps are located to the west of the I-89

overpass of U.S. 2. Design criteria concerning access control associated with the

proposed interchange ramps must consider controlling turning movements, crossroad

queuing, adequate intersection sight distance , and provide for adequate acceleration

and deceleration lanes. Final project design will consider these requirements as they

pertain to existing roadways and driveways.

Ramp Alternative S-1

The proposed location for Ramp Alternative S- 1 is adjacent to the Bolton town

maintenance shed . The ramps would terminate at the location of the Getty Gas

Station on U.S. 2. This alternative would be located approximately .5 miles

west of the Bolton Fire Station and .7 miles west of Bolton Valley Road. The

S- 1 alternative will require the acquisition of 3.8 acres of land from 4 property

owners for ramps and right-of-way. Approximately 10 acres of total land are

involved with this alternative, the remainder of which is already VAOT land

dedicated to the I-89 right-of-way.

This alternative would require long entrance and exit ramps due to the eleva

tion of 1-89 at this location, which is higher than U.S. 2. Additional right-of

way at the intersection of U.S. 2 and the interchange would be required for

turning radii, shoulders, and other safety improvements. The estimated cost of

this alternative, including construction, right-of-way, and utilities, is

$ 1,259,000.

This alternative meets the purpose and need for this project and satisfies all

highway design requirements. Therefore, this alternative is considered reason

able and will be analyzed in further detail.

Ramp Alternative S - 2

Ramp Alterative S-2 would be located approximately .3 miles west of the

Bolton Fire Station and would use a field between existing residential struc

tures. During inspection of potential locations, this area was found to be a

wetland habitat. This alternative would require the acquisition of approximate

ly 4.3 acres of land from two different property owners. Approximately 7
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acres of total land area are involved with this alternative, the remainder of

which is VAOT land dedicated to the 1-89 right-of-way. The estimated cost of

this alternative, including construction , right-of-way, and utilities, is

$ 1,200,000.

Field and site evaluation has revealed this alternative would be almost entirely

located in an existing wetland. Due to the adverse impacts on this wetland,

and the associated cost of wetland mitigation, this alternative is not considered

reasonable .

Ramp Alternative S - 3

In an attempt to avoid siting the ramps within a wetland, Alternative S-2 was

realigned to avoid the wetland as much as possible. The revised location

became Alternative S.3

Ramp Alternative S-3 would be located approximately .25 miles west of the

Bolton Fire Station and would require the acquisition of approximately 4.2

acres from two different property owners . Approximately 7 acres of total land

area is involved with this alternative, the remainder of which is VAOT land

dedicated to the I-89 right-of-way.

Acquisition of right-of-way at the intersection of U.S. 2 and the interchange

would be required for turning radii, shoulders, and other safety requirements.

The estimated cost of this alternative, including construction, right-of-way, and

utilities, would be $ 1,169,000.

Through early coordination with federal and state agencies and the results of

environmental studies, Alternative S-3 has been identified as the preferred

alternative for the southbound interchange ramps. Final selection of an alterna

tive will not be made until the impacts of all the reasonable alternatives have

been fully evaluated and all comments in response to the SEIS have been

considered . This alternative is considered reasonable and will be analyzed in

further detail.

Ramp Alternative S - 4

The proposed location for Ramp Alternative S - 4 is directly opposite the Bolton

town cemetery and the Bolton fire station on U.S. 2. The alignment would cut

through an existing hill and ledge within the 1-89 right-of-way. This alternative

would require the acquisition of approximately 3.7 acres of land from 3

different property owners . Approximately 10 acres of total land area are

involved with this alternative , the remainder of which is VAOT land dedicated

to the I -89 right-of-way. Acquisition of right-of-way at the intersection of U.S.

2 and the interchange would be required for turning radii, shoulders, and other

safety improvements. The estimated cost of this alternative, including con

struction , right-of-way, and utilities, would be $ 1,113,000 .
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This alternative is considered reasonable and will be analyzed in further detail.

H. SUMMARY OF REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES

On the basis of engineering, environmental studies, and field inspections, the following

list of reasonable alternatives has been identified for further evaluation in this SDEIS. The

No-Action Alternative will be evaluated for comparison with the reasonable alternatives.

No- Action Alternative

Interchange Build Alternatives

Northbound Ramp Alternatives Southbound Ramo Alternatives

N - 1

N - 3

S- 1

S-3

S - 4

Alternatives N - 3 and S -3 have been identified as the Agency's preferred alternatives.

The Transportation System Management, Mass Transit, and Partial Rebuild Alternatives have

been determined not reasonable due to their inability to satisfy the project's purpose and need.

However, individual portions of these alternatives are practicable and should be considered for

implementation to assist in traffic efficiency and safety on U.S. 2.
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CHAPTER 4

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

A. LAND USE

The project area is located in the eastern portion of Chittenden County and to the west

of Washington County as shown on the general location map (Exhibit 1-2) .

The project's area of influence can be defined in terms of project purpose and

potential traffic impact. One of the project's purposes being to enhance access to the Bolton

area . The area of influence is the geographic extent to which the project will affect traffic

volume and patterns, as evidenced by changes in existing traffic levels and patterns on current

highways.

Extensive evaluation involving field inspections, traffic analysis, review of orthophoto

graphs, topographical maps, traffic maps, local and regional development plans, and com

ments from interested parties, and professional judgement have been utilized to determine the

area subject to potential effects resulting from the construction of an interchange in Bolton.

Using this information , a preliminary project affected area was determined .

Upon preliminary determination of the affected area, meetings were held with local

and regional officials and planners, regulatory agencies, interested private individuals and

organizations, and professionals to review and discuss those areas thought to be reasonably

affected by the construction of an interchange in Bolton . Based upon these meetings and

subsequent technical analysis, the project affected area was further defined .

Considering all the above factors, evaluations, and impacts, the affected area for the

reasonable build alternatives has been determined to be that area which has its traffic

reasonably impacted by the proposed project. This area is substantially expanded from the

DEIS, which considered the affected area to be a one-half mile wide valley corridor five

miles in length , centered on Bolton, Vermont.

The affected area is defined by the darker green on the map in Exhibit 4-1. Essential

ly, this area includes the corridor along the Winooski Valley floor, and very limited develop

ment areas along the secondary roads extending away from the valley. The lack of municipal

sewer and water, limited soils available for septic systems, and steep terrain effectively limit

the potential additional area growth. The majority of the project area is within the Town of

Bolton. The Town of Richmond contains the remainder of the project area. These towns are

part of an " outer ring" of towns as identified by the Chittenden County Regional Plan. The

area is located between the state capital of Montpelier and Burlington, the state's largest city

and commercial center.



The Village of Richmond lies to the west of the affected area , the Towns of Water

bury and Duxbury in Washington County lie to the east and southeast, respectively . Under

hill and Huntington lie to the north and south , respectively. Bolton's land use and character

are dominated by its two major natural features - the Winooski River (and its associated

valley) and the Green Mountains. The elevation changes very quickly from the valley floor at

a low of approximately 300' elevation near the river, to high elevations of 3,680 ' at nearby

Bolton Mountain. Lower foothill peaks in the area average 2,000' or higher. Exhibit 4-2,

area contours, and Exhibit 4-3, slope analysis, portray the rapid elevation changes.

The Winooski Valley has served as a transportation corridor through the Green

Mountains between Connecticut and the St. Lawrence River Valleys from the earliest record

of human travel. The narrow and linear floor of the Winooski River Valley continues as a

major transportation route through the rugged mountains. Interstate 89, U.S. 2, and the

entral Vermont Railroad run parallel to the Winooski River.

Bolton is characterized as a rural town with four recognized areas of development:

the Bolton Village center, West Bolton, Bolton Valley Resort area, and the area south of the

Winooski River. The village center of Bolton is situated along the U.S. 2 corridor. Jones

ville, located in the project area, is in the eastern part of the Town of Richmond. Like

Bolton, Jonesville can be classified as a rural town with limited commercial development.

Exhibit 4-4 is an existing land use map of the area. Farmland, residential areas , and

limited commercial areas parallel 1-89, U.S. 2, and the railroad , all following the Winooski

River and its valley. To the north of U.S. 2 extends Bolton Valley Access Road , the Notch

Road , the Stage Road, and Snipe Island Road . Al characterized as steep secondary roads

with some residential development along the road sides. The affected area along Dugway

Road, Whitehill Road , and River Road , all south of the Jonesville Bridge, are characterized

by residential and farmland areas. The remaining vicinity areas are classified as forest areas.

West Bolton is located northwest of Bolton Village near the top of Notch Road. West

Bolton is rural in character with several single family residences. The West Bolton golf

course exhibits considerable development and appears to be a substantial recreational facility

for out of area recreational users .

Bolton Valley Resort area is northeast of Bolton Village, located at the top of the

Bolton Valley Access Road . This area is a major Vermont ski area with substantial year

round recreational opportunities. This facility is a major attraction for out-of -area recreational

users .

The Bolton Village area consists of residences, gasoline stations, a general store , a

mobile home sales lot, and several town municipal buildings. Immediately east of Bolton

Village is Fernwood Manor Trailer Park , which represents the largest concentration of single

family residences in Bolton.

Jonesville is a small rural village area with a general store and several single-family

residences. Northwest of Jonesville is a developed residential area. To the south , across the

Jonesville Bridge, there exist several single-family residences.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SETTING

Bolton is located on the eastern edge of Chittenden County, which is the most

prosperous and populated county in the state. During the 1960's, the county population

increased at an annual rate of 2.9 percent with the start of " suburban sprawl" from the cities

of Burlington and Winooski, into the surrounding ring of communities. Migration from the

urban centers of Waterbury and Montpelier also occurred during this decade. Bolton has

experienced population growth over twenty years , but has remained essentially a small rural

town by comparison to its Chittenden and Washington County neighbors. The town has an

average density of 23 persons per square mile compared to 90 persons per square mile in

Waterbury and 116 persons per square mile in Richmond. The decade of the 1980's showed

a further decline in the growth rate both regionally and in Bolton .

Future area social and economic conditions are very difficult to predict due to the

extensive potential variables that can occur. Potential variables increase with time, and as

time increases, so does uncertainty.

The Vermont Health Care Authority projects a Chittenden County growth rate of 1.4

percent annually through the year 2015, as set forth in Table 4-1. Bolton's projected growth

rate is higher than the regional growth rate . The average of high and low range population

projections gives an estimated annual growth rate of 2.9% between 1990 and 2015. The

adopted goal of the Chittenden County Regional Plan , with regard to the distribution of the

region's future growth , is that 20 % should be distributed within the urban center, 60 % should

be distributed within the inner ring communities ( those closest to the urban center), and 20%

should be distributed within the outer ring communities. Bolton and Richmond, along with

Underhill and Huntington, are among the outer ring communities. The Regional Plan projects

this distribution of future growth will make the best use of existing investments in public

infrastructure and protect the scenic and natural qualities of the region's landscape.

TABLE 4-1

CHITTENDEN COUNTY AND BOLTON POPULATION PROJECTIONS 1995-2015

Chittenden 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

Low Range 135,884 140,006 142,712 143,730 143,764

High Range 141,488 154,739 167,526 175,763 186,718

Bolton 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

Low Range 1,131 1,285 1.454 1,598 1,740

High Range 1,178 1,421 1,706 1,953 2,260

Source : Vermont Population Projection 1995-2015. Vermont Health Care Authority,

1993. (Population projections are not available for the year 2020.)
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Future population and economic growth within the affected area is set forth in the

Secondary Growth section of Chapter 5. As this growth occurs, it is likely that increased

housing and municipal support facilities and services, such as school, roads, police, and

rescue will be required. Residential development is expected to become more likely as the

populations near Burlington and Waterbury continue to increase and residents migrate farther

from the economic and governmental centers of the region. The Vermont Health Care

Authority considers out of urban area migration to be a key component of future population

growth in Vermont.

Table 4-2 shows population by race characteristics for Chittenden County and the

Town of Bolton in 1990 .

TABLE 4-2

POPULATION BY RACE CHARACTERISTICS FOR

CHITTENDEN COUNTY AND TOWN OF BOLTON - 1990

Population by Race/Origin Chittenden County
Town of Bolton

White 128,716 952

Black 1,048 4

Native American 343 12

Asian & Pacific Islands 1,386 3

Remaining Races 268 0

TOTAL 131,761 971

Source: U.S. Census data for Vermont, 1990 .

Over the next twenty years, age demographics indicate that the proportion of the

population in the age range of 15 to 29 will remain stable and the proportion of the popula

tion in the age group of 40 to 65 will increase.

Employment and income data available for the year 1990 for Chittenden County and

the Town of Bolton are shown in Table 4-3 . In general, the Town of Bolton has kept pace

with the rate of increase in income level in Chittenden County, although the average income

in Bolton is lower than the countywide and statewide average. Chittenden County has

experienced an increase in employment opportunities from nearly 53,000 available jobs in

1980 to 72,500 available in 1990 .
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TABLE 4-3

EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME DATA

CHITTENDEN COUNTY AND TOWN OF BOLTON - 1990

Chittenden County Bolton

Households 52,095 543

Employment 72,417 565

Average Household Income $ 36,877 $ 33,359

Poverty Rate (%) 8.7 % 8.3 %

Table 4-4 provides additional information on place of employment available from the

1990 U.S. Census. In 1990, 47 individuals that lived in the Town of Bolton were also

employed in Bolton. The majority of the resident work force, 505 residents, were employed

outside of the town indicating a large commuter population. Bolton is within reasonable

commuting distance of the urban areas of Waterbury, BarreMontpelier, Burlington, and

Essex .

TABLE 4-4

EMPLOYMENT DATA FOR RESIDENTS OF

CHITTENDEN COUNTY AND BOLTON - 1990

Chittenden County Bolton

Resident Work Force 72,417 552

Residents Working Locally 66,704 47

Residents Working Outside 4,234 SOS

Source: 1990 U.S. Census of Population, Bureau of Census

The property tax rate in Bolton, $1.89 per $ 100 of valuation in 1993, is a representa

tive value for towns in Chittenden and Washington Counties. The development of vacation

homes has contributed to maintaining a low tax rate as these seasonal residents do not require

the level of services that full - time residents do . As set forth in the Secondary Growth section

of Chapter 5, seasonal homes represent a large share of the housing stock in Bolton.

C. FARMLAND

Agriculture contributes to the rural character of Bolton and Richmond . Farmland areas

provide a visual contrast to the steep rock exposed slopes that parallel the Winooski Valley in

the project area . However, transportation rights -of-way, commercial and residential develop

ment have eroded the amount of available agricultural land in the affected area .
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Exhibit 4-5 illustrates the prime and statewide agricultural soils in the project area.

Prime farmland is land that has excellent characteristics for producing agricultural crops with

minimal requirements for fuel, pesticides, labor, and fertilizer, and minimizes soil erosion.

Statewide farmland is farmland of statewide importance in producing food, feed, fiber, and

forage. Most of the area's valuable agricultural soils have developed from rich alluvial

deposits laid down during flooding of the Winooski River onto its floodplain.

The economic viability of farming in the affected area was substantially curtailed by

the original construction of I-89, which took a 500 -foot wide swath through the best farmland

in the area . Currently, transportation rights -of-way, utilities rights -of -way, residential and

commercial development, and blocked access to farmland have limited the amount of

available farmland.

D. PEDESTRIANSBICYCLISTS /RECREATION

Currently, there are no sidewalks or facilities in the project area specifically designed

for pedestrian use .

No new sidewalks are planned by Bolton as there is very little pedestrian demand

within this area due to the limited residential development and available walking destinations

for potential pedestrians.

No established bikeways currently exist within the project area and none are planned

in the near future. The Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission ( CCRPC ) has not

designated any route within the study area as a bikeway. The CCRPC has indicated that there

are no future plans for providing bikeways within the affected area .

The increased popularity of recreational bike touring has added to the non -vehicular

travelers on U.S. 2 over recent years. Some biking activity occurs on U.S. 2, but the activity

is no greater than on other rural roadways in the state. Bicycling on U.S. 2 is somewhat

hazardous as a result of the narrow travel lanes, the absence of paved shoulders, and the

presence of numerous blind spots that limit driver or rider visibility. Bolton Valley Resort

and the West Bolton Golf Course tend to attract bicycling enthusiasts, but climbing the steep

hills to access these areas tends to discourage many bicyclists.

The area's scenic natural beauty and recreational facilities create substantial recreation

al opportunities. Exhibit 4-6 depicts the many recreational facilities and areas within the

Bolton area . These include :

Camel's Hump State Park

The Long Trail

West Bolton Golf Course

Winooski River Canoe Access

Robbins Mt. Wildlife Refuge

Bolton Valley Resort

Mt. Mansfield State Park

As population grows in the surrounding urban areas, increased demand for the usage

of these facilities is to be anticipated .
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E. AIR QUALITY

Air pollution is caused by chemical and mechanical processes which emit quantities of

pollutants into the air. Along with wood stoves, automobiles are one of the more substantial

emitters of air pollutants.

Criteria Pollutants

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA ) has set National Ambient Air Quality

Standards (NAAQS) for the six criteria pollutants of: Carbon Monoxide (CO), inhalable

Particulate Matter (PM10 ), Lead (Pb ), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO ), Ozone (O3), and Sulfur

Dioxide (SO2). There exist two types of standards: primary standards which define air

quality levels designed to protect the public health with an adequate margin of safety, and

secondary standards which are designed to protect the public health from any known or

anticipated adverse effects. Table 4-5 provides these standards.

TABLE 4-5

National Ambient Air Quality Standards

NAAQS

Pollutant Primary Standard Secondary Standard

PM10

24 -hour average:

Annual average :

150 ug /m ?

50 ug/m

150 ug/m

SOZ

24 -hour average:

3 -hour average :

Seasonal average:

0.14 ppm (365 ug/mº)

0.5 ppm (1300 ug/mº)

0.03 ppm (80 ug/m °)

CO

1 -hour average:

8 -hour average:

35 ppm

9 ppm

35 ppm

9 ppm

NO2

Annual average: 0.053 ppm 0.053 ppm

03

1 -hour average : 0.125 ppm 0.12 ppm

Pb

Quarterly average: 1.5 ug/m 1.5 ug/m '

ug /m² = micrograms per cubic meter

ppm = parts per million
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Vermont air quality meets or exceeds the federal standards for all six criteria pollut

ants. As Chittenden County meets or exceeds the federal standards, Chittenden County is in

" attainment" status for each of the six criteria pollutants. If Chittenden County had failed to

meet the federal standard for one of the six criteria pollutants, this area (Chittenden County )

would have been designated " non - attainment" for that criteria pollutant. The designation of

an area as " non -attainment " for a criteria pollutant has substantial importance in determining

what land uses are allowed in that area and the type and extent of emission controls which

are required for stationary sources and vehicles within that area .

F. NOISE

The highway corridor for this project was checked for receptors sensitive to noise.

Observation points were selected within the project corridor to obtain ambient noise readings

from which to estimate noise associated with future traffic . These monitoring points were

chosen between the road and the immediate area's most sensitive receptor so that noise levels

recorded would be higher than those at the actual " sensitive receptor site " .

Field measurements were taken using a B&K mode 2205 Sound Level Meter and a

General Radio Model 1565-b Sound Level Meter, both meeting American National Standards

Institute specifications for type II noise monitoring instruments. The measurements were used

to verify a computer program and are considered to be accurate within a range of plus or

minus three decibels.

Sensitive receptors identified in the area of the southbound ramp alternatives include

the Bolton town cemetery , town hall, fire station , general store, and several residences.

Sensitive receptors in the area of the northbound ramps include the residences in the

Fernwood Manor Trailer Park and a rural residence east of the park. These noise monitoring

locations are shown on Exhibit 4-7.

1

On Alternative N- 1 , observation point OPN1 was chosen 100 feet closer to the traffic

lanes than the most sensitive receptor in that area , the Fernwood Manor Trailer Park , which is

approximately 200 feet north of the Alterative N- 1 . The computed 1990 noise level at this

site was 60 decibels ( dBA ).

1
On Alternative N-3, observation point OPN3 was chosen 100 feet closer to traffic

lanes than the most sensitive receptor in that area, a residence located 300 feet northeast of

Alternative N - 3. The computed 1990 noise level at this site was 63 dBA.

On Alternative S- 1 , observation point OPS1 was chosen 100 feet closer to traffic lanes

than the most sensitive receptor in that area , the Bolton Town shed , located approximately

200 feet northeast of Alternative S- 1 . The computer 1990 noise level at this site was 63

dBA .

On Alternative S-3, observation point OPS3 was chosen 100 feet closer to the traffic

lanes than the most sensitive receptor in that area, namely a Bolton residence, which is

approximately 300 feet southwest of Alternative S-3. The computed 1990 noise level at this

site was 63 dBA . 1

1
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On Alternative S -4, observation point OPS4 was chosen to be 100 feet closer to the

alternative than the most sensitive receptor in that area, namely the Bolton Fire Station, which

is approximately 300 feet south of Alternative S-4. The computed 1990 noise level at this
site was 63 dBA .

Using national noise standards these ambient levels are within a range typically

expected for activities such as residential and recreational areas, motels, schools, and

churches.

G. WATER RESOURCES

Surface Waters

The major surface water within the affected area is the Winooski River, which

flows northwest toward Lake Champlain. The Duck, Joiner, and Pinneo Brooks flow

southward into the Winooski while the Gleason and Preston Brooks flow northward

into the Winooski. A number of small, unnamed , intermittent brooks drain runoff

from the adjacent Green Mountains into the Winooski River. These waterways are

shown in Exhibit 4-8.

Stormwater drainage within the study area is directed by a number of ditches

into major and minor brooks. The final destination for the water is the Winooski

River. The drainage ditches are necessary to carry stormwater off fields, developed

property , and the existing interstate due to the relatively flat surface of the land

throughout the valley.

The following area waterways are in the Vermont Rivers Study as having

unique geological/hydrological features:

TABLE 4-6

River Unique Feature

Winooski River

Huntington River

Duck Brook

Joiner Brook

Bolton Falls

Huntington River Gorge

Duck Brook Falls ( small cascades, waterfall)

Devil's Pothole (waterfall, cascades, pothole)

Water Quality Classification : The State of Vermont classifies its surface water

according to standards adopted by the Vermont Water Resources Board . These

standards are :

Class A Waters: Suitable for public water supply with disinfection , when

necessary. Character uniformly excellent.
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Class B Waters: Suitable for bathing and recreation ; irrigation and agricultural

uses; good fish habitat; good aesthetic value, acceptable for public water supply

with filtration and disinfection .

Class C Waters: Suitable for recreational boating; irrigation of crops not used

for consumption without cooking; habitat for wildlife and for common food

and game fishes indigenous to the region; and such industrial uses as are

consistent with other " C " uses.

Al of Vermont's rivers are designated as either Class A, B, or C. Most waters

in Vermont are Class B, which is consistent with state policy as stated in the Water

Quality Standards. All of the surface waters in the affected area are classified as

Class B waters, with the exception of headwaters above 2,500 feet in elevation, which

are Class A waters .

Surface water was last monitored by the ANR Water Quality Division in 1974.

The Winooski River was found to have a water hardness concentration of 50 parts per

million of calcium carbonate and a surface pH range from 7.5 to 8.4 standard units.

Joiner Brook, which parallels Bolton Valley Road , had a hardness range of 50 to 75

parts per million of calcium carbonate and a pH range from 5.5 to 6.4 standard units.

Both water hardness and pH are parameters that are not likely to shift over time and ,

therefore , this data is still appropriate to characterize surface waters within the study

area .

Currently, no continuous surface water quality monitoring station is located

within the Town of Bolton.

Groundwater

The groundwater favorability database for the Winooski Basin (Vermont

Department of Water Resources, 1967 ) indicated that the area within approximately

one quarter mile of either side of the Winooski River is underlain with deposits of

glacial drift that show substantial potential for groundwater resources. Thick deposits

of coarse grained material exist along the Winooski River to west of Joiner Brook and

have an excellent potential to store water . Thin deposits of glacial drift and stream

gravel to the east of Joiner Brook indicate low to moderate groundwater potential. An

excellent groundwater rating can provide water for intensive land uses and industrial

development. A moderate groundwater potential rating limits the intensity and type of

land uses, particularly those that have large water consumption. Yields in areas of low

to moderate potential would be suitable for domestic, commercial, and light industrial

water usage.

The Town of Bolton does not provide municipal water service, nor is such

service anticipated in the foreseeable future . Several private companies supply water

service to more than one customer. The Bolton Water Supply Company, located near

Joiner Brook near the village, supplies customers from a large spring. The Fernwood

Manor Trailer Park supplies water to approximately 78 connections from an on -site
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well. The Vermont Department of Health identifies both of these sources as public

community water supplies, and as such they are protected by State guidelines as

regards any new construction. Every three years, the State monitors a full range of

inorganic, organic, and volatile analyses on these public community water supplies.

Bolton Valley Resort area receives its drinking water from three drilled wells

and withdrawals from Joiner Brook. The ski area utilizes a treatment facility to ensure

water quality is maintained . Additional expansion and growth at Bolton Ski Area will

require the drilling of additional wells to maintain sufficient water quantities.

Water for most other facilities and residences is provided by private wells and

springs. Exhibit 4-8 provides the location of existing public wells, wellhead protection

areas, and surface water sources in the affected area.

The Town of Bolton does not have a municipal sewer system , nor does it plan

to build one in the foreseeable future . Most facilities and residences have private

septic systems. As Exhibit 4-9 shows, the soils suitable for additional private septic

systems in the affected area are very limited.

Two areas have public type sewage systems. Fernwood Manor, which consists

of approximately 78 mobile homes, has a septic system that services the trailer park,

and which is located between the trailer park and U.S. 2. Bolton Valley Resort area

has a tertiary waste facility treatment system which consists of a septic tank , rotating

biological contactors, chemical addition tanks, equalization tanks, clarifying filters, and

ultraviolet disinfection. The permit limits discharge to the leach fields to a maximum

daily flow of 92,000 gallons. Any substantial additional Resort area development may

impact the maximum flow limitations.

H. WETLANDS

The National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps produced by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service (USFWS) were reviewed to determine if any wetlands were located within the

affected area. Exhibit 4-8 identifies these wetlands.

Several of these wetlands are associated with the Winooski River, adjacent to its

watercourse. Several additional isolated wetlands exist upland from the riverbed on the north

side of U.S. 2. These wetlands are not associated with streams, but rather are topographically

low areas or areas adjacent to drainageways from fields or roads and railways rights - of-way.

Additional wetland areas exist along Snipe Island Brook , Duck Brook, and the western part of

Stage Road.

In addition to the wetlands identified on the NWI map , wetlands have been identified

between the I-89 right-of-way and U.S. 2 in Bolton Village. Generally, this area is in the

area of the southbound ramp alternatives. Specifically, this wetland area was field delineated

using the parameters of soil type, hydrology , and vegetation to determine specific wetland

boundaries for each of the southbound alternatives. The wetlands associated with the
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reasonable build altematives were delineated and mapped in 1993 and are depicted in Exhibit

4-10.

I. OTHER SENSITIVE NATURAL RESOURCES

Threatened and Endangered Species

Consultation with the VT ANR Nongame and Natural Heritage Program , the

U.S. Department of Interior and the Fish and Wildlife Service has identified six

natural communities and a threatened plant species in the affected area. These

communities are identified by number, in Exhibit 4-11, and species status is explained

in Table 4-7 .

TABLE 4-7

SENSITIVE NATURAL COMMUNITIES AND RARE, THREATENED, AND

ENDANGERED PLANTS AND ANIMALS IN THE AFFECTED AREA

Number Scientific Name Common Name State

Rank

Global

Rank

State

Status

1 Broad Beech Fem S2 GSAcidic Cliff Community

Thelypteris Hexagonoptera

2 Ostrich Fem Borer S2 GUFloodplain Forest

Papaipema Sp 2

3 Moderately Rich

Lake/Pond

4 Red Pine Forest

5 Ardea Herodias Great Blue Heron

G
S

S2S3B

SSN

6 Platanthera Hookeri Hooker's Orchis S2 GS T

State Rank

S2 -

S3 -

Rare, generally 6 to 20 occurrences believed to be extent and /or some factor(s)

making it vulnerable to extirpation in the state .

Uncommon, believed to be more than 20 occurrences and/or there is some

threat to it in the state .

Demonstrably secure in the state .

Breeding status.

Non -breeding status.

S5 -

B -

N.

Global Status

G5 - Demonstrably secure globally.

GU . Status uncertain .
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State Status

T.
Threatened, with high possibility of becoming endangered in the near future.

A field survey of the areas to be physically impacted by construction of the potential

Alternatives N- 1 , N-2, N - 3, S- 1 , S-2, S-3, and S-4 was conducted. No evidence of any

significant natural communities or rare, threatened, or endangered plants and animal species

was discovered, none are any known to exist in these areas.

Natural Areas

The affected area has many unique geological features consisting of a fertile flat river

valley, steep mountain slopes with exposed rock formations, and steep and fast streams.

These features combine to create extraordinary viewscapes, which are discussed and evaluated

in detail in the visual section of this report.

Natural areas and communities in the affected area are listed and described below , and

identified by number on Exhibit 4-11.

# 7 - Bone Mountain - Potential nesting area for Peregrine Falcons.

#8 - Bolton Mountain - Sub Alpine Spruce Fir Forest

# 9 - Goose Pond - At 2,800 feet elevation , is distinguished by bog areas.

#10 - Huntington River Gorge - A deep river gorge with spectacular falls.

#11 - Richmond Oxbow - A 10 -acre oxbow marsh used by waterfowl and other

birds.

#12 - Jonesville Oxbow - A 5 - acre oxbow marsh used by waterfowl and other birds.

#13 - Richmond Pond - A scenic, undeveloped glacial pond.

#14 - Gillette Pond - The pond and surrounding area encompass 385 acres of wet

lands, natural springs, forest and slopes.

#15 - Hemlock Knoll - A steep, rocky, forested slope of approximately 15 acres with

sugar maple trees and a dense grove of mature hemlocks.

Fisheries

The State of Vermont classifies the Snipe Island Brook , Huntington River, Winooski

River (Richmond/Bolton area ), Duck Brook, Joiner Brook , and Pinneo Brook as Class B

waters. Class B waters provide good fish habitat. Fishery waters are designated as follows:

Winooski River ( Bolton /Richmond ) - Naturally occurring Walleye and Small Mouth

Bass, and naturally occurring and stocked Rainbow and Brown Trout.

Huntington River - Naturally occurring Small Mouth Bass and Brook Trout, and

naturally occurring and stocked Rainbow and Brown Trout.

Snipe Island Brook - Naturally occurring and stocked Brook and Brown Trout.
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Joiner Brook - Naturally occurring Brown and Rainbow Trout below the waterfalls,

and naturally occurring and stocked Brook Trout above the waterfalls.

Wildlife

The rural character and varied topography of Bolton provides cover and food for many

wildlife species. White -tailed deer thrive in rural landscapes, but need suitable food and

protective cover to survive the winter. Mixed coniferous/hardwood slopes provide protective

cover and adjacent open fields and brushlands provide the edge habitat from which deer feed.

Winter deer ranges in the affected area are identified by the Vermont Department of Fish and

Wildlife and are located as shown in Exhibit 4.11 .

The affected area, with the exception of a 2,000' section along the southeast and

northwest end of 1-89 in the affected area , is a bear production habitat. This is a region

supporting relatively high populations of cub-producing females. Generally consisting of

contiguous and remote forestland, these areas are important to maintaining a viable bear

population in the area. This area is also becoming frequented by moose , with occasional

sightings throughout the area. Smaller animals such as beavers, foxes, coyotes, rabbits,

porcupines, squirrels, upland game birds, songbirds, and numerous reptiles, amphibians, and

insects are located within the project area .

Wild and Scenic Rivers

There are no rivers designated wild and scenic under the National Wild and Scenic

Rivers Act located within the affected area. However, the following two river segments have

been placed on the Nationwide Rivers Inventory List due to their unique qualities:

Winooski River (above Richmond to Bolton Falls) - This segment possesses a unique

diversity of geologic features, including the cascades on Duck Brook, large boulder

outcrops, and an excellent example of a glacial delta.

Huntington River (confluence with the Winooski River to the headwaters) - This

segment includes Huntington Gorge and a significant number of known prehistoric

sites and historic archaeologic mill sites.

J. FLOODPLAINS

.The Winooski River watershed contains an area of 1,000 square miles and is one of

the largest watersheds found in the State of Vermont. At the downstream limits of Bolton

(i.e. the western end ), the river drains an area of 902 square miles.

1
Historical records of flooding on the Winooski River indicate that there have been

three major floods in this century. Table 4-8 lists the three major floods and associated flow

data and recurrence intervals. 1
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TABLE 4-8

MAJOR FLOOD EVENTS ON THE WINOOSKI RIVER

Flood Event Discharge (cfs ) Recurrence Interval

November 1927 113.000 500 years

March 1936 45,300 40 years

September 1938 34,000 12 years

cfs = Cubic Feet per Second

Source: Flood Insurance Study, Town of Bolton. Federal Emergency Managemen

Agency, 1980.

After the November 1927 flood, the Army Corps of Engineers ( COE) constructed a

number of flood control structures along tributaries of the Winooski River. It is estimated by

the COE that should an event similar to the November 1927 flood reoccur , the peak discharge

would be reduced to approximately 91,000 cfs, or about 81% of the peak that occurred in

1927 .

The floodplain of the Winooski River, in the affected area , encompasses residential,

agricultural, and some commercial property. Exhibit 4-8 shows the regulatory floodplain ,

taken from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA ) Flood Insurance Study

Maps. Floodplains exist along both sides of the river. In some areas, the 100 -year floodplain

boundary on the north side of the river coincides with the railroad embankment. In several

areas where the flood boundary extends north of the railroad , the state highway and the

interstate , there are drainage culverts that allow the water passage into those locations.

The floodway is the channel of the stream , plus any adjacent floodplain area that must

be kept free of encroachment in order that the 100 -year flood can be carried without a

substantial increase in flood heights. There is no development within the Winooski floodway

through Bolton.

The 100 - year flood has been adopted by FEMA as the base year flood for purposes of

floodplain management measures. The boundary of the 100 -year flood is shown on Exhibit

4-8. The area between the floodway and the boundary of the 100 -year flood is called the

floodway fringe. The floodway fringe represents the portion of the 100 -year floodplain that

could be completely obstructed without increasing the water surface elevation of the 100 -year

flood by more than 1 - foot at any point. A good portion of the village center is located within

the floodway fringe, along with a residential area located off Notch Road and the large field

east of Fernwood Manor Trailer Park.

The 500 -year floodplain indicates additional areas of flood risk in the community.

This boundary represents only a minor amount of land in Bolton .
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1
Floodplain Zoning

The FEMA Flood Insurance Agency requires local governments participating in

federally subsidized national flood insurance programs to agree to certain federal floodplain

standards for new construction. To that end, the Towns of Bolton and Richmond adopted

flood hazard area regulations within their zoning ordinances that place restrictions on new

development within the regulatory floodplain.

1

11

K. HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 1

Historical Resources

A review of the Vermont Historic Sites and Structures Survey revealed that no

properties located within the potencial construction areas are included or eligible for inclusion

on the state inventory of historic sites. The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO )

confirmed that no properties within this area are on, or eligible for inclusion , in , the National

Register of Historic Places. In addition, no locally important historic properties were

identified in the Bolton Town Plan or the Chittenden County Regional Plan.
1

Archaeological Resources

1

The area along the Winooski River is identified as an area of high archaeological

sensitivity in the Vermont Rivers Study. This high archaeological sensitivity is due primarily

to the fact that the river and the area along the river served as an Indian travel route . Historic

settlement in the area dates back to at least the early 1800's; therefore, the potential for

historic archaeological artifacts also exist within the valley.

1

1

On the basis of early SHPO consultation, a Phase I Archaeological Study was

conducted to investigate sensitive areas that may be affected by the project. During the Phase

I study, archaeological sites were found on alluvial landforms of the Winooski River.
1

1
L. HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES

Consultation with the Hazardous Materials Management Division of VT ANR has

revealed the following hazardous waste sites ( see Exhibit 4-11): 1

1 . Bolton Town Garage - The vehicle maintenance pit is contaminated with

petroleum hydrocarbons. ( Identified as location A) 1

2. Latham Trailer Sales (Bolton ) - An underground storage tank (UST ), formerly

containing petroleum , has been removed and groundwater monitoring is in

place. (Identified as location B)

3. Richmond Town Garage - UST, formerly containing petroleum , has been

removed and groundwater monitoring is in place. (Identified as location C )
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4.
Lucky Spot (Richmond ) - UST, formerly containing petroleum , has been

removed and groundwater monitoring is in place. (Identified as location D)

These sites are identified by letter on Exhibit 4-11.

M. VISUAL RESOURCES

Visual Resource Inventory

A visual resource inventory is a collection of information relating to the visual

resources of the proposed project area along 1-89 and on selected roads to the north and

south . A map of the landscape units and viewshed, as described below , is included in this

study. Representative photos of the visual corridor are also included along with a discussion

of the potential visual impact and proposed mitigation for this project.

Landscape Setting

The area of the study is located in northwestern Vermont, where the Green Mountains

are crossed by the Winooski River ( see Exhibit 4-12). The elevation changes very quickly

from the valley floor at a low of approximately 300'elevation near the river, to high

elevations of 3680 ' at nearby Bolton Mountain and 4083' at Camel's Hump. Lower foothill

peaks in the area average 2000 ' or higher. The narrow and linear floor of the Winooski River

valley is a major transportation corridor through the rugged mountains. Interstate 89, U.S. 2,

and the Central Vermont Railroad run parallel to the Winooski River.

This is a dramatic landscape due to the steep grade changes and mountainous terrain

contrasting with the floodplain of the Winooski River. The mountains provide a great sense

of enclosure; because of this, wide and long views in the Bolton are limited .

Visually, the man -made environment is secondary to the impressive, rugged mountain

landscape in the linear valley of the affected area.

Viewshed

A viewshed map has been produced and is a tool for mapping the visibility areas. The

areas of the proposed project that will be visible from neighboring roads and homes are

identified . Conversely, the viewshed includes areas that would be visible looking out from

the proposed interchanges, such as 1-89 and nearby hillsides and mountain tops.

In the affected area, the focus is on views of the proposed project, the impact to the

travelling public and to neighbors and users of the proposed interchanges. For clarity, the

viewshed emphasizes views of the proposed project and does not include hills and mountain

tops that would be viewed by those looking out.

A U.S.G.S. topographic map was used to map the possible viewshed of the impacted

area. It was field checked for accuracy in order to determine the visibility of the project and

the screening effect of topography, vegetation, and buildings.
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Landscape Units

The visual character of the study area is described by determining a series of land

scape units. These distinct units are based on landform (steep hillsides, gently rolling valley

floor) and land cover (water, vegetation , buildings).

It is the combination of landform and land cover that creates the visual distinction and

the landscape character of the Bolton Valley area and the surrounding Green Mountains.

Bolton Interchange Landscape Units

The following are specific landscape units that are derived from the unique Bolton

study area defined for this project (see Exhibit 4-13 ).

1 . River/Open Water

The Winooski River has carved a narrow valley as it flows towards Lake

Champlain to the west. Brooks and streams enter the river from the steep ,

mountainous terrain of the Green Mountains.

2. Valley Floor

The valley floor in this area is narrow and linear, following the Winooski River

as it cuts a path from east to west through the Green Mountains toward Lake

Champlain . There are pockets of woodland and residential development as

well as commercial development in the Village of Bolton. 1-89, the Central

Vermont Railroad , and U.S. 2 also share a considerable portion of the valley

floor. Views are restricted by the linear nature of the valley and enclosed by

the steep terrain of the mountains.

3. Gently Rolling. Open Land, and Hillsides

Somewhat isolated pockets of terrain exist that are less forested and less steep

than the surrounding mountainous terrain . These tend to be pockets of residen

tial development, due to the opportunity for growth in comparison with the sur

rounding steep, mountain landscape.

4. Steep , Forested Mountains

Densely wooded and steep topography have preserved the area's wilderness

characteristics. Access is severely restricted with the exception of north - south

roads along streams and recreation access areas such as the Bolton Resort area,

the Long Trail, and the Catamount Trail.
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5. Village /Commercial

Village areas are more densely settled with a mixture of commercial, municipal

and residential land uses. Pockets of village-type settlements exist along U.S. 2

in Bolton and Jonesville.

6. Ski Slopes

The ski slope at Bolton Valley Ski Area forms distinct pathways for skiers in

the steeply forested terrain .

7. RockOutcrops

Sheer rock faces and exposed ledge are highly visible especially along portions

of Interstate 89.

Viewer Groups /Quantity and View Duration

It is important to identify specific viewers of the proposed interchanges, types

of view and the duration of the view (see Exhibit 4-14 ). The viewer groups are as

follows:

Neighboring residents on Route 2 - (Small quantity with long duration views.)

Motorists on Route 2 and I-89 - (Large quantity with short duration views.)

1-89 Sequence of Views - ( East to West) Northbound - (see Exhibit 4-15)

1 .

2.

3.

Rock outcrops enclose the view as the viewer drives down a hill at an

angle. The valley floor is not visible. Enclosure and steep mountainous

terrain are all that are visible .

The valley floor appears as a long ribbon. Vertical steel bollards screen

Route 2 on the right. Tall evergreens and rock outcrops at the east and

west frame approaches to the N3 interchange and make long distance

views of N3 impossible.

Rock outcrops and a curve in I- 89 block views of Bolton at the bridge

over Route 2.

Views of the S3 interchange are blocked just to the east by a large rock

ledge and by the higher elevation of the interstate.

Northbound drivers have their view directed west, uphill to a steep rock

cut with I-89 and Route 2 cutting through high rock ledge.

An enclosed transition area with limited views and low vegetation, such

as sumac , line the roads.

Wide open views of the valley floor, farmland, and the wooded river's

edge. Foothills enclose the valley with some residential development

and steep rock ledges along 1-89.

4.

S.

6 .

7.
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Southbound - (see Exhibit 4-16)

1 .

2.

3.

Wide open views of the valley floor, farmland, and wooded river's

edge. Foothills enclose the valley with some residential development

and steep rock ledges along 1-89.

Long views down a narrow valley descending the hill. No houses are

visible, only rolling terrain .

Rock outcrops form a gateway view of the village of Bolton , U.S. 2 is

seen at a distance.

Vegetation and a lower elevation obscure close-up views of the S3

interchange site from 1-89.

The view is enclosed as it passes over U.S. 2, but opens up to include

Fernwood Trailer Park on the left. Steep terrain screens long views of
N3

Views of N3 on the left are partially obscured as I -89 is at a higher

elevation .

4.

5.

6.
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CHAPTER 5

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This chapter discusses the probable social, economic , and environmental effects, both

beneficial and adverse , of the reasonable alternatives identified in Chapter 3. Measures

proposed to mitigate adverse impacts are also described .

A. MINOR IMPACTS

The following impact categories are not expected to have substantial effects resulting

from the construction of any of the build alternatives.

1 . JointDevelopment

There are no major public or private development projects within the defined

study area , either current or planned, which would be substantially affected by this

proposed project. However, as set forth in the Secondary Growth section of this

chapter the construction of an interchange in Bolton will enhance opportunities for

area development. Specifically, Bolton Valley Resort area may pursue further growth

plans if the interchange provides sufficient increased skier usage to financially support

additional development at the ski resort.

2. Pedestrians, Bicyclist, and Recreational

There are no current or proposed routes specifically designated for pedestrians

or bicyclists in the study area . Construction of an interchange will not physically

impact any pedestrian walkway, bicycle pathway, or recreational area.

Construction of an interchange will enhance access to the substantial recre

ational opportunities that exist within the affected area. Current recreational usage

rates and potential population growth rates do not suggest any future undue burden or

stress will be placed on these recreational facilities by increasing access to the affected

area .

3. Water Quality

No future threats to water quality have been identified if the No Action

alternative is chosen. None of the build alternatives will have an adverse impact on

surface water quality within the construction area. There are no major streams that

would be effected . A stormwater drainage plan would be reviewed during the project

design stage by the VT ANR. Consultation with this division during the DEIS did not

result in the identification of any major impacts or issues.



The Vermont Department of Health has noted that Alternative N - 1 will be

within the preliminary 3,000 feet radius of the wellhead protection area for the

Fernwood Manor Trailer Park community well, as shown previously in Exhibit 4-8. A

3,000 -foot radius is routinely established by the Department of Health to protect a

public community wellhead until such time as they can more specifically identify the

boundary of the underlying aquifer. Should this alternative be chosen , the final ramp

design would need to comply with health department guidelines for new construction

within wellhead protection areas. The proposed relocation for U.S. 2 would be

situated downgradient of the wellhead. No impacts to groundwater resources have

been identified for other alternatives.

4. Waterbody Modification and Wildlife Habitat

The No -Action alternative would not affect any existing waterways or drainage

courses. No waterbody modifications have been identified associated with Alternatives

N - 1 and N -3. Within ramp alternatives S- 1 , S-3, and S -4 , small existing drainageways

that capture interstate and hillside runoff would need to be crossed with culverts.

These are considered minor waterbody modifications and would most probably not

require any state stream alteration permits. Coordination with the District Fisheries

Biologist notes that there are no major fisheries concerns associated with this project

The No -Action alternative would not affect any existing wildlife habitat.

Interchange Alternative N - 1 would cross mowed fields adjacent to existing

Route 2 and would impact the southeastern edge of a trailer park. The wildlife habitat

value of this area is very low. Therefore, the impacts of this alternative to wildlife

habitat would not be substantial.

Interchange Alternative N - 3 would cross a small amount of pasture and old

field . Most of the impact would be to a mowed field associated with a golf driving

range. Located north of the mowed field and driving range, and starting near the area

where the terrain changes from field to wooded and level to steep , exists a deer yard

(see Exhibit 4-11). This area is anticipated to be at least 500 feet from the construc

tion limits of N - 3. Thus, the impact of Alternative N - 3 would not be substantial.

1

Interchange Alternative S- 1 is located primarily in an old field associated with

a gas station between 1-89 and Route 2. The eastern portion of Ramp E (See Exhibit

5-1) crosses through mowed lawn and the uppermost edge of a wetland that is

centered on Alternative S-2. The wetland affected by S- 1 is a scrub - shrub area on the

fill slope of 1-89. The wildlife habitat value of the old field and lawn are very low .

The wildlife habitat value of this portion of the scrub - shrub wetland is also low , due to

its location immediately adjacent to I-89. Thus, the impact of S- 1 to wildlife habitat

would not be substantial.

1

1
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Interchange Alternative S-2 would be located almost entirely in a Class II
wetland which consists primarily of wet meadow and shallow marsh , with a small

amount of scrub -shrub on the fill slope of 1-89. The wildlife value of the wetland is

somewhat compromised by its location between I-89 and Route 2. Still, there is some

habitat for waterfowl (feeding and nesting ), small mammals such as voles, moles,

shrews and possible muskrat, and red -winged blackbirds. The S - 2 interchange would

fill a large portion of this habitat and would severely disturb the remainder.

Interchange Alternative S-3 is located at the southeastern edge of the wetland

which is centered at Alternative S-2. The estimate of wetland impact for this alterna

tive is 0.68 acre . Most of the impact would be to a wet meadow and scrub -shrub area

on the fill slope of 1-89, additionally there would be a small impact (perhaps 0.2 or

0.3 acre ) to the shallow marsh portion of this wetland. The wildlife habitat value is

similar to that described for S-2, except that S-3 is located on the drier edge of the

wetland where the wildlife value is lower.

Mitigation of the impacts to the wildlife habitat value would be accomplished

via the wetland mitigation plan, whereby lower quality wet meadow wetland would be

converted to higher quality shallow marsh wetland.

The wildlife habitat value of this wetland is already somewhat compromised by

the small size of the habitat and its location between houses to the east and west, and

major highways to the north and south . Impacts associated with construction would be

mitigated by improvements to the remaining habitat, as such the long -term impact of

Alternative S-3 to wildlife habitat would not be substantial.

Interchange Alternative S - 4 is located primarily in a horse pasture, where

wildlife habitat value is very low . The interchange ramps would impact two small

wetland areas, as described in the wetlands section of this chapter. One wet area is a

low spot in the pasture, the other is a small, primarily emergent area located between a

cattle pen and Route 2. Neither of these wetland areas have substantial wildlife

habitat value. Because the wildlife habitat value in the area of S - 4 is low , the impacts

to this wetland area would not be substantial.

5. Wild and Scenic Rivers

There are no wild and scenic rivers designated within the affected area.

Therefore, no impacts to Wild and Scenic Rivers will occur .

6. Coastal Barriers Zones

The State of Vermont has no coastline as defined in the Coastal Zone Manage

ment Act of 1972 and subsequent regulations. Therefore, no impacts to Coastal

Barriers Zones will occur.
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7.
Threatened and Endangered Species

No adverse impacts are anticipated to any threatened or endangered species or

their habitats for any of the reasonable alternatives based on a state review that

identified no threatened or endangered species within the potential construction areas.

A field evaluation of these potential construction areas found no threatened or

endangered species. The Vermont Nongame and National Heritage Program has

identified Hooker's Orchis ( see Chapter 4) as a threatened species. This species is

located east of the Notch Road . ( see Exhibit 4-11). The project is not anticipated to

have any impacts on this species.

8. Hazardous Waste Sites

Construction of southbound Alternative S- 1 will impact the Bolton Town

Garage. The vehicle maintenance pit of the facility is contaminated with petroleum

hydrocarbons. Prior to construction at S- 1 , additional testing and ground water

monitoring would be required to determine the extent of contamination and the need

for any remediation action.

B. LAND USE IMPACTS

1 . Primary Land Use Impacts

Any minor roadway improvements associated with the No Action alternative

are not expected to result in adverse land use impacts.

The general location of all the construction alternatives is in conformance with

the proposed location for an interchange as shown in both the town and regional land

use plans.

Alternative N- 1 would impact 10.4 acres of residential land within the Fern

wood Manor Trailer Park. The park has 78 lots; this alternative could impact between

6 and 15 lots in the trailer park. The access drive into the park would need to be

relocated. In addition , the existing community septic system and leach field, located

between the trailer park and U.S. 2, would be impacted. The relocation of a large on

site septic system such as this would be difficult due to the scarcity of suitable soils

for on - site wastewater disposal in the Bolton area.

Alternative N - 3 would impact 11 acres of open pasture land currently used as a

privately -owned golf driving range that is open to the public. Residential land is

located adjacent to either side of the ramps.
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Alternative S- 1 would impact 3.8 acres , including existing residential, commer

cial, and municipal land. This alternative would require the removal of the existing

Getty Gas Station , a portion of the town's storage yard for sand and salt associated

with the town shed , and removal of a residence . In addition , this alternative would

impact surrounding residential uses by directing additional traffic near existing

housing. A ledge outcrop would be crossed by one of this alternative's ramps.

Alternative S-3 would impact 4.2 acres of open and residential land. An

estimated 0.68 acre of undeveloped land is wetland . Residential land is located to the

east of the ramp entrance. The land on the south side of U.S. 2 is presently undevel

oped.

Alternative S - 4 would impact 3.7 acres of wooded and residential land . One

residence would be taken. U.S. 2 would be widened in front of the town cemetery

and fire station to accommodate the design criteria for the interchange approach .

2. Secondary Land Use Impacts

a . Introduction

Guidelines prepared for implementing NEPA broadly define both secondary and

cumulative impacts. Secondary effects are those that are caused by an action and are delayed

in time, but are still reasonably foreseeable . Generally , these impacts are induced by the

initial action. They comprise a wide variety of effects such as changes in land use , water

quality, economic vitality, and population density. Cumulative effects are impacts which

result from the incremental consequences of an action when added to past actions and

reasonably foreseeable future actions. These impacts are less defined than secondary impacts.

The accumulated effects of an action may be undetectable when viewed in the individual

context of direct impacts, but nonetheless can add to other disturbances and eventually lead to

a measurable environmental change. Both secondary and cumulative impacts result in

induced socioeconomic impacts. With transportation projects, there exist the potential for

induced socioeconomic impacts, which involve shifts in patterns of population movement and

growth , public service demands, and changes in business and economic activity. These

induced socioeconomic impacts will normally not be significant except when there are also

significant impacts in other categories. There are no verifiable models or rigid methodology

to predict what will be built, at what density , where it will be built, and how fast it will

occur. An approach based on knowledge of the area , evaluations of similar projects and

informed professional judgement has been used in this document. Assumptions are stated

when used

The basic assumptions used to identify the induced impacts associated with the

project are :

1 . The affected area can be limited to that area which has its traffic

reasonably affected by the project.

The duration of the affects can be reasonably limited.2.
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3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

The farther removed in distance and time from the project, the less

affects can be expected.

Development will continue to occur within the area whether or not the

project is completed .

External and internal developmental pressures and restrictions will shape

the extent and speed of the development.

Land use will shift from rural to developed , but the time lag may be

from 1 to 20 years depending upon economic conditions.

Trends will be accurate , but specific predictions regarding the timing

and extent of development will be difficult.

Past developmental patters in similar affected areas are good indicators

of future developmental patterns in a new area subject to like impacts.

An examination of secondary and cumulative impacts should focus on

the functional relationship of specific resources within a large system

If this relationship is understood, then the affect of the project on these

resources should be reasonably determinable.

Professional judgement remains the most effective instrument in evalu

ating growth due to improved access into a rural area.

1

8.

9.

1

10.

b. Methodology

The following procedure will be utilized to evaluate potential secondary and cumula

tive impacts.

• The area to be affected by secondary and cumulative impacts will be defined .

• The time duration of the secondary and cumulative impacts will be defined .

• The extent of growth will be analyzed .

Impacts on socioeconomic and natural resources will be analyzed .
.

1 . Affected Area Definition

One of the project's stated purposes is to enhance access to the Bolton area .

The area of influence is defined as the geographic extent to which a project

will affect an area's traffic volume and patterns, as evidenced by changes in

existing traffic levels on current highways. The area to be affected has been

previously defined in the Land Use section of Chapter 4, and is shown on

Exhibit 4-1.

2 . Time Duration of Induced Impacts

Potential cumulative impacts should be considered over a specific time period

to assess the influence of a given action. Although , induced impacts may carry

forward for decades, the actual time of influence attributable to a single project

diminishes as the facility ages. Additionally, the farther in the future predic

tions are attempted , the more speculative these predictions become. To

determine a reasonable period of time to evaluate this project's potential

induced impacts, the following factors were considered :

1I
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Area population projections must be based, for the most part, on 1990

national and state population data. Attempts to project population

growth beyond 20 years from base population statistics become difficult

and unreliable. Area population statistics and forecasts drive area

housing and economic growth projections. The less reliable the popula

tion projections, the less reliable the housing and development projec
tions.

The project area , particularly the Bolton Valley Resort area, has sub

stantial physical and regulatory constraints which will limit the amount

of overall developmental buildout. As such, most secondary growth

will occur relatively soon after construction of the interchange; while

further secondary growth will be at a reduced rate that lessens as the

time from interchange construction lengthens.

Future area population, housing, and economic growth is difficult to

predict with any degree of certainty. Current state, regional, and local

growth policies and developmental laws are subject to change. National

and regional economic growth, which drives area development, con

stantly fluctuates in the short term , and predicted long term growth

trends constantly vary with different analyses. The farther in the future

growth predictions are made, the less reliable and valuable these predic

tions become.

To maximize the reliability of the predicted secondary growth , and still provide

meaningful future growth data to evaluate the potential for secondary growth

generated by the project, growth and development projections up to the year

2010 have been accomplished .

3. Extent of Induced Growth

Mullin Associates has extensively analyzed and evaluated the potential for

project induced impacts associated with this project. Their report is attached as

Appendix II. This report is extracted and summarized below . While the report

provides analysis under low, medium , and high growth scenarios, the follow

ing summary, for the most part, utilizes the medium growth scenario, as this is

the most probable scenario .

( a ) Areas Available For Development

The affected area ( see Exhibit 4-1) contains approximately 6,810 acres

of land. Development within this area will be constrained by:

• Slopes of 15% or greater.

Soils unsuitable for on - site septic systems.

Land within the 100 -year floodway.

• Land designated as a Class II Wetland .
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• Land within man -made right-of-way corridors along the valley floor

formed by U.S. 2, I- 89, the Vermont Railway, and overhead electrical

transmission lines.

After these constraints are subtracted from the affected area total, some

1,619 acres remain as having some sort of development potential. This

land is further constrained by:

• Land within the floodway fringe.

• Primary agricultural soils.

Soils suitable for mound -type septic systems only.

These areas comprise 1,228 acres of land conditionally developable,

leaving only 391 acres with no developmental constraints. Exhibit 5-2

depicts the location of this conditionally developable and the no -con

straints land . The higher the developmental pressure, the greater the

incentive to develop the conditionally developable property.

The 391 no -constraints acres comprise the land area of the " low - growth "

scenario for the affected area . The "moderate - growth " scenario will

consists of the same 391 acres plus one -half of the conditional develop

ment acreage. The " high - growth " scenario takes into account all of the

conditionally developable land and no - constraints land .

Scenario Acreage

Low Growth

Moderate Growth

High Growth

391

1005 (391 + of 1,228 )

1619 (391 + 1,228 )

These acreages can be used to determine the number of potential build

ing lots, by determining the lot acreage requirements in each zoning

district and the amount of developable land in each zoning district.

Table 5-1 summarizes this evaluation for each of the three growth

scenarios.

.
.
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TABLE 5-1

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL LOTS, BY ZONING DISTRICT,

AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT IN EACH GROWTH SCENARIO

Zoning District Low Growth Moderate Growth High Growth

AR - 1 Bolton ( 2 acres) 45 127 211

R-2, Bolton (6 acres ) 7 17 27

V- 1 , Bolton ( 1 acre ) 14 86 158

V-2, Bolton (23 acre ) 132 264 398

RA - 1, Richmond ( 1 acre ) 96 230 365

TOTAL 294 724 1,159

Average /Year Over 20 -year Period 14.7 36.2 58.0

( b ) Development in Bolton and Richmond

As the following table indicates, Bolton and Richmond have experienced steady

population increases over the past thirty years.

TABLE 5-2

POPULATION FOR TOWNS OF BOLTON AND RICHMOND , VERMONT

1960-1990

Town 1960 1970 1980 1990

Bolton 237 427 715 917

Richmond 1,303 2,249 3,159 3,729

These figures are reflective of a trend during this thirty - year time period common to

many rural communities, not only in northern Vermont, but across the United States,

namely the growth of small towns, while urbanized areas either grew much more

slowly or lost population. As shown in Table 5-3, the trend is evident within Chitten

den County
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TABLE 5-3

PERCENT CHANGE IN POPULATION FOR

VARIOUS CHITTENDEN COUNTY TOWNS AND CITIES

1960-1990

Town /City % Change per Year (Avg.)

Bolton + 10.4

Richmond + 9.5

Burlington + 0.3

Winooslo - 0.3

Essex + 4.4

Williston + 7.6

Chittenden County + 2.6

These population trends raise the possibility of the affected area being substantially

developed within the next 20 years. The 1991 Chittenden County Regional Plan,

prepared by the CCRPC , has attempted to address this concern . The Plan's primary

objective is to provide guidance for development and growth to maintain the tradition

al village, town , and county settlement patterns. The plan designates only one growth

center , a local growth center, within the entire Bolton /Richmond affected area ; a

narrow , approximately 1 -mile long band along U.S. 2 in Bolton Village, presumably in

the area of the proposed interchange. The vast majority of the remainder of the

project area is designated as " forest /mountain area ", with a small amount of " agricul

tural area " in the Richmond portion, and with the Bolton Valley Ski Area being

designated as a " resort area " .

The Town of Bolton has enacted zoning and subdivision regulations to direct and

control growth. However, the most substantial constraint to commercial and extended

residential development in the area is the lack of municipal water and sewer service.

Substantial development in the project area is very unlikely absent water and sewer

service. Interviews with town officials and regional planners strongly suggest that

these services are unlikely in the next twenty years.

Accessibility

Mullin Associates used gravity models to estimate improvements in accessibility to

Bolton Village, the Bolton Valley Ski Area and the study area portion of Richmond
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resulting from the construction of an interchange. For the purpose of measuring

accessibility to places of employment, the travel time was estimated from the above

three places to downtown Burlington, downtown Montpelier, and the Waterbury State

Office complex using the Vermont Official State Map. The gravity model favors

nearby locations over distant locations in having an impact on travel decisions, which

in turn influence housing location . In this case , the decisions are where to live in

order to travel to work and how much a new interchange in Bolton would affect those

decisions. A separate calculation was also made of the attractiveness of the Bolton

Valley Ski Area to the residents of Chittenden and Washington Counties with and

without the interchange.

The largest single improvement in accessibility achievable with the new interchange is

between Bolton Village and the Waterbury State Office Complex with a 62 percent

improvement in accessibility. This was followed by a 40 percent improvement in

reaching Burlington and 25 percent improvement to Montpelier. However, not all

residents of Bolton live in Bolton Village, the part of town nearest the proposed

interchange. Accessibility to the Bolton Valley Ski Area was then calculated. From

the ski area , accessibility to Waterbury increased by 34 percent, to Burlington by 31

percent, and to Montpelier by 19 percent. The relatively small improvement in travel

accessibility to Montpelier results from the large share of the trip that is already made

on I-89 from Waterbury to Montpelier.

It is assumed that of the people who live near West Bolton and commute to work , that

65 % go toward Burlington, 20 % go to Waterbury, and 15% go to Montpelier. Those

who work to the west (such as Burlington, Essex Junction , or Williston ) will not use

the proposed Bolton interchange as it is out of the way and they will continue to use

the Richmond interchange or travel through Jericho Center. Those commuting to

Waterbury and Montpelier will be able to use the proposed Bolton interchange to save

time. The improvement in accessibility due to the Bolton interchange would be 27 %

for Waterbury and 19% for Montpelier. The net improvement in accessibility for all

commuters from West Bolton would be 8%.

During mid -November 1993, the Chittenden County Regional Planning commission

( CCRPC ) conducted traffic counts for one week , at sites on Route 2 to the east and

west of Bolton Village. These counts indicate that approximately 40 percent of the

commuting traffic was traveling east to work on Route 2 through Bolton Village and

that 60 percent were traveling west to work . The traffic volumes indicate that some

residents of Richmond, and also possibly Huntington and Jericho , use Route 2 to

travel to the east to places of employment. The percentage of Bolton residents who

travel east to work in Waterbury and Montpelier appear higher than the 24 percent

levels estimated from the 1990 U.S. Census commuting data for the Town of Bolton.

This is probable as Waterbury has had a resumption in rapid employment growth since

1990.

In order to weigh the improvements in accessibility between Bolton and the three

employment centers , it was assumed that 60 percent of the residents commute to

Burlington, 20 percent to Waterbury and 20 percent to Montpelier. This resulted in a
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37 percent improvement in accessibility for Bolton to these employment centers for

town residents.

The study area within the Town of Richmond is not as accessible to the proposed

interchange as Bolton . Residents of this part of town must drive longer distances to

get to Burlington using the new interchange, although they will save some travel time.

However, additional traffic on U.S. 2 , potentially in the Jonesville area, may create

traffic congestion on U.S. 2 which reduces the time savings offered by the interchange.

The improvement in accessibility by using the proposed Bolton interchange for

residents in the eastern third of Richmond is a 34 percent improvement to Waterbury,

a 19 percent improvement to Montpelier and an 11 percent improvement to Burling

ton . It was assumed that 65 percent of those employed in this study area commute to

Burlington, 20 percent to Waterbury, and 15 percent to Montpelier ( see Appendix II ).

With this weighing, the average improvement in accessibility from the Richmond

study area was 17 percent

Population Projections

Primary reliance is placed upon the population projections made by the CCRPC . This

agency's projections were made by calculating the simple regression of population

change by decade since 1950 and then projecting this regression trend into the future

from the base year of 1990. Some adjustments were made so the total for municipali

dies within Chittenden County would reconcile with the projection for the entire

county .

Bolton and Richmond will increasingly have a larger share of the county's project

population. Bolton is projected to have a faster percentage growth rate for population

in this study than Richmond ( even without the interchange) because of its proximity to

the rapidly growing employment center of Waterbury in adjacent Washington County.

The state government has moved many of its departments from Montpelier to the State

Hospital facility in Waterbury since the early 1980's. In recent years, several major

private employers have also located in Waterbury. In some recent years, employment

in Waterbury has grown by ten percent per year according to the Waterbury Town

Planner. Such a high rate of employment growth in the adjacent town has caused

residential growth in Bolton. Table 5-4 shows the projected populations for Bolton

and Richmond under the average (or medium ) growth rate projections.
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TABLE 5-4

POPULATION PROJECTIONS · MEDIUM GROWTH RATE

Town /Study 1990 2000 2010

Bolton - CCRPC * 971 1,076 1,257

Bolton - VHCA ** 971 1,353 1,775

Mullin Associates Report 971 1,193 1,430

Richmond - CCRPC 3,729 4,371 5.047

Richmond - VHCA
3,729 4,457 5,035

Mullin Associates Report 3,729 4,435 5,179

* Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission

** Vermont Health Care Authority

The VHCA projection places more weight on population change between 1980 and

1990 as a predictor of future growth than does the methodology used by Mullin

Associates. Thus, the VHCA projects that Bolton, with faster growth between 1980

and 1990 , will grow much faster than Richmond. Mullin Associates project that the

future percentage growth rate for Bolton will be only slightly higher than that for

Richmond.

Housing Development

The towns of Bolton and Richmond are among those towns in Vermont with the

highest percentage population growth rates since 1970. Not only are they located

within rapidly growing Chittenden County, but they (and adjacent towns) are perceived

as desirable exurban living environments for those who wish to move out of Burling

ton and its more developed suburban areas. Burlington area real estate brokers and

land developers interviewed for this study believe that these two towns will remain

among those towns with the highest percentage growth rated in Chittenden County,

This study area is also located in the corridor between the Burlington area to the west

and Montpelier, Waterbury, and Barre as employment centers to the east. Thus, it is

very attractive to the two -employee househoid where one works in the Burlington area

and the other works in Montpelier or Waterbury. Finally, the school system in these

towns is considered to be very good, and there are many opportunities for outdoor

recreation in these towns including skiing, hiking, golf, tennis, canoeing, and fishing.

The combination of all these factors makes this area very attractive to families with

children. If there are deterrents to living in these towns, it is their relative lack of

shopping opportunities, limited infrastructure, distance to work and entertainment, and
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the level of property taxes , especially in Richmond. In addition, most of the best land

in these two towns has already been developed so much of the new development will

be more expensive to undertake.

It is more likely that the projections of increased housing units due to the interchange

is over -estimated , rather than underestimated . Some households will not have

workers outside the home or will continue to use Route 2 to travel to work even if

there is an interchange. It has also been assumed that the new interchange ( if built)

will not open until the year 2000.

The number of housing units in Bolton will be six to seven percent higher in the year

2010 if the interchange opens in the year 2000, and the number of housing units in the

study area portion of Richmond will be two to six percent higher in 2010 if the

interchange opens in 2000, than if no interchange is built.

Even under the high growth projection for 2010 with the interchange, there is enough

vacant developable land to absorb the projected growth for Bolton under current

zoning. However, Richmond has only enough vacant land under the low - growth

scenario for the new housing.
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TABLE 3-5

HOUSING PROJECTIONS INTERCHANGE OPENS IN 2000

Town /Scenario 1990 2000 2010

Bolton - Total

Low 547 614 745

Medium 547 681 893

High 547 782 1,209

Richmond - Total

Low 464 558 687

Medium 464 651 908

High 464 837 1,352

Bolton - Year -Round Only

Low 382 440 560

Medium 382 498 687

High 382 556 814

Richmond - Year -Round Only

Low 165 174 185

Medium 165 183 206

High
165 226 395

The impact on total housing units as a result of the interchange is not nearly as great

as the rate of area economic growth and job creation . It is entirely possible that an

extensive increase in the number of jobs in Waterbury between 1990 and 2010 would

have a much greater impact on the rate of population and housing growth in Bolton

than would the new interchange with no new job growth in Waterbury. The combina

tion of the interchange, with rapid job growth in Waterbury could increase the demand

for new year-round housing in Bolton to levels above the medium projected level for

the year 2010 .
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Commercial Growth

Under the medium growth scenario with the interchange, there may be enough traffic

to support a small new motel or inn and a separate restaurant or coffee shop, either in

Bolton Village or on the ski area access road . There may also be a pizza shop or

other take -out restaurant either separate from , or part of, the larger convenience store

and gas station in Bolton Village.

There would be at least one bed and breakfast in Bolton and possibly one in Rich

mond. It is very likely the Jonesville General store will grow or get competition.

Additional skiers under this scenario could spend an estimated $ 550,000 in the

Burlington to Montpelier area outside the ski area and new residents would generate

$1.4 million in retail trade spending, most of which will be spent at larger retail

centers.

The new interchange in Bolton will reduce the number of commuting trips through

Richmond village. This reduction in trips could be as great as 10 to 20 percent of the

vehicles which approach 1-89 from Route 2 in Richmond. The impact on merchants

near that intersection could be as much as a five to ten percent reduction in gasoline

and convenience food sales, should residents of Bolton and eastern Richmond who

used to stop at these stores while traveling to the Richmond interchange begin to make

such purchases in Bolton Village and Jonesville. However, getting the through traffic

off Route 2 will enable more housing and commercial growth to occur within the

western part of the Town of Richmond . As indicated above, fairly rapid growth is

projected to continue to occur in Richmond. New growth in population in nearby

areas of Richmond , Huntington, and Jericho over the next 15 years should replace the

sales lost from those who would use the new Bolton interchange.

Even with the new interchange in Bolton, only a small proportion of total retail

purchases will be made within Bolton and Jonesville villages by the new residents of

the area . Richmond merchants might focus on how they could attract more of the

local retail and consumer services spending by residents of Richmond, Bolton,

Huntington, and Jericho for those non -convenience goods which shoppers currently

buy in Richmond. Examples include hardware stores, building supplies, bakeries,

grocery stores, sporting goods stores and insurance and medical services.

These kinds of stores and services can obtain more business even with the new

interchange, as Bolton and Jonesville will grow in population , but will still not be able

to support these kinds of retail stores and services within their own villages.
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Fiscal Impacts

Attempting to predict impacts to future tax rates based upon potential secondary and

commercial growth is difficult. However, Mullin Associates has completed a fiscal

impact analysis based on: current tax rates; property values; school and municipal

funding mechanisms; fair market value of new residential construction ; a projected

medium growth population; residential development; school and infrastructure require

ments . If the anticipated development, both residential and commercial, that is

predicted to occur by 2010 in the project area due to construction of an interchange

currently existed , the net changes in the current tax rate would be:

Bolton - $ 0.22 hundred less than the current tax rate .

Richmond - $ 0.25/hundred less than the current tax rate .

These computations are attached to Appendix II and are very sensitive to any changes

in the above assumptions.

( c) ActualGrowth at Similar Interchanges

Two Vermont interchanges were selected to evaluate historical growth patterns at rural

interchanges to predict potential future growth in Bolton. The Middlesex interchange

on 1-89 and the Ascutney interchange on I-91 were selected; as these areas:

• Are similar in size to Bolton.

• Have no municipal sewer systems.

• Serve as interstate gateways to substantial ski areas.

• Are located in relatively close proximity to urban employment areas.

• Have approximately the same interstate traffic levels.

According to the 1990 U.S. Census, the population of the Town of Middlesex is 1,514.

There is no municipal sewer or water anywhere within the town limits. Middlesex is

located approximately 7 miles from Waterbury and 30 miles from Burlington.

The Middlesex interchange, opened to vehicular use in 1960, is by far the one most

frequently used to reach the Sugarbush and Sugarbush North Ski Areas, across the

border from each other in the Towns of Warren and Fayston , respectively. Once

leaving 1-89, motorists travel Route 2 briefly before taking Route 100B southbound for

roughly 7 miles, then Route 100 southbound for 12 miles before reaching the ski

arcas .

This interchange, whether considered alone or in combination with its role as gateway

to the above mentioned ski areas, has generated a minimal amount of development

within Middlesex over the past three decades. Within the immediate vicinity of the

interchange along Route 2, there exists a state General Services Center, a wholesale

florist, a gasoline station , State Police Troop Headquarters, a small restaurant and

motel, a lumberyard, a clothing store , and a small truck / trailer rental operation.

NYNEX anticipates opening a warehousing facility in this area later in 1994.
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The Ascutney interchange, opening to vehicular traffic in 1966, is the closest inter

change to Ascutney Mountain Ski Area, six miles away to the northwest in the Town

of West Windsor ( 1990 population: 923) . From the exit, motorists take Route 131

eastbound to Route 5 northbound, passing through the Village of Ascutney, then Route

44 westbound. Ascutney Mountain was originally opened in 1948 and operated

continuously through April 1991. It then closed for 24 years before reopening

September 1993. The level of development in the general area of the interchange and

the Village of Ascutney is best described as light tourist. Three gasoline stations, two

of them with convenience stores, were noted , plus two small motels. The village itself

contains two grocery / general stores, but little other commercial development

The 1990 U.S. Census listed a population of 2,674 in 1990 for the entire Town of

Weathersfield . The Village of Ascutney, the settlement closest to the interchange

( about one -half mile ), has no available population figures, but best estimates are

approximately 800-1,000. The village is served by a privately -owned water system ,

but has no municipal sewer system . It is roughly 19 miles south of Exit 10 of 1-91 ,

which serves the White River Junction, VT/Lebanon, NH area .

:

Both the Middlesex and Ascutney interchanges present long -range observations from

which to draw upon, covering several complete economic cycles of growth and

recession. The amount of residences and commercial development which has occurred

at the above two towns suggests a limited commercial growth scenario in the area of

Bolton Village and Jonesville due to the construction of an interchange.

( d ) Development at the Bolton Valley SkiArea

The Bolton Valley Resort Area currently ranks tenth in uphill ski lift capacity of the

sixteen Vermont ski areas which actively work to attract skiers from other states. The

Bolton Valley Ski Area and Resort is located on a 6,000 acte area made up of several

tracts of land owned either by the Resort Corporation , the Ski Area Corporation, or by

major stockholders in these corporations. Almost half of this acreage is in current use

and is primarily forest land with some hiking, mountain biking, cross country skiing

and snowmobiling trails, and logging roads. Only 350 acres have been developed,

including the ski area , the base lodge village area, and the housing areas and support

ing facilities.

The ski area has 43 trails and 6 chair lifts. Two -thirds of the trail area is served with

snowmaking. There is a hotel and conference center, an inn , two cafeterias, two

restaurants, two retail stores, several offices and a sports center which includes outdoor

tennis courts, two swimming pools, and a small gymnasium There are also 121

condominiums in multi- unit buildings and 34 single family homes at the ski area .

Permits have been received to build an additional 38 single family homes.

The long range master plan for the resort area provides for 790 house lots, 1,695 units

in multi-unit buildings and 375,000 square feet of commercial space , including

additional hotel and conference space , stores, offices, and recreational facilities.
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Act 250 permits would be needed for any additional commercial space construction .

Also, any new housing construction beyond the 38 additional single- family units will

likely require improvements to the resort's water and wastewater treatment systems.

There were approximately 132,000 skier days at Bolton Valley during the 1992-93 ski

season . Over the long term , Bolton Valley Ski Area is expected to increase its share

of total skier days in Vermont. This is due in part to the fact that there will be fewer

ski areas over time to attract skiers. It also appears that while the Bolton Valley Ski

Area is attracting residents of other states, it remains very attractive to residents of

Vermont.

It is the largest ski area located in Chittenden County, the state's largest population

center with almost one- fourth of the state's population. It is also convenient to the

Barre/Montpelier area. During the recent recession, it appears that Vermont residents

have become an increasingly larger proportion of total Vermont skier days, which has

been to the benefit of Bolton Valley in comparison with other Vermont ski areas.

Even without the proposed I-89 interchange, Bolton Valley is the most convenient of

all the state's medium and large ski areas to Burlington and its suburbs.

The out-of-state skier that is attracted to Bolton Valley does not appear to be very

different from those attracted to the average medium and large Vermont ski area .

They come from all across the northeastern United States and nearby areas of Canada.

What is different is that many of these skiers choose to stay in hotels and other

overnight lodging in the Burlington area so they can take advantage of the Burlington

night-life scene . This also means that many of the out-of - state skiers who visit Bolton

Valley may also visit Sugarbush, Stowe, or Smuggler's Notch on the same trip.

The limits on the growth rate and size of Bolton Valley as a ski area and resort are the

number of skiers which it can handle on a peak ski weekend or ski vacation week .

The number of visitors to the Resort during these time periods are far higher than mid

week visitors during most weeks of the ski season and also for visitors at other times

of the year.

Other than possible sewer treatment capacity problems, and the availability of water

for snow -making operations, it appears (based on the review the capacity and skier

visitation levels at other ski areas in Vermont and New Hampshire) that the existing

skiing facilities at Bolton can handle up to 175,000 skier days per winter, especially if

the additional skiers come during non -peak periods. This is an increase in use by

skiers of 32 percent.

Gravity models were used to calculate the likely impact of the I-89 interchange in

reducing travel time. The sending areas for skiers and their relative size used in the

formula were the population of Chittenden County centered on Burlington and the

population of Washington County centered on Barre. The attractiveness of the ski

areas to the skiers were measured in several ways: uphill lift capacity , distance and

number of trails with night skiing.
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The following areas were in competition for the Chittenden and Washington County

skiers: Bolton Valley (with and without the interchange), Stowe, Sugarbush /Mad

River, Smuggler's Notch, and Jay Peak . In this competition, the percentage increase

in the number of Vermont skiers (and out- of -state skiers who stay overnight in these

two counties ) who skied at Bolton Valley as a result of the interchange increased

between 7 and 19 percent, depending on the variables used to represent ski area

attractiveness. If only the accessibility of Bolton Valley to these two population

centers with and without the interchange is calculated , then the addition of the

interchange causes a 27 percent improvement in accessibility .

When competition among the ski areas is measured , the most reliable variable is the

measure of uphill lift capacity , which resulted in a 19 percent increase in skiers at

Bolton Valley. However, to ensure the impact of constructing the interchange was not

underestimated , a 27 percent increase in skier days was used in the estimates of future

growth of skiing at Bolton Valley. This higher percentage assumes both that more

Vermont residents will go skiing and also that some Vermont residents will be

attracted away from competing ski areas to Bolton Valley due to its improved

accessibility.

If the interchange is built by 1999, under the medium growth rate scenario , the ski

area facilities ( lifts , trails, snow -making, and day lodges) to accommodate anticipated

demand would have to be increased by at least 34 percent and the hotel and restaurant

space by 19 percent in the year 2010 .

The construction of the I-89 interchange will have a minor impact on the rate at which

new housing units are built at the ski area . Of far more impact on the number of

housing units is the rate of economic growth for Vermont and the northeastern United

States.

The specific impact of the interchange built around 2000 on the ski area in 2010 under

the medium growth scenario, assuming fiscal and permitting constraints could be

overcome, are estimated to be as follows: the skiing facilities ( trails, lifts, snow

making, and day lodges) would grow by 34 percent, instead of by 6 percent with no

interchange; the hotel and restaurant facilities would grow by 19 percent, instead of by

zero percent, and the number of housing units would grow by 63 percent, instead of

by 55 percent

( e ) Growth Constraints

In addition to the natural and manmade constraints listed in the developable area

section which limit the availability of developable land ; growth and development in

the affected areas of Bolton and Richmond will be constrained and directed by:
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Policy guidance documents prepared by the Chittenden County Regional

Planning Commission which provide for growth and development in the area

over the next 20 years. The CCRPC plan provides a vision for the area's

future, charts a path to achieve this vision, attempts to balance competing

interests, and suggests implementation measures. This plan identifies the

Bolton Village area as a local growth center , which provides services and

conveniences for the larger Bolton area. Bolton Valley Ski Area is identified

as a resort area, with master -planned all -season outdoor recreational facilities.

Development within these two areas, consistent with the CCRPC plan , repre

sents consistency with overall development and growth in Chittenden County.

This plan includes and anticipates the construction of an interchange in Bolton.

Land use ordinances and regulations in Bolton and Richmond, which comprise

a comprehensive set of requirements to manage and direct local growth and

developmental patterns. These local requirements are described in the follow

ing sections.

Bolton (See Exhibit 5-3)

Village I District - This area consists of the Bolton Village center and is zoned

to allow existing commercial, residential, and public uses as well as future

development that is compatible in the area given the existing natural and man

made limitations.

Village II District - This area consists of the Bolton Valley Ski Area and is

zoned to allow for the development of seasonal and year -round homes associat

ed with a master-planned commercial site recreation operation and village.

Agricultural and Rural I District - This area , consisting of the areas along U.S.

2 and near West Bolton , is zoned to maintain the rural character of Bolton by

providing space for agricultural activities and low density residential develop

ment; to protect groundwater supplies and streams; and to prevent public health

and pollution problems caused by inadequate sewage disposal.

Rural II District - This district covers the majority of the rest of the affected

area and is zoned to maintain Bolton's rural character, while allowing reason

able use of the property.

Conservation Area - Certain areas of Bolton are so designated to protect unique

and fragile natural areas from undue disturbance. Residential development is

not allowed in these areas.

Agricultural Overlay District - Lands identified as having prime and statewide

agricultural soils are subject to conditional use permits for development if such

lands currently are in agricultural use .
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Richmond ( see Exhibit 5-4 ) - Except for a small portion of Jonesville, zoned

commercial or industrial, the rest of the affected area located in Richmond is

zoned Residential Agricultural (RA - 1). This district is zoned to retain and

provide areas of low -medium density development, characteristically single and

two family dwellings. Agricultural uses of all types, including those for retail

and commercial purposes, are allowed.

Act 250 - Any substantial commercial development or subdivision in the

affected area must comply with the permitting requirements set forth in the

State of Vermont Act 250 permitting process. Bolton Valley Ski Area's

current Act 250 permit allows limited expansion beyond that which is currently

built. Any substantial additional development will require a modification of

Bolton Valley's Act 250 permit.

Municipal Water and Sewer Systems - There are no municipally owned or

operated water or sewer systems in either Bolton or Jonesville. The potential

for substantial commercial development is directly linked to the presence of

public water and sewage facilities. No such facilities are proposed in local or

regional plans. Given the minimal land available for development, and the

desired growth pattern noted in all planning documents, there are no indications

that municipally owned or operated water or sewer systems will be constructed

in the next 20 years. Without municipal sewage, residential development will

be confined to those areas with soils suitable for on -site wastewater disposal

systems.

Bolton Valley Resort - Substantial expansion at Bolton Valley will require an

expansion of their existing wastewater treatment facility and modification of

their current permit. Current snowmaking is limited by the amount of water

available during the winter. Any desire for trail expansion must consider the

limited amount of water available for snowmaking. Drinking water at Bolton

Valley Ski Area is supplied , via a treatment plant, from Joiner Brook and

drilled wells. Expansion will require additional sources of drinking water , most

probably from additional drilled wells.

Developmental Summary

The new interchange at Bolton is most likely to result in a substantial increase in the

number of skiers who go to the Bolton Valley Ski Area, which has been anticipated in

the traffic studies in Chapter 2. The interchange will result in an increase in the

population of the towns of Bolton and Richmond. An increase in skiers and popula

tion will lead to light commercial development in the affected area outside of the Ski

Area. This new development will primarily consist of convenience stores, gasoline

stations, restaurants , and overnight lodging facilities. For most retail goods and

consumer services, affected area residents will still need to go to Richmond Village,

Waterbury, or a more distant retail center .
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The reduction in through -commuting and skier traffic, combined with the overall

strong growth of the area should cause only a temporary reduction in the sale of

convenience goods and gasoline in Richmond Village and near the Richmond I-89

interchange. The long term positive impacts on Richmond Village merchants and

residents from the new I- 89 interchange in Bolton should out-weigh any short term

negative impacts for merchants in Richmond Village.

The interchange would result in a large increase in skier days at Bolton Valley Ski

area. The projected residential and commercial development levels in Bolton and

eastern Richmond are more dependent on the rate of economic growth than on the

interchange. The town governments of Bolton and Richmond can cause a major

modification of the type, size , and location of new development from those projected

in this study by changing their plans, ordinances, and regulatory processes. The

State's Act 250 process can significantly reduce the size of any ski area expansions.

Although, the probability of either a high or low economic growth scenario is small,

Act 250 reviews would not permit the levels of development projected under a high

growth scenario, unless there are substantial investments made in village water and

sewer systems and in municipal roads.

4. Induced Impacts

a . Secondary Growth Impacts

Mullin Associates have made the following findings as to induced growth impacts that

are likely to occur as a result of the construction of a new interchange on I-89 in

Bolton, Vermont:

1 . The upper limit for the growth of residential lots that could occur in the

affected area is 58 units per year. This would be more than double the

average rate of 24 units constructed per year for the period 1987-1993.

It is also more than 25% higher than the highest construction rate

during the previous six year period. Stated alternatively, the influence

of the highway interchange on growth would be to raise the maximum

amount of growth by slightly more than 25 % . Please note that this

statistic does not mean that more new homes will be developed than

expected. It simply means that the pace of growth could accelerate.

2 . Further commercial growth can be expected. There is land available for

such activities. This growth is likely to be of the type that is called

" Light Tourist Services " and typically would consist of small motels,

gas stations, and convenience stores. The absence of water and sewer

systems and presence of local, regional, and state planning acts and

regulations will serve to insure that any commercial development will

match the character of the communities.
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3 .

The Bolton Valley Ski Area will expand. The presence of the inter

change is likely to accelerate the pace at which it moves to build out.

However, the growth is likely to be far more in terms of " day trippers "

than overnight guests. Under virtually all growth scenarios, the ski area

will have to expand its wastewater facilities.

4.
There are regional factors that are likely to influence residential and

commercial development in the two communities beyond the construc

tion of the interchange and the expansion of the ski area. These in

clude: 1 ) the easterly movement of people out from Burlington and the

westerly movement of people from Montpelier, Waterbury, and Barre;

2) the potential expansion of new office /service/commercial activities in

Taft Comers and Waterbury; and 3) the potential full construction of the

Circumferential Highway.

5. The pressure for " induced " changes in land uses is minimal. The

topography of the land, the character of the villages, the floodplain , the

location of the railroad , Route 2, and 1-89 are key factors in limiting the

potential for induced change. Further, the scattered pattern of available,

suitable lots for development and the absence of water and sewer

services are other limiting influences.

6.
Based on the experience of two other ski areas in Vermont that are

located near interstate interchanges and have similar characteristics as

that of Bolton and Richmond , these two communities can expect mini

mum secondary growth pressures.

7.
The fiscal impacts show that there will be further pressures on schools

as the two towns move toward buildout. The crucial factor will be the

price of a unit of housing.

8. There are no indications that either town is moving toward building new

sewer and /or water systems. Further, even under a high growth scenar

io , neither system will be required . The Bolton Valley Ski Area, will

have to upgrade or replace its existing wastewater treatment plant.

b . Secondary Water Resources Impacts

1 . Wastewater

Assuming a medium growth rate , Mullin Associates (see Appendix II)

predict that the opening of the interchange in 2000 will generate, by

2010, approximately 52 additional residences in the Bolton affected area

and 137 additional residences in the Richmond affected area .
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The Bolton Village and Jonesville areas are anticipated to add light

commercial activities to those that currently exist. Neither the affected

area in Bolton or Richmond are anticipated to have municipal sewer or

water public systems, within the next 20 years. Wastewater disposal

and water to support any increased development must come from

private sources.

Both the Town of Bolton and Richmond have enacted ordinances setting

forth requirements for septic system construction and usage . These

ordinances are designed to protect the health and welfare of the commu

nities. As set forth in Exhibit 4-9, septic soil suitability, there exist

limited areas within the affected area for which septic systems can be

installed .

Evaluation of the location of the potentially developable areas, the

amount of additional residences and commercial activities to be generat

ed by the proposed interchange and the regulatory requirements set forth

in Bolton and Richmond's septic system ordinances indicate there exists

a very limited potential for groundwater or surface water contamination

from wastewater due to developmental growth generated by the pro

posed interchange.

2. Water Supplies

Without municipal water services available, new residences and com

mercial ventures will be required to rely upon private water sources.

For most development this will consist of private water wells. The

depth and production of water wells are very site specific. However, the

groundwater favorability database for the Winooski Basin (Vermont

Department of Water Resources, 1967) provides general guidance on the

potential for groundwater. The groundwater favorability database

indicates the affected area, consisting of U.S. 2, the Notch Road , West

Bolton, and areas south of the Jonesville bridge all have a moderate to

high potential for substantial groundwater resources.

The remaining portions of the affected area have subsurface conditions

which generally can be expected to yield sufficient water for domestic

and light commercial use. Sufficient groundwater should be available to

support anticipated secondary development without adversely impacting

the area's overall groundwater supplies.

3. Wetlands

Exhibit 4-8 depicts the NWI wetlands (Vermont Class I Wetlands) in

the affected area. Development in these wetland areas is very strictly

controlled by federal, state , and local requirements. Only very limited

secondary development in wetland areas can be anticipated.
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Septic system design and placement is controlled by local ordinances,

and effluent limitations are controlled by state requirements. The

locations and amount of additional secondary growth septic systems

pose a very limited risk to any of the affected areas wetlands. The

overall moderate groundwater potential for the affected area, and the

amount of anticipated secondary growth , indicate that secondary devel

opment should have little or no impact on the availability of water to

maintain these wetland areas.

4. Floodplains

As illustrated in Exhibit 4-8, the floodplains in the affected area are

centered along the Winooski River. Any potential development in or

near the Winooski River floodplain will be severely restricted by the

existing manmade and natural constraints . The lack of municipal sewer

and water will preclude the construction of any substantive commercial

ventures. Light tourist activities, typically considered as motels, gas

stations, or convenience stores may be attracted to the Bolton and

Jonesville village areas. Residential development is anticipated in arcas

outside of the floodplain. Bolton and Richmond zoning regulations

place conditions on any development which encroaches upon a flood

plain . Any secondary development in floodplain areas is anticipated to

be of the small commercial type, and restricted by zoning regulations.

5 .

Bolton Valley Resort Area

Mullin Associates predict that the proposed interchange will result in an

increase of approximately 27 percent for skiing, hotel and restaurant

facilities. The interchange will have only a minor impact on the num

ber of housing units at the resort. During 1992-93 the Bolton Valley

Resort area had approximately 132,000 skier days. Other than possible

sewer capacity problems, it appears, based on the review of the capacity

and skier visitation levels at other ski areas in Vermont and New

Hampshire, that the existing skiing facilities at Bolton can handle up to

175,000 skier days per year. Bolton Valley Resort area will continue in

its attempts to expand the use of the summer recreation facilities that

exist at the resort. The interchange will enhance the accessibility to

these recreational facilities and some limited growth of summer activi

ties at Bolton Valley Resort is anticipated .
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( a )
Wastewater

A

The Bolton Valley Resort Area has a tertiary treatment system that

consists of a septic tank, rotating biological contactors, chemical addi

tion tanks, equalization tanks, clarifiers, filters, and ultra violet disinfec

tion. A renewal permit for the operation of the facility was submitted

in 1993 to the VT ANR . A new permit will be effective through De

cember 31 , 1998. Effluent limitations have been met by the facility.

The permit limits the plant to 92,000 gallons per day. Recorded flows

have been between 30,000 and 46,000 gallons per day. However,

coordination with the VT ANR indicate there exists the need for clarifi

cation as to where the flow rates are measured in the wastewater treat

ment system to accurately record peak surge levels.

Depending on current actual flow rates, the upgrading of the wastewater

treatment facility to accommodate future skier day increases could be

expensive and difficult. If additional capacity is required, a permit

amendment will be required. Compliance with new indirect discharge

rules, which apply to any direct or indirect wastewater treatment facility

to a Class B stream ( Joiner Brook ), will necessitate additional infra

structure , monitoring and effluent limitations.

Bolton Valley Resort Area's wastewater treatment facility has beca

meeting its present permitting requirements. Any increase in capacity

requirements above 92,000 gallons per day may trigger additional

stricter requirements. Due to current and future permitting restrictions,

adverse impacts to surface or groundwater, from wastewater generated

at the Bolton Valley Resort area , is not anticipated.

( b ) Water Supplies

Snowmaking - Bolton Valley Resort area withdraws water from Joiner

Brook in accordance with the conditions of its permit to do such. The

current permit allows withdrawal from Joiner Brook down to a flow

level of 0.3 CSM . Snowmaking is an integral and necessary component

of Bolton Valley Resort area's skiing operations. Without snowmaking

ability, the resort would be at a substantial disadvantage in attracting

skiers.

Snowmaking is a constraint in both current and future ski operations at

Bolton Valley. During the 1993-1994 ski season , a winter which had

substantial natural snow , Bolton Valley was without snowmaking ability

for its current trails for 28 days during the latter part of January and

first days of February . Low flow amounts in Joiner Brook prevented
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the extraction of water for snowmaking. Bolton Valley's current

waterstorage pond was sufficient for only one week of additional snow

making during this period.

Obtaining sufficient water to provide snowmaking for Bolton Valley's

existing ski trails was not possible during the 1993-94 skiing season .

Any future trail expansion must consider the limited potential for in

creased water supplies to provide snowmaking capabilities.

Withdrawing additional water from Joiner Brook appears unlikely. VT

ANR is currently considering establishing a policy that limits water for

snowmaking to 0.8 CSM . For areas such as Bolton Valley that have

current permitted flow limits of less than 0.5 CSM, they may be al

lowed to incrementally restore higher stream conservation flows to 0.5

CSM over a five year period, and to 0.8 CSM over a 15 year period .

This would result in substantially less water from Joiner Brook being

available for snowmaking operations. To meet current and future

snowmaking requirements, Bolton Valley is contemplating constructing

a 12 million gallon pond to store water for snowmaking operations.

Current snowmaking requirements at Bolton Valley are limited by the

amount of water withdrawal from Joiner Brook. Increased skier usage

of Bolton Valley will create an increased demand for additional water

for snowmaking operations. Although the current water withdrawal

policy leans heavily against permitting additional water withdrawals

from Joiner Brook , future policy shifts could change the current regula

tory climate.

Drinking Water - Bolton Valley obtains drinking water from 3 wells

and Joiner Brook . The water is processed through a treatment plant.

Any future development will require additional wells to provide suffi

cient water supplies. These wells, due to the large recharge area and

limited water usage in this area, will have no adverse impact on area

water supplies.

Water Quality - Two species of trout exist in portions of Joiner Brook :

Brown trout in the Winooski River and lower section to the first falls ,

and Brook trout in the upper areas. The Brook trout do not need to

migrate to complete their life cycle and are not limited by the falls.

Very low water levels during winter may adversely impact the ability of

these fish to survive.

Additionally, soil erosion may impact the viability of trout in Joiner

Brook . Joiner Brook's watershed is characterized by exposed bedrock ,

shallow soils, steep slopes, and a steep stream channel. These features

result in low storage of water in the soil and high sheet-flow runoff

volumes. The high runoff from the watershed results in a high frequen
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cy of flash type floods in the stream channel. These flash flood events

have scoured the stream channel.

A

Silt loading in the stream was observed after a precipitation event in

November 1993. The sediment loading was heaviest in the upper

reaches of the stream and lightest in the lower reaches near the Win

ooski.

Vegetative areas of the Joiner Brook watershed do not exhibit signs of

extensive erosion. Areas where vegetation has been lost showed signs

of extensive erosion . Secondary development in this watershed area, to

include Bolton Valley trail expansions, have the potential, absent

erosion control measures being utilized , to cause watershed erosion and

sediment loading of Joiner Brook. However, arca logging operations,

which are currently on going, pose an overall larger erosion risk than

potential secondary development.

C. Secondary Impacts on Wildlife and Plants

As illustrated in Exhibit 5-2, Potential Development Areas, the areas with the highest

secondary growth potential exist immediately adjacent to the highway corridors in the

affected area. Additional development in these areas will have limited impact on

wildlife and plant habitat.

As set forth in Exhibit 4-6, Bolton Recreational sites, the project area has substantial

outdoor recreational facilities. The proposed interchange will enhance access to these

areas, and when combined with an increasing regional population, can be expected to

substantially increase the use of these facilities. Most outdoor recreational facilities,

such as the Long Trail, Winooski River Canoe Access, and the Vermont Association

of Snow Travelers trail, have limited construction type development. However, these

recreational facilities do introduce individuals into relatively remote areas, and where

people and natural habitats mix, there usually exists an impact to the habitat. Howev

er , due to the seasonal use of these facilities, the limited amount of usage, and the lack

of development associated with these type of facilities, this impact is expected to have

minimal adverse effects upon existing wildlife and plants.

d .
Secondary Impacts on Agricultural

As depicted in Exhibit 5-2, Potential Development Areas and Exhibit 4-5 , Agricultural

Soils, many of the areas subject to potential secondary growth contain prime or

statewide agricultural soils. Both Bolton and Richmond have ordinances which

encourage the agricultural use of farmland. Nevertheless, secondary growth pressure

to develop portions of these agricultural lands, particularly with residential housing,

can be expected. Due to the number of predicted additional residences, and the

current constraints on agricultural usage that exist in the area ( see Chapter 4 ), the

impact on area agricultural operations will not be substantial, but may be measurable.
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e. Secondary Impacts on Visual Aesthetics

As illustrated in Exhibit 5-2 Potential Development Areas and Exhibit 4-13 Landscape

Units, the areas of potential growth are closely approximate to current developed

areas . Zoning ordinances in Bolton and Richmond will shape the character of

residential and commercial development.

Large scale recreational and commercial developments in the area are unlikely due to

the lack of municipal sewer and water services. Nevertheless, each additional

residential or commercial unit developed will affect the immediate site view . Howev

er, due to limited size , development location approximate to current developed areas,

and the amount of potential additional secondary growth the overall secondary growth

impacts on the area's visual qualities are not substantial.

C. AGRICULTURAL IMPACTS

The No -Action alternative would have no impact on prime or statewide rated agricultural soils

nor on active farmland, as no roadway improvements, other than maintenance, are included in

this alternative.

As previously shown in Exhibit 4-5, most of the Winooski Valley soils have a high agricul

tural value rating. The general locations of the north and southbound ramp alternatives lie in

prime and statewide rated soils. Some of these locations, however, have been developed to

the degree that their agricultural use is not likely in the future.

Alternative N - 1 will not impact potential farmland since the land that would be utilized is

currently being occupied by the Fernwood Manor Trailer Park . Approximately 15 of the 18

acres of this land are rated as prime and will be impacted by this alternative. A Land

Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA ) analysis was not done for this alternative since the

site is developed and even if the potential agricultural rating was evaluated at the maximum

100 points, the site assessment portion of the LESA analysis would not rate the site above 60

points. Therefore , the LESA threshold of 160 points, which would require alternative sites to

be evaluated , would not be reached .

Alternative N - 3 will impact a field currently being used as a golf driving range for the Bolton

Valley Resort. This field represents 11 of the 18 acres of total land area involved with this

alternative. The soils within this alternative are rated as prime agricultural soils by SCS.

SCS completed a farmland conversion and impact rating using the form AD 1066 for this

land. The land evaluation and site assessment (LESA ) rating for this alternative is 150 points

and is shown in Table 5-6 along with the other build alternatives.

During the DEIS preparation consultation with the State Department of Agriculture estab

lished that there were no other viable alternatives for the location of the northbound alterna

tive. Realignment of this set of interchange ramps to the east or west without impacting the

existing housing and wetlands would be very difficult. Even if the realignment occurred , the

remaining portion of the field would have little value for agricultural production . It was also
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agreed that the proposed design at alternative site N - 3 was as small as possible and still

provide the necessary highway geometry for safety.

TABLE 5-6

LAND EVALUATION AND SITE ASSESSMENT (LESA )

OF THE BUILD ALTERNATIVES

Build

Alternatives

Land Evaluation

Information'

Site Assessment

Criteria

Total

Points

*N1

N3 100 50 150

* *

108S3

S4

95

95

13

13 108

1

Data Source: Chittenden County SCS Office

2

Vermont Agency of Transportation

* Build alternatives that were already developed with non -agricultural uses that

do not contribute to farmland resources .

Alternative S- 1 is located within a built-up area. The soils are rated by SCS as mostly prime

with a very small area of statewide soils. The potential for future agricultural production at

this location is very remote due to existing development that includes commercial and

residential structures. Approximately 10 acres of prime agricultural soils will be impacted by

this alternative.

No LESA analysis was completed for this site due to the present development that exists.

The Vermont Department of Agriculture has previously expressed preference for this location

because it does not involve current farm operations.

Alternative S-3 is partially located in an area which is low , poorly drained , and has been

identified as a wetland . This field is currently fallow and is not used for hay or pasture land.

SCS soil ratings at this location indicate soils of statewide importance in the area of the

wetland. This statewide value rating assumes that it is feasible to install the needed drainage

measures to overcome the obstacle of wetness limitations for agriculture. Most of the

remaining soils are rated as prime. The site contains a small amount of soils with lower

ratings. SCS and VAOT completed a farm land conversion and impact rating and rated the

area with 108 points. Approximately 7 acres of valuable agricultural soils will be impacted

by this alternative. In 1987, the Department of Agriculture considered this alternative less

desirable than S- 1 because it would take the barnyard of an adjoining barn and thus render

the barn unusable .

Alternative S - 4 is located in a field between existing residential structures. The field is

currently fallow and is not utilized for hay or pasture. The soils found at that location
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include portions of prime, statewide and other soils. SCS and VAOT completed a farmland

conversion and impact rating for this location and rated the alternative as 108 points.

Approximately 7 of the 10 acres of total land area involved are considered prime agricultural

land and will be impacted by this alternative. In 1987 , the Department of Agriculture

commented that this alternative was not preferable because it abutted a hay field near the

intersection of U.S. 2 and the ramps.

D. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Future area social and economic induced impacts, due to the proposed interchange, have been

discussed in the Secondary Growth section of this chapter. The current area social and

economic environment is described in Chapter 4. Specific social and economic impacts

directly associated with the construction alternatives are discussed below .

With the No- Action alternative, travel patterns on U.S. 2 and area accessibility will remain

the same. Projected area growth, without the proposed interchange, will result in increased

traffic and congestion on U.S. 2, as discussed in Chapter 2, Purpose and Need .

Alternative N - 1 would severely impact the Fernwood Manor Trailer Park community by

removing most of the first tier of mobile homes, as shown on Exhibit 5-1 .

Because this park's residents are all homeowners, as opposed to tenants, there is assumed to

be some amount of community cohesion within this park of 78 homes. Of the remaining

mobile homes, the next tier would be located within an estimated 100-200 feet of the right-of

way for relocated U.S. 2 .

A new access drive would need to be constructed into the park which would create new

traffic patterns within the trailer park road system . This alternative would also eliminate the

community gardens that are located between the trailers and U.S. 2. These gardens provide a

seasonal food source to the park residences and also provide a source of recreational activity

and social interaction. This alternative would impact an income group that has limited

financial means to find affordable housing within the immediate area .

Alternative N - 3 would not directly impact any individuals or groups within the immediate

area , and no houses or structures are proposed to be taken . The rural setting and the open

pasture landscape will be affected . The removal of the golf driving range from operation will

not result in any substantial adverse economic impacts.

Alternative S-1 would remove an existing village business and impact the town's storage yard

facility . The Getty Gas Station is one of only two gas stations located in Bolton Village

center and would be removed. Construction of Alternative S-1 would require the taking of a

single family home on the south side of U.S. 2.

The traffic activity from Alternative S-3 could inconvenience residents in the house located

immediately east of the ramp section .
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1
Alternative S - 4 would require the acquisition of a mobile home. Alternative S -4's inter

change ramp would intersect with U.S. 2 almost directly across from the fire station entrance.

U.S. 2 would be widened in front of both the fire station and the town cemetery .

|

The construction of the proposed interchange will not separate or isolate any existing

neighborhoods. No ethnic, minority, or distinct social group will be either substantially or

disproportionally impacted by the proposed project.

1
E. RELOCATION IMPACTS

There are no relocation impacts associated with the No Action alternative.

1
1 . Residential Relocations

Alternative N - 1 will displace a minimum of 6, and up to 15, mobile homes located

within the Femwood Manor Trailer Park . Alternatives S- 1 and S - 4 would each

involve one single family home relocation . Alternative S- 1 affects a ranch style house

and garage, and Alternative S - 4 affects a mobile home. The average valuation for tax

assessment of a mobile home in the Femwood Manor Trailer Park , according to the

Town of Bolton Grand List, ranges between $ 20,000 and $ 40,000. Mobile homes

outside of Fernwood Manor are assumed to be valued similarly.

|
The residents of Fernwood Manor own their residences and rent the lot on which their

mobile home is parked. The VAOT has conducted a right-of -way relocation study that

was the basis for this discussion (Bolton Route I-89 and U.S.2 Interchange Study IR

089-2 (10 ) Right-of-Way Preliminary Cost Estimates, September 19, 1990 ). The

entrance ramp for Alternative S-3 will be in proximity to a mobile home.

Housing types within the Town of Bolton are comprised of 265 vacation homes, 133

mobile homes and 209 single family homes (Town of Bolton Grand List, 1990 ).

Mobile homes, representing 22 % of the housing stock , make up the housing catego

rized primarily as " affordable " for low to moderate income households. Alternative N

1 would remove and require relocation of a sizable portion of the affordable housing

stock in Bolton. The southbound ramp alternatives would have a minor impact.

Finding replacement sites for a number of displaced mobile homes will be very

difficult since the majority of the housing sites in town exist in the Femwood Manor

Trailer Park . There are no spaces available in the park at the present time for

additional mobile homes. Only one other small mobile home park is located within

the Town of Bolton , namely, Bolton Falls Park .

|
Contact was made with local officials and various realty companies regarding the

availability of replacement properties. Obtaining replacement sites for mobile homes

would create problems, due to the low supply of this type of housing for rent or

purchase. Currently, the town has a mix of housing types and pricing for housing.
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However, the residential housing most likely to be build in Bolton in the future will be

expensive for the majority of town residents . The removal of existing affordable

housing will further limit the choices available for this group of town residents.

The VAOT preliminary relocation plan predicts that an additional time frame of at

least 6 months more than the normal 6 months' lead time will be required to imple

ment a timely relocation program for Alternative N - 1 because of the scarcity of

available rental sites for mobile homes. Based on the current real estate situation

VAOT believes that an effective relocation program can be implemented for all of the

proposed alternative plans.

2. Business Relocations

Only one business would require acquisition. Alternative S- 1 would require the

acquisition of the existing Getty Gas Station on U.S. 2. This station is locally owned

and managed and consists of a two -bay station . This business may have difficulty in

finding a new site within the village. The village is zoned for commercial uses, but

due to the number of residential properties in the village, siting a new gas station may

be difficult. Two or three employees would be effected .

3. Municipal Facilities Relocations

The storage yard adjacent to the town shed would be impacted due to the amount of

land area needed by Alternative S- 1 for construction of the exit ramp.

4. Relocation Assistance

It is the policy of the Vermont Agency of Transportation that:

No person shall be displaced by highway construction unless and until

comparable replacement housing has been provided for or is built. All

replacement housing must be fair housing open to all persons regardless

of race , color, age, religion, sex , national origin, physical disability, or

any other factor as mandated by law .

That services and payment shall be provided to all individuals requiring

relocation within the limits of laws and administrative procedures

established by the State .

To the greatest extent practicable, no person lawfully occupying real

property shall be required to move from his dwelling or to move his

business, farm operation or non -profit organization without written

notice of at least 90 days prior to the date such move is required.

The acquisition and relocation program will be conducted in accordance with the

Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as
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1
amended . Relocation resources are available to all residential and business relocatees

without discrimination .

F. AIR QUALITY IMPACTS

The affected area meets or exceeds the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).

On the basis of consultation with VT ANR Air Quality Division , no air quality problems have

been identified within the study area .

1 . Ozone

| Although the State of Vermont is currently in attainment status for all six criteria

pollutants, the state is part of the northeast ozone transport region. Ozone is the

product of reactions between nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds and is

triggered by sunlight and heat. As such, the sources that produce nitrogen oxides and

hydrocarbons are also sources of ozone . These sources include motor vehicle fuels

and exhaust, power plants, industrial processes, and consumer products such as paint.

Being in the northeast ozone transport region, Vermont may be required to take certain

control measures to reduce the amount of ozone precursors ( nitrogen oxides and

hydrocarbons) which could be atmospherically transported to areas that are in non

attainment status. Control measures can include restrictions on operating procedures

for the storage and transfer of volatile fuels, vehicular emission inspection require

ments, and reduction in the volatile organic compounds found in painting and coating

products.

The long-term ozone trend from the University of Vermont monitoring site in Burling

ton , showed a small increase from 1986 to 1988 when monitoring was discontinued at

this site . Testing at Underhill, Vermont, shows a gradual decrease in ozone levels in

1989 and 1990. This decrease in ozone levels in 1989 and 1990 from 1987 and 1988

levels is also reflected in Vermont's other ozone monitoring site in Bennington,

Vermont. Based upon the above ozone level trends, the increased fuel efficiency of

vehicles, better automobile emission devices and increased traffic efficiency, there is

little expected adverse impacts upon ozone levels in the Bolton region due to the

proposed project.

2. Carbon Monoxide

Ozone is one of two normally anticipated criteria air pollutant concerns involving a

highway improvement project, the other is increased site specific carbon monoxide

levels. Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, and poisonous gas produced by the

incomplete combustion of carbon. In Vermont, just over half of the carbon monoxide

comes from cars and other vehicles. Any area with heavy traffic will have measurable

levels of carbon monoxide, and areas of congested traffic are likely to have higher

levels.
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Annual carbon monoxide levels for Vermont increased in the early 1980's, peaking in

1985-1986 and declined between 1988-1990 . While Vermont vehicle miles have

increased substantially over the last 10 years, carbon monoxide emissions have

generally decreased , due to improved fuel efficiency and vehicular emissions controls.

Due to the rural nature of the affected area, and the transfer of vehicles to I-89 from

U.S. 2 where vehicle efficiency is increased due to higher continuous operating speeds,

any potential increase in carbon monoxide levels will be small and will result in

carbon monoxide levels well below national standards.

3.
Air Permits

The Vermont Air Pollution Control Regulations define an " indirect source " as any

facility that has or leads to associated mobile source activity as a result of which an

air containment is, or may be, omitted . Generally, a highway or street is considered

an indirect source, as it leads to the use of automobiles which emit air pollutants.

As noted above , Chittenden County is currently in attainment status for all criteria

pollutants, to include carbon monoxide. As such , an air permit is required if the

improvement project is considered a modified highway project, and there is a projected

increase in traffic volume of 10,000 motor vehicles per day, within ten years of the

modification. As the potential maximum increase in vehicles per day, due to this

project, is less than an increase of 10,000 motor vehicles per day within 10 years of

the modification (see Chapter 2), then Section 5.503 (2 )(a )( ii ) of Vermont Air Pollu

tion Control Regulations does not require an air permit for this project

The Clean Air Act of 1990 ( as amended ), Section 176 ( c ) prohibits the approval of any

federally funded project that does not conform to the States Implementation Plan (SIP )

for air emissions. Under 23 CFR Section 770.9 ( a) this conformity requirement applies

only in non - attainment and maintenance areas requiring transportation control plans for

transportation related pollutants. The Bolton area is in attainment status for all criteria

pollutants. Additionally , Transportation Control Measures ( TCM ), which are defined

as measures in a SIP directed toward reducing emissions of air pollutants from

transportation sources, are not currently mandated by the SIP in the Bolton area. As

the project area is in attainment status for all criteria pollutants and is in an area where

the SIP does not contain any TCM requirements, the conformity procedures of 23 CFR

770 do not apply to this project.

The State of Vermont has proposed a revised SIP , dated February 1993. Section 6 of

this SIP requires a highway project consistency review for all projects reviewed under

State Indirect Source Regulations, or for which an Environmental Impact Statement is

required.

Consistency will be demonstrated by analysis that shows violations of NAAQS will

not be caused for the following pollutants:

a . Carbon Monoxide - A preliminary analysis indicates no violation of carbon

monoxide standards will occur due to this project.
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b. Nitrogen Oxides - Nitrogen dioxide is a yellowish -brown, highly reactive gas

which can cause health and environmental effects. Internal combustion engines

are the primary source of nitrogen dioxides. An analysis of annual averages of

hourly nitrogen dioxide values, at the Chittenden County (Burlington) monitor

ing site indicates a slight downward trend from 1986 to 1990 , despite an

increase in vehicular miles traveled .

The reason for the slight downward trend appears to be lessened NO2 emissions

from vehicles due to increased vehicular efficiency and better pollution control

devices. The NAAQS for NO, is 0.053 ppm , the 1990 Chittenden County

levels were approximately 0.017 ppm . Any emissions from increased traffic

flow in the Bolton area can be reasonably anticipated to be offset by the more

efficient flow of traffic on 1-89, as opposed to U.S. 2, and improved vehicular

pollution control devices. Therefore, the project will not substantially degrade

local or regional air quality with respect to nitrogen dioxide.

C. Particulate Matter - Currently no criteria for project consistency with respect to

particulate matter have been established .

d . Hydrocarbons - Hydrocarbon emissions are precursors of ozone. The gradual

downward ozone trend , despite increased vehicular miles, indicates no substan

tial local or regional impact on ozone compliance standards for this project.

In the March 15, 1979, Memorandum of Understanding between the Agency of

Environmental Conservation and the Agency of Transportation the VAOT

agreed to use all feasible means to design transportation systems to meet and

maintain air quality standards. This project fulfills this requirement in that the

project is designed to enhance traffic efficiency and improve traffic flow .

4. Conclusion

Air emissions are to be anticipated from vehicles using the completed project. The

impacts of these emissions, as discussed above, are not substantial and will not cause

the violations of any NAAQS in the local or regional area .

G. NOISE IMPACTS

Traffic noise impacts occur when predicted noise levels substantially exceed existing noise

levels, or when the predicted traffic noise levels approach or exceed noise abatement criteria.

Noise increases greater than 10 dBA are generally considered substantial increases.

FHWA noise abatement criteria, in decibels, have been established for differing adjacent

highway activities and are summarized in Table 5-7.
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TABLE 5-7

FHWA NOISE ABATEMENT CRITERIA SUMMARY TABLE

Activity

Category

Leqch ) * Description of Category

A 57 (Exterior) Land on which serenity and quiet are of extraordinary significance and

serve an important need and where the preservation of those qualities is

essential if the area is to continue to serve its intended purpose .

B 67 (Exterior) Picnic areas, recreation areas, playgrounds, active sports areas, parks,

residences, motels, hotels, schools, churches, libraries, and hospitals.

Developed lands, properties, or activities not included in Categories A

or B above.

с 72 (Exterior)

D
Undeveloped lands.

E 52 (Interior) ** Residences, motels, hotels, public meeting rooms, schools, churches,

libraries, hospitals, and auditoriums.

* Leq The equivalent steady -state sound level which in a stated period of time contains the

same acoustic energy as the time varying sound level during the same time period .

[Leq (h ) = The hourly value of Leq.)

**

Exterior walls normally reduce decibel levels by 20 to 30 dba.

1
The affected area is characterized by residences, recreational areas, small commercial areas,

and rural areas. This area is classified as an activity category B in the FHWA Noise

Abatement Criteria Summary Table.

1

Ambient noise levels measured near sensitive receptors at each of the build alternatives during

1990 were found to range between 60-63 decibels ( dBA ). This is below the noise abatement

criteria threshold of 67 decibels for residential and recreational areas.
!

On the basis of traffic projections for the year 2020 for the build alternatives, average sound

levels (Leg) were projected for each sensitive receptor. Ambient noise levels for 1990 were

compared with projected average noise levels for 2020 at each of the sensitive receptors.

1

1
On Alternative N - 1, observation point OPN1 (see Exhibit 4-7 ) was chosen to be 100 feet

closer to traffic lancs than the most sensitive receptor in that area, Fernwood Trailer Park ,

which is approximately 200 feet north of Alternative N - 1. The computed 1990 noise level at

this site was 60 dBA. The predicted noise level in 2020, assuming construction of N - 1, is 66

dBA, a 6 dBA increase .

1

1

On Alternative N - 3, observation point OPN3 was chosen to be 100 feet closer to traffic lanes

than the most sensitive receptor in that area, a residence , approximately 300 feet northeast of

1

1
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Alternative N-3 . The computed 1990 noise level at this site was 63 dBA . The predicted

noise level in 2020, assuming construction of N - 3, is 66 dBA, a 3 dBA increase .

On Alternative S- 1 , observation point OPS1 was chosen to be 100 feet closer to traffic lanes

than the most sensitive receptor in that area, the Bolton town shed , which is approximately

200 feet northeast of Alternative S- 1 . The computed 1990 noise level at this site was 63

dBA. The predicted noise level in 2020, assuming construction of S - 1 , is 71 dBA, an 8 dBA

increase.

On Alternative S-3, observation point OPS3 was chosen to be 100 feet closer to the traffic

lanes than the most sensitive receptor in that area , a Bolton residence , which is approximately

300 feet southwest of Alternative S-3. The computed 1990 noise level at this site was 63

dBA . The predicted noise level in 2020, assuming construction of S-3, is 67 dBA , a 4 dBA

increase .

On Alternative S -4 , observation point OPS4 was chosen to be 100 feet closer to the traveled

lanes than the most sensitive receptor in that area, the Bolton Fire Station , which is approxi

mately 300 feet south of Alternative S - 4 . The computed 1990 noise level at this site was 63

dBA . The predicted noise level in 2020 , assuming construction of S - 4, is 67 dBA , a 4 dBA

increase.

Although no projected noise increases are considered substantial increases, as they do not

exceed 10 dBA , the noise levels either approach or exceed the FHWA noise abatement

criteria threshold of 67 dBA for residential and recreational areas. These increases in noise

are associated with increases in traffic near the receptor points. Traffic increases, and hence

noise increases, are anticipated even without the construction on an interchange. Actual

traffic noise increases, due solely to the construction of an interchange will be minimal.

Nevertheless, noise impacts associated with the proposed interchange are anticipated, and as

such, reasonable noise abatement procedures should be considered to minimize and mitigate

these noise impacts.

Potential noise abatement actions, which may assist in minimizing noise impacts associated

with this project, include:

1 . Traffic management measures to include traffic control devices and signalization,

which can enhance traffic efficiency and decrease noise impacts.

2 . Careful design of the ramps vertical and horizontal alignments to minimize noise

impacts.

3. Acquisition of property right -of -way to further separate traffic and noise receptors.

However, this option is limited due to the potential for associated substantive social,

economic, and relocation impacts.

4. Physical noise barriers can be designed, in conjunction with visual mitigation mea

sures, in the form of grading, embankments, and landscaping.
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H. PERMITS

Extensive coordination has occurred with state and federal officials representing

various agencies throughout the preparation of this document and the previous DEIS.

The No -Action alternative would not require any state or federal permits.

The selected combination of a northbound and southbound alternative will require a

state Land Use Permit under Vermont's Act 250. The VAOT will need to present evidence

before a commission showing that the proposed project will not unduly nor adversely affect

ten specific environmental criteria.

Selection of S- 1 , S-3, or S - 4 as a construction alternative will impact wetlands.

Construction in these areas will require a Corps of Engineers 404 ( b )( 1) permit, and a 401

Water Quality Certification from the VT ANR. Wetland permitting requirements are set forth

in the wetlands section of this chapter.

A stormwater discharge permit will be required, which can be issued after a review of

the project design by VT ANR. As construction of the project will involve construction

operations disturbing more than 5 acres, a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

(NPDES ) permit will be required from the VT ANR .

I.

There are no waterbody modifications associated with interchange Alternatives N - 1, N

2, or N - 3. For alternatives S- 1 , S-3, and S - 4 , the small existing drainageways that capture

89 and hillside runoff would need to be crossed with culverts. These are considered minor

waterbody modifications, and would not require any State stream alteration permits.

1. WETLANDS IMPACTS

The No -Action alternative would have no impact on any wetlands located within the

affected area

Direct impacts to the wetlands associated with each reasonable build alternative

include:

Alternative N - 1

There are no wetland impacts associated with this alternative.

Alternative N - 2

1
There are no wetland impacts associated with this alternative.

Alternative N -3 (see Exhibit 4-10 )

There are two NWI-mapped wetlands in the vicinity of interchange Alternative N - 3.

This exhibit shows the ramps of interchange Alternative N - 3 extending to a maximum of 283' 1
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northeast of the northern edge of U.S. 2. Using a conservative figure of 400 ' for the distance

from U.S. 2 to the limits of construction of the ramp ( thus allowing for embankments or other

disturbances), the wetland boundary was found to be 127 ' beyond (northeast of) the assumed

limits of construction . At the western end of the N-3 ramp where it rejoins U.S. 2, the

wetland boundary was found to be 375' north of the northern edge of U.S. 2. From a point

along the northern edge of Route 2 which is 600 ' east of the westem end of the N-3 ramp,

the wetland boundary was found to be 130 ' beyond the centerline of the ramp. Thus,

interchange Alternative N - 3 as proposed will not affect these Vermont Class II wetlands or

their buffers.

Alternative S - 1 (see Exhibit 4-10 ).

A small, isolated Class II wetland, dominated by sensitive fem , was found in the

extreme northwestern corner of the site . It is approximately 20' x 40 ' 0.02 acre ) in size, and

is functionally insignificant. The plans, as developed to date , indicate that there will be no

impact to this wetland.

A ditch which runs parallel to I-89 has wetland vegetation within its banks for most of

its length . However, since it is a ditch excavated in what is otherwise upland , it does not

come under the jurisdiction of the Corps of Engineers as a regulated wetland . There is one

small ( 1,000 square feet) triangular area of wetland which is adjacent to the ditch, but not a

part of the ditch itself, shown just south of 1-89 between mile markers 71/25 and 71/20. As.it

is not actually a part of the ditch , it qualifies as Corps of Engineers jurisdictional wetland.

However, the project plans indicate that there will be no impact to this wetland.

Most of the site proposed for the S- 1 interchange alternative is an old field associated

with a gas station . During the field review done for the SDEIS , the vegetative component of

the site had developed to the point where it was useful for delineation purposes. The field

vegetation was dominated by timothy grass and orchard grass. The common weeds were

hawkweed, gil -over-the-ground, thistle, burdock, and Queen Anne's lace, all upland species.

Thus, in spite of hydric soils on part of the site, the field was confirmed as non -wetland due

to the type of vegetation.

The eastern half of the eastern ramp of S- 1 impacts 0.5 acre of the upper edge of a 6

acre + Class III wetland . This wetland is on the fill slope of 1-89, and is dominated by

American elm and quaking aspen ( scrub -shrub ) with sensitive fem and wrinkled goldenrod

dominating the herb layer.

The portion of this wetland to be impacted is located primarily on the fill slope of I

89, and is dominated by scrub- shrub vegetation ( American elm and quaking aspen with

sensitive fern and wrinkled goldenrod ). There is also a small amount of impact to the mowed

lawn at the southwestern edge of the impact area. The wetland on the fill slope appears to be

maintained by virtue of dense , clayey, water -holding soils which were used to create the fill

slope of 1-89. The functions and values are very low , due primarily to the proximity to I-89.

The wetland may provide some water quality renovation value by filtering sediments

( sand) and toxicants ( hydrocarbons and solvents ) from runoff water from I-89 before this
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water reaches the wet meadow /shallow marsh to the south . However, the degree to which

this wetland actually performs this function is probably rather low, since the grassy shoulder

between the edge of the pavement and the scrub /shrub wetland would provide the " first line

of defense " for filtering of pollutants. Probably, the most important function of this scrub

shrub wetland is the provision of screening between 1-89 and the wet meadow /shallow marsh

to the south .

The construction of Alternative S- 1 would result in approximately 0.5 acre of impact

to this 6 -acre ( +) Class III wetland located to the east of S- 1 . Of the reasonable construction

alternatives which have been identified on the south side of 1-89, only S - 4 would totally avoid

this wetland. (However, S-4 would impact an estimated 0.2 acres of another wetland.)

Practicable measures to minimize harm to this wetland include the following:

Design the curvature of Ramp E to minimize the wetland impact as much as is

practical, given safety and design speed concerns.

Implement erosion control measures along the southern fill slope of the ramp which

will prevent erosion and sedimentation into the wet meadow /shallow marsh during

construction and maximize pollutant filtration along the ramp slope after construction .

Plant dense screening vegetation along the southern slope of the ramp, especially near

the crest of the slope.

Overall, the impact of S- 1 on the existing wetland area would not be severe . This

wetland is not unique in the area, and is already negatively impacted by the presence of two

major highways along its borders. There are several other wetlands in the immediate area

with similar functions and values and acreages. As discussed above , the wetland's functions

and values in the impact area are low and of the type that can be mitigated on - site . The

construction would impact only a small portion ( 0.5 acre t ) of the 6 - acre ( + ) wetland. This

disturbance would be in the area closest to the existing disturbed area of I- 89 , and with

mitigation measures would leave the remaining wet meadow /shallow marsh intact.

Alternative S - 2

Alternative S - 2 is centered directly in the six -acre wet meadow /shallow marsh area

described in Alternative S-1 .

Alternative S-2 was eliminated from consideration as a reasonable build alternative

during the alternatives analysis process because it would have been centered directly in the

wet meadow /shallow marsh wetland described in Alternative S- 1 . This would have resulted

in substantial wetland impacts.

Alternative S -3

Based on the project plans, Alternative S-3 would impact 0.68 acre of the above

described 6 -acre wetland. This wetland is above the headwaters and is a Class III wetland ,

according to the Vermont Wetlands Rules. It consists of primarily wet meadow and shallow
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marsh , with a small amount of scrub -shrub on the fill slope of 1-89. Common species in the

wet meadow and shallow marsh area include reed canary grass, sedges, soft rush , Canada

bluejoint, sensitive fern, wrinkled goldenrod and Joe-pye weed. Common scrub -shrub species

include grey birch , box elder, American elm , red -osier dogwood, steeplebush, and meadow

sweet

As regards flood storage, the wetland is a low spot in the landscape in which the

groundwater table is intersected . The flood storage capability of the wetland is limited, given

the fact that it generally stores only groundwater, not flooding surface waters. The flood

storage value is higher in the shallow marsh area than it is in the wet meadow area.

As regards sediment trapping and nutrient retention and removal (water quality renova

tion ), the scrub -shrub area along the fill slope of 1-89 may be providing a low function level

for runoff pollutants from Route 1-89 in a similar manner, as discussed under Alternative S- 1

above. Likewise, the wetland along Route 2 would be providing this function for pollutants

coming from that highway. The wet meadow areas on the eastern and western edges of the

wetland provide pollution filtration and stabilization opportunities to treat herbicides and /or

fertilizers from the adjacent lawns before they make their way to the shallow marsh area.

The wildlife habitat function provides some habitat for waterfowl ( feeding and

resting), small mammals such as voles, moles, shrews and possibly muskrat, and red -winged

blackbirds. Generally speaking, the habitat value is greater in the shallow marsh than in the:

wet meadow .

Construction of Alternative S-3 would impact approximately 0.68 acre of the wetland.

The impact would be mostly to the higher, drier eastern edge of the wetland, predominantly

to areas of wet meadow , lawn, and scrub - shrub, although there would also be some impact to

shallow marsh as well. By virtue of its location on the edge of the wetland, Alternative S-3

avoids fragmentation of the habitat as would have occurred with Alternative S - 2, and

minimizes impacts both to wetland acreage and to wetland functions and values.

Flood storage and wildlife habitat functions improve with relative wetness of the site.

Thus, the location of the impact on the drier edge of the wetland minimizes the impacts to

these functions. Any adverse impacts to nutrient retention and removal and sediment trapping

functions could be mitigated on - site by the application of proper erosion control measures, as

discussed under Alternative S- 1 .

Overall, the wetland impacts of Alternative S-3 are not expected to be severe for the

following reasons:

The impact will be to approximately 0.68 acre of a 6 - acre ( 1 ) wetland.

The impact will occur on the higher, drier easter edge of the wetland where

habitat fragmentation will be avoided and where the functions and values of the

wetland are lower.
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The wetland itself, as previously discussed, is not unique to the area , and is

already negatively impacted by the presence of two major highways along its

borders.

There are several other wetlands in the immediate area with similar functions

and values and acreages.

Vegetative screening and proper erosion control measures will proteci the

integrity of the unimpacted portion of the wetland .

A wetland mitigation plan could convert lower quality wet meadow to higher

quality shallow marsh to offset impacts to functions and values, especially

those to wildlife habitat.

A wetland mitigation plan could include several other measures to minimize

harm to the wetland, as requested by the VT ANR Wetlands Office staff.

The possibility of the construction of Alternative S-3 was discussed with the VT ANR

Wetlands Office. As requested by the Wetlands Office Staff, the hydrology of S-3 was

reviewed by a field naturalist. The Vermont Agency of Transportation was contacted to find

out whether records of hydrologic studies associated with the construction of 1-89 in the

vicinity of interchange Alternative S-3 were available. No such studies were available.

Therefore, the hydrologic assessment was based on a field review . The results are as follows:

At the northeastern corner of the site , the land slopes slightly to the west from a ledge

250 ' to the east. Water would naturally move from the ledge towards the wetland associated

with Alternative S-3, but the amount is minimal given the very small catchment area . While

a slope which would promote water movement is evident, there is no defined channel, ditch ,

or wetland in that area , reinforcing the assumption that the contribution of water to the

wetland from the area northeast of the wetland is minimal. Therefore , a culvert under the

proposed ramp is not recommended .

The outlet of an 18" culvert under I -89 was found at the western end of the wetland.

It is apparently the culvert which comes from the catch basin in the median of the highway,

as shown on Exhibit 4-10 . No water was flowing through the culvert at the time of the field

review (September), but water would be likely to flow into the wetland from the culvert

during wetter times of the year. Therefore, the culvert outlet into the wetland should be

maintained .

A second culvert comes from a catch basin in the median of 1-89 with the outlet at the

northeastern corner of the wetland . That outlet was not found during the field review , but as

with the previously discussed culvert, this outlet into the wetland should be maintained . The

project plans as developed would require an extension of that culvert under the ramp to

maintain the hydrology of the wetland.

On the north side of 1-89, across from the wetland at S-3, there are two small wetland

areas. One is approximately 75 ' x 40 ' and is dominated by emergent species such as tussock
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sedges and woolgrass, and is mostly covered with standing water. The second is approxi

mately 50' x 30' and is a scrub -shrub area of box elder, elm, and sensitive fern .

A culvert under 1-89 drains these areas into the large north - south ditch south of mile

marker 71/20 ( see Exhibit 4-10 ). Since the culvert leads directly to the ditch, which leads

southward under U.S. 2, the surface water contributed by the area north of I-89 does not

appear to play a role in maintaining the hydrology of the wetland at S -3.

The results of the field review indicate that the culverts from the catch basins in the

median of 1-89 contribute a minor amount of water to the wetland at S-3. The hydrology of

the wetland appears to be primarily dependent upon groundwater. The wetland is in a low

spot in the landscape, sloping gently upwards to the west and south, and abruptly upwards to

ledge to the east and I -89 to the north .

Because the wetland hydrology appears to be controlled by groundwater, it is unlikely

that the construction of interchange Alternative S-3 will have any substantial effect upon the

hydrology of the wetland.

The Wetlands Office staff agreed that the wetland impacts of Alternative S-3 could be

mitigated by enhancement of the existing wetland in the non -impact area. A conceptual

compensatory mitigation plan calls for an on -site conversion of wet meadow to shallow

marsh . The acreage of conversion would be equal to the acreage of construction impact.

Specifically, drier wet meadow area could be converted to shallow marsh by excava

tion to the elevation of the marsh . This conversion of one wetland type to another should

occur adjacent to the existing shallow marsh so as to create an expanded contiguous habitat of

higher value. All else being equal, the enhancement would be best located as far away from

roads or ramps as possible, such as south of mile marker 71.15. The enhancement area

should be equal in size to the area of total wetland impact associated with ramp construction.

Much of the ramp construction would be in the area of the wet meadow which has low

functions and values; whereas the mitigation plan would extend the higher value shallow

marsh area . Therefore, there would be a functions and value replacement ratio of greater

than 1 : 1 , and an overall mitigation acreage of 1 : 1 per wetland impact area .

Other mitigation measures could include:

Screening the ramps with trees and /or shrubs on the banks of the ramps, espe

cially near their crests.

Erosion control to prevent siltation into the wetland .

Ditches along the ramps to take runoff around the edge of the site ( south to

Route 2, then west along Route 2 to the culvert under Route 2 ).

Equipment to be used for excavation should enter and exit from one point and

work from the center of the excavation outward to minimize disturbance to the

surroundings.
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Staging areas for equipment and materials needed for ramp construction should

not be located in the wetland area.

Due to the groundwater-driven hydrology of this wetland, the mitigation plan should

be successful in converting wet meadow to shallow marsh , as the area to be excavated would

be below the local groundwater elevation.

Consultation with the Corps of Engineers (COE ) revealed that the COE would

consider the construction wetlands impact acreage ( 0.68 acres) and the compensatory wetlands

impact acreage ( approximately 0.68 acres) to determine the total wetlands impact of construc

tion at S-3. This total wetland's impact would be greater than one acre of headwater wetland .

COE potential wetlands permitting options for Alternative S-3 are as follows:

Apply for an Individual Permit, or

Use a Nationwide Permit # 26 for construction impacts together with a Nation

wide Permit # 27 for the mitigation area .

Alternative S - 4 ( see Exhibit 4-10 ).

Four small areas of Class II wetlands were found .

Wetland A is approximately 65 ' x 20 ' (.03 acre ) and is dominated by smartweeds and

tall buttercup .

Wetland B is approximately 187 ' long and 57 ' wide at the widest point ( 0.17 acre); it

is dominated by jewelweed, with a small amount of American elm , box elder, alder, and

sensitive fern also present.

Wetland C is a collection of a few low spots in the field which are too small to map ;

they are dominated by smartweeds and are quite unsubstantial as wetlands. It appears

unlikely that these areas would be impacted.

Wetland D is a long, narrow drainageway which probably existed as a low swalc in

the field at one time, and which has since been deepened and straightened to function as a

ditch (as evidenced by the ridges of vegetated spoil along its edges). The drainage function

of the ditch has apparently worked well, since the ( relict) hydric soil which characterizes the

field no longer supports predominantly hydrophytic vegetation. In fact, only one out of

sixteen of the common weeds in the field is hydrophytic. Thus, the ditch has apparently

effectively drained the previously wet field. However, the roughly 10 -foot wide channel of

the ditch does support predominantly hydrophytic vegetation ( e.g. beggars-ticks, smartweed ,

spikerush ), and qualifies as Class III headwater wetland.

The wetland areas which would be likely to be impacted by interchange Alternative S

4 are Wetlands A, B, and D. Most of both wetlands A and B would be impacted (0.2 acres)

and the impact to wetland D would be approximately 0.04 acre . Thus, the total wetland

impact acreage for Alternative S - 4 is approximated at 0.24 acre .
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These wetlands are a 0.03 acre wet meadow (a low spot in a horse pasture ), a 0.17

acre wet meadow with scattered shrubs between a cattle pen and route 1-89, and a ten - foot

wide ditch (total impacts estimated at 0.24 acre ). The functions and values of these wetland

areas are low . The main function they serve is nutrient retention and removal (horse and cow

wastes ).

|

|

If Alternative S -4 were built, and horses and cows were still to be kept in the area , the

surrounding grasslands would continue to contribute to the nutrient retention and removal

function in the area, independent of the wetlands.

The S -4 ramps would impact most or all of both wetlands, and there is little opportu

nity for measures to minimize harm to the wetlands. While the ramps would essentially

eliminate wetlands A and B, and would impact approximately 0.04 acre of the ditch, the

impact to the wetland resources of the area would not be substantial since: 1 ) the wetlands to

be impacted are small, of low value, and not unique to the area ; 2 ) there are several other

wetlands of greater acreage and greater functions and values in the area.

|

J. FLOODPLAIN IMPACTS - E.O. 11988

Compliance with E.O. 11988, Floodplain Management, is required when federal

funding is used for highway construction located in a 100 -year floodplain . As Exhibit 4-8

illustrates, the preferred alternatives N - 3 and S-3 are in the floodway fringe, which is part of

the 100 - year floodplain. Additionally, S- 1 , S-2, and parts of S - 4 are in the floodway fringe.

E.O. 11988 requires that practicable alternatives to locating in the floodplain be

identified and evaluated, floodplain impacts be identified , and attempts to minimize adverse

impacts to floodplains be considered. Development should only be permitted in a floodplain

where there exist no practicable alternatives to development in the floodplain. The Floodplain

Management Guidelines state that site practicability shall be addressed in light of the

following factors:

- Natural - topography, habitat, hazards

Social - aesthetics, historic and cultural values, land use population

- Economic - cost of space, construction, services relocation

Due to the project's purpose and needs, and the area's topographic and manmade

constraints, there exist only a limited number of alternatives and potential construction sites.

As identified in Chapter 3, potential project alternatives include:

- No -Action

Transportation System Management

Mass Transportation

Rebuild of U.S. 2

- Construction of a central interchange

Construction of separated interchanges with the potential sites of N - 1, N - 2 , N - 3,

and S- 1 , S-2, S-3, and S - 4 .
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The Floodplain Management Guidelines define practicable as capable of being done

within existing constraints. The test of what is practicable depends upon the site specific

situation and includes consideration of pertinent factors such as reasonable natural, social, or

economic constraints. As described in Chapter 3 , the no -action, transportation management,

mass transportation alternatives are not considered reasonable as the fail to satisfy the

project's purpose and need. None of the above alternatives are located in a floodplain ;

however, they are not considered practical as they fail to reasonably satisfy the purpose and

need of the project

The alternative of rebuilding a portion of U.S. 2 would result in construction which

would be partially located in a floodplain . However, this alternative fails to adequately

address the project's purpose and needs and would result in substantial additional construction

costs and environmental impacts, as described in Chapter 3. As such, this alternative is not

practicable. Construction of a centralized interchange would not occur in a floodplain, but

would be expensive, require extensive right-of-way acquisition, and result in substantial socio

economic impacts, particularly relocation of the Smilie Elementary School. As such, this

alternative is not considered practicable.

The project's purpose and needs are best met by the construction of an interchange,

with separate ramps, on I-89 near the Village of Bolton, as set forth in Chapter 3. The

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA ) has recommended the Agency of Transpor

tation choose the build alternatives which involve the least impact to the floodplain. FEMA

has recommended Alterative N- 1 and N-2 for the northbound ramps and Alternative S - 4 for

the southbound ramp.

N - 1 and N-2 are located directly in front of Fernwood Manor Trailer Park. Femwood

Manor Trailer Park is the largest source of low to middle income housing stock in the town

of Bolton. Construction of N - 1 would require the relocation of up to 15 mobile homes, the

replacement of the park's septic system (which may not be replaceable) and substantial

aesthetic impacts to the park. N - 2 would be constructed in the same area, but the length of

the interchange exit and entrance ramps would be reduced to lessen the impact upon the Park .

Although this modification would avoid taking the first row of mobile homes in the Park,

potential adverse impacts to the Park's aesthetics and septic system would still exist.

Additionally, the changed interchange geometry does not allow for adequate acceleration/de

celeration distances on the ramps and fails VAOT design standards. As such, neither N - 1 nor

N - 2 are practicable.

There exist no practicable alteratives outside the floodplain. As there exist no

practicable alternatives outside the floodplain , E.O. 11998 requires the project minimize

potential harm to or within the floodplain . The separated interchange alternatives, which are

located in the floodplain , N - 3, S- 1 , S-2, S-3 and S - 4, are located in the floodway fringe, none

are located in the floodway.

The Winooski River floodplain , in the affected area covers approximately 130 acres.

FEMA has expressed concern for floodplain impacts in two areas . First, is the loss of

floodplain storage capacity. Second, is induced development in floodplain areas . With regard

to flood storage capacity, the wetland areas associated with the southbound ramp sites are low
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spots in the landscape in which the groundwater table is intersected. The flood storage

capacity of these areas are limited , given the fact that these areas generally store only

groundwater, not flooding surface waters. Construction of the Agency's preferred alternative,

S-3, has the potential for a mitigation plan that creates a shallow marsh area to replace a wet

meadow area . The flood storage value would be higher in the shallow marsh area than it is
in the current wet meadow area .

As concerns induced development in the floodplain areas, the secondary growth

section of this chapter and Appendix II discuss potential secondary growth in the affected

area . Any potential development in or near the Winooski River floodplain will be severely

restricted by the existing manmade and natural constraints. The lack of municipal sewer and

water will preclude the construction of any substantive commercial ventures. Light tourist

activities, typically considered as a motel, gas station or convenience store may be attracted to

the Bolton village area and Jonesville; residential development is anticipated in areas

primarily outside of the floodplain. Bolton and Richmond zoning regulations place conditions

on any development which encroaches upon a floodplain. Any secondary development in

floodplain areas is anticipated to be of the small commercial type, and restricted by zoning

regulations.

Of the southbound alternatives of S- 1 , S - 2 , S - 3 and S - 4; S - 4 is FEMA's preferred

alternative . S - 4 would impact approximately 0.10 acres of floodplain and 0.24 acres of

wetland . 5-4 is located directly opposite the Bolton town cemetery and the Bolton Fire

Station on U.S. 2.

Alternative S- 1 is adjacent to the Bolton town Maintenance shed . S- 1 would impact

approximately 7 acres of floodplain and 0.5 acres of wetlands. Ramp placement at this site

would require the acquisition of the Getty Gas Station on U.S. 2 and the Bolton town

maintenance shed .

Alternative S - 2 would be located approximately 0.3 miles west of the Bolton Fire

Station and would use a field between existing structures. S - 2 would impact approximately 7

acres of floodplain . During field inspection this area was found to be wetland habitat. Due

to the extensive wetland impact associated with this alternative, S-2 is not considered

reasonable or practicable.

Alternative S-3 would be located approximately .25 miles west of the Bolton Fire

Station. S-3 would impact approximately 5 acres of floodplain and 0.68 acres of wetlands.

The VT ANR have agreed to a conceptual plan to minimize and mitigate for wetland impacts.

This is the Agency's preferred alternative.

There are no practical alternatives to construction outside the floodplain for the north

bound ramps. N - 3, located in the floodway fringe, is situated in a field near U.S. 2 and

would impact approximately 6.2 acres of floodplain. The field is currently utilized as a golf

driving range. As described in Chapter 3, this site minimizes environmental and socio

economic impacts. This is the Agency's preferred alternative.
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Construction of S-3 and N - 3 will involve the placement of fill in the 100 - year

floodplain, however, all construction will occur in the floodway fringe, and not in the

floodway. Total anticipated impact is 11.2 actes in a floodplain which covers 130 acres in

the affected area . Design and constructed techniques can assist in minimizing the loss of

flood storage capacity in the impacted floodway fringe. Wetland mitigation associated with

use of the S-3 wetland will assist in compensating for lost floodwater storage capacity

associated with the construction of S-3. Wetlands located behind N-3 will assist in compen

sating for lost storage capacity associated with construction at N - 3.

Overall, the net loss of floodwater storage capacity in the floodway fringe, due to construction

of N - 3 and S-3, is anticipated to be minimal.

A significant floodplain encroachment would occur if the construction would create

any of the following:

1 .
A significant potential for interruption of a transportation facility which is neededfor

emergency vehicles, or is the community's only evacuation route . Construction of the

interchange will not significantly impact U.S. 2 , the area's primary transportation

route . Instead, the interchange will facilitate access to I-89, a high -speed transpor

tation corridor.

2.

A significant flood risk . Alternatives N - 3, S- 1 , S - 2, S-3, and S - 4 are located in the

floodway fringe, no alternatives are located in the floodway. Floodplain storage at

these sites is minimal, and loss of flood storage capacity can be compensated for

during wetland mitigation.

3. A significant adverse impact on natural and beneficial floodplain values. The impact

ed floodplain for the southbound alternatives consist, for the most part, of pasture land

and a low value wetland. Conceptual mitigation plans call for a 1 : 1 area replacement

of lost wetlands, with an adjacent higher value wetland area . The impacted floodplain

area at N - 3 is currently being used as a golf driving range. Although providing

recreational services, the loss of this facility will not pose a significant adverse impact

on the natural and beneficial floodplain value.

The construction alternatives within the floodplain area are not significant encroach

ments under the criteria of E.O. 11988 and 23 C.F.R. 650.106 .

K. HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPACTS

The State Historic Preservation Office has evaluated this project in accordance with

the requirements of 36 CFR 800 for historic resources . They have confirmed that no

properties on or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places are found

within the locations of the proposed alternatives.

1

Construction of an interchange would occur in the Winooski River Valley, an area of

high archaeological sensitivity. Phase I archaeological studies were conducted in 1988 for

alternatives S-3, N - 1, and N - 3; and for S- 1, S-2, and S - 4 in 1994. Findings include: 1
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N - 1 - Study results not yet compiled.

N - 3 - Study results not yet compiled.

S- 1 - Contains a prehistoric archaeological artifact site.

S-2 - No prehistoric or historic archaeological site found.

S-3 · 1988 Phase I study identified a prehistoric archaeological site. A Phase I

evaluation, undertaken in 1989 determined this alternative has two distinct archaeologi

cal sites of sufficient integrity to make the site eligible for the National Register.

S - 4 - Contains a prehistoric and historic archaeological site.

Current studies suggest that artifact recovery can be made at the existing archacologie

cal sites. If subsequent evaluation or discovery mandates in place preservation of artifacts,

compliance with 49 USC 303 (DOT 4f) will be required.

L. VISUAL IMPACTS

1 . Visual Character and Quality

The visual character of a landscape is formed by the patterns created by a

combination of form , line, color, and texture . Variety, contrast, harmony, scale, domi

nance , and cultural modifications also contribute to the unique character of each

landscape.

The visual quality of an area can be described in terms of the vividness or

memorability of its contrasting visual elements. The intactness and integrity of the

visual order (and levels of encroachment), and the unity and coherent harmony formed

by the visual patterns, contribute to visual quality. This visual compatibility can be

evaluated in order to assess how the characteristics of the proposed project conform ,

rather than contrast, with the surrounding landscape.

The visual quality of the proposed project study area varies greatly. At its best

there are distinct views out from I- 89 with highly memorable, striking mountains

contrasted with the river and the flat, open meadows of the valley floor. Other views

are less vivid with less contrast. The narrow valley floor has also been greatly

impacted, or encroached upon, by the visually dominant transportation routes of the

railroad, 1-89, and Route . 2

The site of the S-3 interchange is not in an area of high visual quality. It is

located between Route 2 and 1-89, two highly travelled roads, and does not offer great

visual contrast. However, for travellers on I-89, it does provide a short term fore

ground view that is open , in contrast to the background of the distant mountains.

The site of the N - 3 interchange is an area of higher visual or scenic quality.

There is greater visual contrast between the open meadow farmhouse and the steep
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wooded foothills. The proposed interchange will encroach upon this meadow , but the

perimeter will remain intact to provide visual contrast with the surrounding hillsides.

2 . Viewer Groups Quantity of View and View Duration

It is important to identify specific viewers of the proposed interchanges, types

of view and the duration of the view.

These are as follows:

Neighboring residents on Route 2 - (Small quantity with long duration

views.)

Motorists on Route 2 and I-89 - (Large quantity with short duration

views.)

3. Visual Impacts

a . N - 1 Alternative

From I-89

The impact is very similar to the N - 2 alternative ( see below ), but has a greater

negative impact on the roadside views from I-89, as most of the landscape

buffer between the interstate and the trailer park would be destroyed.

From Route 2

This impact is also similar to that of the N-2 alternative (see below ), but is

more severe due to the proximity of the proposed Route 2 alignment to the

Fernwood Trailer Park . Route 2 will use most of the existing landscape buffer

with little or no possibility of effective mitigation .

From Neighboring Homes

The impact is more severe than the N - 2 alternative ( see below ), as the trailers

themselves would be impacted and the existing landscaped buffer and several

trailer front yards would be destroyed. Mitigation measures could not reduce

these serious negative impacts.

b . N - 2 Alternative

From I -89

From a distance, views of the N - 2 alternative would be blocked due to steep

wooded topography on either side of the Fernwood Trailer Park. Views from

I-89 would be of short duration , about twelve seconds.
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At present the trailer park has an open area that functions as an extended front

yard between the housing units and the highway. This open area has commu

nity vegetable gardens and vertical rows of shade trees parallel to I-89. It

functions as an important buffer between the trailer park and I-89. Due to the

density of housing in the trailer park and the steep topography around the

trailers, the front yard is the only open space.
|

The N - 2 alternative would use more than half of the open space buffer and

would bring the traffic of Route 2 and the on -off ramps within about 100 ' of

the front doors of the trailer park residents.

The visual impact of the N - 2 alternative, as seen from 1-89, is moderately

severe, due to the proximity of the Fernwood Trailer Park and the removal of

currently existing trees and the buffer area .

From Route 2

Route 2 would be rerouted around the proposed interchange with I- 89. More

than half of the open area and vegetable gardens for the trailer park would be

consumed , leaving only a small buffer between Route 2 and the actual build

ings at Fernwood.

For Route 2 drivers, the impact would be a moderate one with negative

aspects, as Route 2 would bring these drivers closer to the trailers after removal

of most of the vegetated buffer area .

From Neighbors Homes

The trailer park is a well -landscaped area that resembles a subdivision of small

homes rather than a typical trailer park. From the nearby trailers the impact of

this proposal has a severe impact due to the loss of over half of the 300 ' wide,

landscaped buffer zone that currently exists.

C. N - 3 Alternative

From I-89

The visual impact of the proposed N - 3 alternative from I-89 is a moderate one.

The impact will include the loss of the view of a portion of the existing open

meadow area, presently the Bolton Driving Range. Since a portion of the

meadow will be kept open in a gentle arch around the proposed Route 2 , the

impact of the view from 1-89 will be moderated.

There are two factors that lessen the visual impact of this alternative. First,

this is not a long duration view since the meadow is enclosed and screened

from view on both approaches by rock outcrops, terrain, and vegetation .
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Second, as the proposed ramps and new routing of Route 2 will be below the

elevation of 1-89, they will be partially screened from view .

Some mitigation is recommended to assist in blending the interchange with its

surroundings.

From Route 2

The visual impact from Route 2 for the N-3 alternative would be a moderate

one. Route 2 would be rerouted in a gentle curve around the proposed ramps

and would remain at its present grade.

The area for this redesign is an open meadow surrounded on three sides by the

contrasting foothills of the Green Mountains. While the majority of the open

area will be used by the proposed project, a remaining portion along the edge

would remain open and intact. This would assist in continuing the visual

contrast of the open meadow with the steep , wooded terrain to the north and

west. The I-89 embankment, parallel to Route 2, presently forms a strong

visual barrier to the south .

The new ramps would be filled on a gentle upward grade to meet the existing

grade of 1-89. These ramps would be most visible from Route 2 and from

neighboring homes. Some mitigation would be needed to mitigate and blend

views of the proposed on and off ramps.

From Neighboring Homes

Two neighboring homes will be impacted by the proposed interchange. These

homes have a fixed viewport and a long duration view .

The open meadow (presently the Bolton Driving Range) is a natural buffer

between the existing farmhouse on the west and the white single family home

on the east. The visual impact for the residents of these homes will result from

the partial infill of the existing scenic meadow with the rerouted Route 2, and

the introduction of vehicular movement and headlights. Fortunately, Route 2

will remain at-grade as it is rerouted across the meadow ; additionally, the

northern edge of this open meadow will remain untouched .

Landscaping and grading of the exit ramps as mitigation measures would be

needed to add screening.

d . S - 1 Alterative

From 1-89

Little visual impact would occur from 1-89, as both northbound and southbound

views of the site are restricted by existing vegetation that would mostly remain
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in place. Views will be of short duration (a few seconds). Construction of the

on ramps will require removal of some existing trees, which will necessitiate

landscaping

From Route 2

The views of the proposed S- 1 alternative will have minimal visual impacts.

Buildings along Route 2 and existing vegetation will screen much of the on

and off ramps from view until a driver is directly in front of the ramps. Large

willow trees in back of the homes on Route 2 will be removed during construc

tion , and landscaping should be considered to mitigate this loss.

From Neighboring Homes

The impact on neighboring houses, on the south side of Route 2 and directly

across from the on and off ramps, would be more severe due to the potential

intrusion of headlights into these homes. At least one home would have a

fixed, full view of the interchange that would require additional mitigation .

Headlight impact would need to be evaluated and suitable mitigation would be

needed .

e. S - 2 Alternative

From I-89

Views from I-89 will be of minimal impact from I-89 due to the fact that they

are of short duration ( a few seconds) for both northbound and southbound

travelers. Landscaping would be needed between the off ramp and the existing

homes on Route 2 since large trees would be removed during construction , thus

opening up the views.

From Rte . 2

Impact to travellers on Route 2 would be minimal due to the short duration and

short range of the views. The potential loss of some large trecs behind homes

along Route 2, due to the location of the off ramp, would result in a negative

visual impact. New plantings would help to mitigate this impact.

Neighboring Homes

Loss of vegetation and added fill for proposed on ramps would have a negative

impact on the back yards of homes located near the proposed off ramps on the

north side of Route 2. Impact of headlights on these homes would need to be

checked . There are no homes on the south side of Route 2, in this area .
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f. Alternative S - 3

From 1-89

The proposed alternative will have a minimal visual impact for motorists on l

89 as the proposed area is well screened from view . Rock outcrops, vegeta

tion, and a site elevation lower than I-89 all contribute to this screening effect.

The duration of the actual view of S-3 from 1-89 will be very brief ( a few

seconds)

From Route 2

The proposed ramps would be well screened from motorists on Route 2 with

the exception of the area directly in front of the ramps. Views of the ramps

would be of short duration , as trees and buildings close to Route 2, on both

sides of the proposed ramps, will block views.

The open area used for these ramps is 20 ' to 30 ' below the level of 1-89,

requiring the ramps to be graded and filled from Route 2 up to the level of I

89. The area to be filled is not highly scenic, but does contrast with the steep

and wooded terrain nearby. The northwest portion of this open area will

remain untouched . Landscaping will help to blend the ramps with the sur

rounding environment

From Neighboring Residents

There are residences located on both sides of the proposed ramps that will have

fixed , long duration views of the proposed project. The house located to the

southeast of S-3 would be closer and would receive the greatest impact, as the

on ramp would curve around in back of the house . Landscape mitigation may

be needed for this house. Homes across Route 2 would have lesser impacts,

since distance and screening would limit the views of traffic lights and ramps.

Landscaping and gentle grading of side slopes could be designed to blend the

proposed development with existing vegetation and to screen views of the

lights and moving traffic.

g . S - 4 Alternative

From I-89

Impact to viewers from 1-89 would be minimal, as the on and off ramps have

been somewhat separated by exposed rock ledges. This separation, and the

ledge itself, will block views of the ramps to motorists on the interstate .
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From Route 2

The proposed on and off ramps would have a moderate impact as they would

be well screened from Route 2 by nearby buildings and vegetation. The area is

not highly scenic , but landscaping will be needed to assist in blending the

ramps with their surroundings.

4. Mitigation

a . N - 1 Alternative

This alternative takes the first row of trailers and the entire landscaped buffer,

causing substantial visual disruption to the trailer park. Meaningful visual

mitigation would be impossible in this alterative.

b. N - 2 Alternative

Extensive mitigation would be necessary to screen the headlights and traffic on

Route 2 and the proposed interchange from the trailer park.

Grading of the side slopes could facilitate screening and landscaping. The

placement of earthen berms or fencing would be possibilities for mitigation . It

will be extremely difficult to mitigate for the loss of the landscaped buffer area

in this alternative.

C. N - 3 Alternative

Mitigation would be needed for foreground views from neighboring homes,

Route 2, and I-89 northbound . The screening of vehicular movements and

headlights, to lessen the visual impact, are the goals of this mitigation.

Recommended mitigation of the N - 3 alternative includes grading of side slopes

of the proposed on and off ramps to facilitate screening. A potential mitigation

plan could involve a low continuous berm parallel to the ramp to shield the

bottom portion of moving cars and trucks. This berm could be landscaped with

low shrubs. This method has been used elsewhere in Vermont by VAOT in

lieu of guardrails to soften visual impacts. These low , landscaped berms are

called " enhanced embankments. "

Suitable shrubs and trees could also be planted along Route 2 to soften the

visual impact. Potential headlight glare on neighboring homes could be

checked , and berms or plantings then designed to screen the impact on homes

along Route 2.
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d. S - 1 Alterative

Mitigation for the S- 1 alternative would entail landscaping along fill ramps to

replace trees that would be lost during construction , and to blend and screen

the ramps from nearby homes. Mitigation for headlight glare to existing

homes, particularly across Route 2 at the interchange, would be necessary.

e. S - 2 Altemative

Mitigation for the S - 2 alternative would entail landscaping along fill ramps to

replace trees that would be lost during construction and to blend and screen the

ramps from nearby homes. Headlight glare to nearby homes should be checked

and mitigated through landscape screening.

f. S - 3 Alterative

Mitigation is necessary for the foreground views associated with the S-3

alternative , especially from neighboring homes and Route 2. Screening

vehicular movement and headlights, and lessening visual impacts, are the goals

of this mitigation. Recommended mitigation measures for the S-3 alternative

include grading of the side slopes of the proposed on and off ramps to facilitate

screening

A possible alternative method of mitigation could include a low continuous

berm parallel to the ramp to shield views of the bottom portion of moving cars

and trucks. This berm could be landscaped with low shrubs. Potential head

light glare on neighboring homes should be checked and berms or planting

used to screen this impact.

g . S -4 Alternative

Mitigation of the S - 4 alternative would entail landscaping along fill ramps to

replace trees that would be lost during construction and to blend and screen the

ramps from nearby homes. Headlight glare to nearby homes should be checked

and mitigated through screening.

5.

Conclusion

No substantive visual impacts to the project area are anticipated from construction of

the proposed interchange. Mitigation methods are available to reduce, or eliminate,

any potential visual impacts.

M. ENERGY IMPACTS

The energy demands for the construction of the build alternatives are greater than for

the No Action alternative. The relative energy consumption associated with the build

alternatives will be very similar, since all the build alternatives consist of comparable

-

!
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improvements related to construction methods. (i.e. ramp design, earth moving,

pavement lengths and grading ).

As the benefit /cost analysis in Chapter 2 depicts, the post construction area transporta

tion energy requirements will be less for users of the interchange, than would be for

the same users desiring access to the area without using an interchange. The savings

in operational energy requirements will more than offset construction energy require

ments, and , in the long term result in a net savings in energy usage.

N
.

CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

The potential construction impacts associated with build alternatives should be similar

to most roadway construction projects. These impacts include dust, noise , traffic

congestion, detours and traffic safety.

Through traffic would be maintained on both I-89 and U.S. 2 during construction of

the interchange. During some periods of construction both highways would be

narrowed to a single line to allow for construction . In developed areas , portions of

lawns, landscaping materials, driveways, parking areas and similar frontage features

may be disturbed or destroyed. Where such features are disturbed outside of the new

right-of-way of the interchange, they will be repaired or replaced following completion

of construction activities. Within the new right-of-way, frontage features would be

restored or relocated wherever appropriate.

Temporary construction noise and air emissions would occur in the vicinity of the

build alternatives. Noise from the construction of the build alternatives is transient.

The source activity is rarely in any one location for any extended period of time. Due

to the variety of equipment, the undetermined placement of components on the site ,

and the various phases of construction, it is difficult to quantitatively determine the

overall noise levels which may occur at the nearest noise sensitive properties.

Construction noise levels can be reduced by the use of the following general construc

tion noise reductions methods as appropriate:

Installing noise reduction devices on equipment

Enforcing operating time controls.

Using alternative quieter equipment.

Using shielding or screening devices on or around equipment.

Contractors are required to mitigate noise under the VAOT's Standard Specifications

for Highway and Bridge Construction.

During construction of the build alternatives, there will be an increase in dust particu

late levels in the area . This may cause some inconvenience to residents near the

construction activity. The extent of dust emissions from a specific site will be directly

affected by the size of the construction area, vehicle speeds, type of vehicles utilized

and the characteristics of the soil.
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The most common dust control techniques involve watering, chemical stabilization ,

and vehicle speed reduction . Watering is the most common control method because of

its low cost, but it provides only temporary control. Chemicals provide longer control

but are costly and may adversely affect nearby plant and animal life. Reduction of

operating speeds from 35 mph to 20 mph can reduce the dust emissions by as much as

60 percent. The best method for dust control is usually a combination of these

techniques. As in the case of construction noise, the contractor is required to mitigate

dust and other air emissions during construction. The choice of mitigation methods is

generally left to the contractor.

Water pollution during construction usually results from surface water runoff, which

produces erosion, siltation, and sedimentation. Other sources of possible water

pollution could include washwater, detergents, solvents, and fuel oil.

To minimize water pollution and erosion impacts, VAOT Standard Specifications will

be required. These specifications require approval of the contractor's erosion control

plan (short and long term ) prior to the commencement of construction .

By use of runoff, erosion , and sediment control procedures, minimal impact to the

adjacent wetlands would occur during the construction phase.

Construction impacts will be of short-term duration and minor impact. Adequate

mitigation measures can be taken to alleviate most impacts.

O. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S

ENVIRONMENT AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG

TERM PRODUCTIVITY

During construction of the proposed facility, there will be short-term adverse impacts

to the natural and social environment. Most of these potential impacts can be

mitigated and controlled by implementing construction requirements. During construc

tion, work can be monitored to ensure that only those areas specifically required for

the project are disturbed , that required mitigation procedures are followed , and that

upon completion, restoration of disturbed areas is accomplished .

The proposed project is the result of an extensive planning process, and is an important

component in state , regional, and local transportation plans. Net benefits will occur to road

users in terms of vehicle operational costs, travel time savings costs and vehicle accident costs.

There will be improved levels of service and the potential for reduced accident rates on U.S. 2.

The local short-term impacts and use of resources by the proposed action is considered to be

consistent with the maintenance and enhancement of long -term productivity for the Town of

Bolton , Chittenden County, and the State of Vermont.

P. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Implementation of the proposed action involves a commitment of a wide range of natural,

physical, human , and fiscal resources. One of the most important resources utilized is the land

1
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used in the construction of the proposed facility. This is considered an irreversible

commitment during the time period that this land is used for a highway interchange

facility. However, if a greater need arises for the use of the land, or if the highway

facility is no longer needed, the land can be converted to another use . However, at

present, there is no reason to believe such a conversion will ever be necessary or

desirable .

Considerable amounts of energy in the form of fossil fuels, labor, and highway

construction materials such as cement, aggregate , and bituminous material will be

expended during and after construction of the project. Additionally, large amounts of

labor and natural resources are used in the fabrication of construction materials. These

materials are, in general, not retrievable. However, these materials are not in short

supply and their use will not have an adverse effect upon the continued availability of

these resources for other productive purposes. The proposed action will also require a

substantial one- time expenditure of both State and Federal funds, which are not

retrievable .

The commitment of these resources is based on the concept that this public facility

provides residents in the immediate area, region, and State with benefits by improving

the quality of the State's transportation system . These benefits will consist of

improved accessibility and safety, savings in time, increased traffic efficiency, and

greater utilization of the existing public and private recreational facilities located in or

near Bolton, all of which are anticipated to outweigh the commitment of the resources.
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CHAPTER 6

LIST OF COMMITMENTS

A. RELOCATION

An acquisition and relocation program for affected families will be conducted in

accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies

Act of 1970, as amended . Relocation resources will be available to all residential and

business relocatees without discrimination .

B. NOISE

During final design of the selected alternative, mitigation techniques will be utilized to

minimize potential noise impacts associated with the placing of an interchange ramp approxi

mate to local residences.

C. WETLANDS

Compensatory wetland mitigation plans will be further developed during final design

in cooperation with the COE and VT ANR to mitigate for any unavoidable wetland loss

associated with the construction of the southbound ramp alternative. At this time, preliminary

conceptual mitigation plans have been developed for the loss of wetlands associated with

Alternative S-3.

D. VISUAL

During final design of the selected alternative, mitigation techniques will be utilized to

minimize potential visual impacts associated with the placing of an interchange approximate

to local residences. Landscaping and grading of exit ramps as mitigation measures would be

accomplished to provide visual screening.

E. WATER QUALITY

Any private water supplies within a range of 50 to 100 feet from the proposed

construction will be evaluated prior to construction.

F. ARCHAEOLOGICAL

Archaeological investigations and evaluations should be completed at any impacted

site prior to construction at that site.

G. CONSTRUCTION

Best Management Practices for erosion control will be utilized to minimize impacts

during construction .





CHAPTER 7

UNRESOLVED ISSUES

Further on - site archaeological investigations are on-going to identify the location, type,

and importance of any potential archaeological artifacts.

Reasonable attempts have been made to respond to , and incorporate, all expressed

concerns relating to the proposed action . At this time, pending results of the on -going

archaeological investigations, there are no major unresolved issues that have been identified.





CHAPTER 8

COMMENTS AND COORDINATION

1 . DEIS COMMENTS AND COORDINATION

A. PROJECTCOORDINATION

Requests for public input into the evaluation of the project alternatives and

extensive coordination with other government agencies occurred during the preparation

of the DEIS . The VAOT interacted with State and Federal regulatory agencies to

solicit their input and consider their concerns in the DEIS .

Early in the DEIS process, state , federal, and private sector groups and citizens

were notified of the preparation of a DEIS by a Notice of Intent published in the

Federal Register. A Notice of Intent to prepare the DEIS was published in the Federal

Register on October 3, 1989, Vol. 543, No. 190 , page 40,773. A correction to the

original Notice appeared in the Federal Register on October 24, 1989, Vol. 54, No.

204, page 43,385.

No formal scoping meeting was accomplished, but a formal scoping letter was

sent to the following agencies and individuals:

Federal

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

U.S. Department of the Interior - Department of Housing and Urban Development -

Region I

U.S. Department of Agriculture - Environmental Quality Activities

Federal Emergency Management Agency

Urban Mass Transportation Administration - Regional Administrator

Department of Energy - Division of NEPA Affairs

United States Department of Agriculture - Soil Conservation Service

State and Regional

Vermont Department of Health

Vermont Agency of Development and Community Affairs

Vermont State Historic Preservation Office

Vermont Department of Agriculture

Farmers Home Administration

Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission

Act 250 District 4 Environmental Commission



Vermont Agency of Natural Resources:

Planning Division

Water Quality Division

Water Pollution Control Division

Fish & Wildlife Division

Environmental Protection Division

Forests, Parks, & Recreation

Vermont Department of Education

Vermont Agency of Transportation - Office of the Attorney General - Transportation

Division

Vermont Agency of Administration

Local and RegionalInterestGroups

Several local and regional interest groups and private individuals, who either had

expressed an interest in the project, or it was believed would be interested in the project, were

notified .

Through either correspondence or consultation, substantive comments on the original

scoping letter were received from the following agencies and individuals:

Town of Bolton

Agency of Natural Resources

Green Mountain Club

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Town of Richmond

Conservation Law Foundation

Concerns were expressed regarding potential impacts on wetlands and secondary

impacts from potential induced growth. Letters supporting the project were received from the

Towns of Bolton and Richmond, the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission

(CCRPC ) and the then Governor of Vermont, Madeline Kunin .

B. DRAFT EIS DISTRIBUTION

The DEIS was distributed to federal, state, regional, and local agencies, private

citizens, and public interest groups that were affected and that had expressed interest in the

project.

C. DEIS PUBLIC HEARING

A DEIS public hearing was held at the Bolton Fire Station , Bolton , Vermont, at 7 p.m.

on Wednesday, February 27, 1991. Approximately 120 individuals attended this hearing with

approximately 25 individuals providing verbal comments.
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D. DEIS COMMENTS

Review of the Draft EIS by those agencies and individuals who received the document

culminated in comments, both written and verbal, from the following:

Public Agencies

U.S. EPA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

U.S. Department of the Interior

Vermont Agency of Natural Resources

Vermont Soil Conservation Service

Vermont State Housing Authority

Richmond Planning Commission

Bolton Planning Commission

Public Interest Groups

Conservation Law Foundation

Vermont Natural Resources Council

Vermont Grass Roots

Bolton Conservation Commission

Bolton Land Conservation Society

Green Mountain Club

Private Citizens

The response from private citizens was extensive with approximately a total of

75 written and verbal comments being received .

Comments

Extensive comments were received from various organizations and individuals.

These comments encompassed a wide range of subjects. Substantive comments were

received in the following areas:

Purpose and need for the project

Need for additional alternative analysis

Further evaluation of the economic /cost benefit ratio

Further evaluation of secondary growth impacts

Additional evaluation of current and future traffic conditions

Aesthetic impacts

Concern for wetland and wildlife habitat

The transcript of the February 27, 1991, public hearing, copies of all written

comments and responses are attached as Appendix IV , Response to DEIS Comments.
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2. SDEIS COORDINATION

In May 1993 , due to the extensive comments received , and the need to substantially

revise the DEIS to effectively address these comments a decision was made to produce an

SDEIS. On November 17 , 1993, a letter informing individuals of this decision was sent to all

individuals and agencies who commented on the DEIS. A Notice of Intent to produce the

SDEIS was published in the Federal Register on December 8 , 1993 , Vol . 58 , No. 234, page

64,638 .

During 1993 , VAOT and FHWA met with federal, state , and local regulatory and

political entities to better understand their comments concerning the proposed project. On

March 11 , 1994, at 7 p.m., a public informational meeting concering the project was held at

the Bolton Fire Station .
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CHAPTER 9

LIST OF PREPARERS

VERMONT AGENCY OF TRANSPORTATION

Peter Senus, B.S., Civil Engineer, Norwich University, VAOT 2 years, Project

Engineer.

Thomas H. Lackey,P.E., B.S.C.E., University of Vermont, VAOT 4 years , Location
and Environmental Project Engineer 2 years.

David Scott, P.E., B.S., Civil Engineer, University of Massachusetts, VAOT 7 years,

Traffic Research Engineer and Transportation Data and Mapping.

Duncan Wilkie, Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University, VAOT 2 years, 25 years

archaeology

FEDERAL HIGHWAYADMINISTRATION

Patrick Amo - B.S. , Transportation Management, University of Colorado, 29 years of

experience in right-of -way and environment (4-5 years) including 17 years with

FHWA.

James Bush, P.E., (Vermont and New Hampshire ), B.S.C.E., Newark College of

Engineering. Area Engineer with FHWA, 24 years.

SDEIS CONSULTANTS

DuBOIS & KING , INC .

Harry R. Colombo , B.A., M.B.A., Environmental Planning, 14 years project manage

ment, environmental analysis, regulatory interface . Project responsibilities - Project

Director.

John S.Hannah , Esg - L.L.M., Environmental Law , J.D., M.S. Systems Management,

B.A. Zoology, 15 years Environmental Specialist. Project responsibilities - Project

management, document preparation, impact evaluation .

John K. Benson , P.E., Associates Degree, Architectural and Building Engineering

Technology, 20 years Environmental Planning & Documentation . Project

responsibilities - document preparation , permit review and impact evaluation.

Larry D. Wurster, P.E., B.S., M.B.A., Transportation Engineer, 13 years transportation

engineering and civil engineering. Project responsibilities - traffic planning, and

transportation design.



Bernard F. Byrne, P.E. , Ph.D. , B.S.C.E., M.S.E. , PhD . Civil Engineering, 10 years

traffic engineering and transportation planning. Project responsibilities - traffic

analysis.

Jane C. Brown, ASLA, M.L.A., Landscape Architecture, 10 years landscape architec

ture and site planning. Project responsibilities - visual impact analysis.

Charlotte Weeks Brodie, B.S., M.S. , Botany, 5 years Natural Resources Specialist.

Project responsibilities - wetlands, wildlife, plant and natural communities.

Daniel J. Stover, A.A.S., Natural Resources Management, 8 years Technical Services

Director. Project responsibilities - GIS Arc /Info mapping.

Lisa P. Dyer, Permitting Specialist, 1 year Environmental Planning and Documentation

Assistant Project responsibilities - data collection and document preparation.

MULLIN ASSOCIATES

John R.Mullin, Ph.D., AICP, Regional Planner, 20 years planning experience. Project

responsibility - secondary growth analysis, project director.

Zenia Kotval - Ph.D., Economic Analysis. Project responsibility - economic impact

analysis.
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APPENDIX I

BENEFIT -COST ANALYSIS

A. Methodology

A benefit -cost analysis was conducted following the procedures described in the

AASHTO Manual on User Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus Transit Improvements,

1977. The purpose of this analysis was to develop a ratio between the Net User Benefits

(annual road user dollars saved by utilizing the new interchange ), and the Cost of Construc

tion and Maintenance (uniform annualized cost over a 20 -year service period ).

Cost factors described in items 1 , 2, & 3, below were applied to each roadway link in

the study area to develop a total network user cost for years 1993, 2000 , and 2020, for both

the No-Build and Build options. The net user benefits, for example, for Year 2020 is the

differences between the estimated Total Road User Cost for Year 2020 No - Build and Year

2020 Build .

The Road User Cost analysis was performed utilizing a computer spreadsheet format.

This analysis estimates road user cost on a per link basis, and reflects costs of energy

consumption, vehicle running costs, potential accident costs, travel time costs, and operating

costs associated with stops or roadway curvature .

1 . Update User Cost Factors

The user cost factors, namely, the unit values of time, running cost, and unit

accident cost, were updated from the 1975 base, that is used in the AASHTO Manual,

to estimated 1993 values by extrapolating from the published 1992 Consumer and

Producer Price Indexes.

The unit values of time were updated (assuming 3% inflation ) using the

estimated 1990 consumer price index for the value of automobile travel time and

estimated 1990 wholesale price index as an indicator of the value of truck travel time.

User running cost factors, contained in AASHTO Tables B - 4 through B-9 and

AASHTO Figure 20 for passenger cars, single unit trucks, and 3 -S2 combination

trucks, were updated using the multiplier formulas in Table B-13 through B-15 of the

AASHTO Manual. These equations were applied using the estimated 1993 consumer

price indexes for gasoline, motor oil, auto tires, auto repairs and maintenance, and new

autos; and the estimated 1993 wholesale price indexes for diesel fuel, motor oil, truck

tires, and motor trucks.

I
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2.

Assign User Cost Factors to Highway Links

A benefit -cost analysis network of highway links was developed and then each

link assigned unit running costs for passenger cars, single unit trucks, and 3 -S2

combination trucks based on speed, grades, curvature , and speed transitions and stops.

The associated unit values of time and accident costs were also determined for each

link .

3 . Estimate Annual Road UserCosts for Each Alternative

Total road user costs were estimated for the No -Build and Build alternatives.

Total road user running costs were estimated by summing projected volume times link

length and estimated unit running costs over all highway links in the study area:

This is represented mathematically by:

RC = ££,V ; * 4 * Ujj

Where :

RC = Total Road User Cost ( $ /day)

Vij = Volume of Vehicle Type i on Link j (veh /day )

L = Length of Link j (mi)

Ujs= Unit Running Cost of Vehicle Type i on Link j ( $ /vehicle -mile )

The value of travel time was obtained by the following:

TTC = EV, x L x TT,

Sj

Where :

TTC = Total Travel Time Cost ( $ /day)

Vije= Volume of Vehicle Type I on Link J (veh /day)

L = Length of Link j (mi)

Sy = Speed of Vehicle Type in on Link j (mi/hr)

TT, = Value of Travel Time for Vehicle Type i ( S/veh -hr/day)

The annual benefits of the proposed interchanges were then obtained by

subtracting the total travel time and running costs of the Build alternative from those

of the No -Build .
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4.
Estimate Benefits over the Project Life

MOS Blogg
The results of the above computations determine annual road user costs for any

given year. In order to make a benefit- cost analysis, the series of annual benefits were

converted to an equivalent present value.

Annual benefits were estimated for Years 1993, 2000, and 2020 as described in

Item 3 above. Estimated annual benefits for intermediate years were obtained by

linear interpolation between those three points.
galiteit

Following this step , the equivalent present value of the above series of annual

benefits was obtained . This was equal to :

18DL TOAV v bobing

ΣPV, x Β,

Lionelmelibso

Where :

olenibond tot 180.

i - Year 1 to 20

PV, = Present Value Factor for Year i

BВ = Road User Benefits in Year i

The result was an estimate of the equivalent present value of road user benefits

in the study area. This present value was then factored back into a uniform series of

equivalent annual benefits over the 20 -year analysis period.

S. Determine Benefit- Cost Ratios

Benefit-cost ratios were then obtained by the ratio of equivalent annual benefits

obtained in Step 4 to equivalent annual costs.

The benefit -cost analysis is also based upon the following key variables:

= 20 years

8%, 10%, and 12%

Projected life ( Year 2000 to 2020 )

Discount Rate

Cost per Accident:

Property Damage Only

Injury Accident

= $ 6,500

= $ 29,500

(From National Safety Council, Estimating the Cost of Accidents, 1992.)

Value of Travel Time:

Automobile (Year 1993)

Truck (Year 1993)

= $ 8.10 /veh /hour

- $ 16.20 /veh hour

[Add 3% inflation for Years 2000 and 2020.)
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For purposes of the economic analysis, discount rates ( the assumed time- value

of money) over the 20 -year analysis period of 8%, 10%, and 12% were utilized.

Assumptions and variables related to traffic volume growth are stated in

Section IV · Project Traffic Volumes.

B. Construction Cost Estimate

The estimated 1989 construction cost of the proposed interchange was $ 2,010,668.

Assuming a 3% inflation rate , the estimated cost in Year 2000 dollars is $ 2,837,500 . The

annual cost of maintenance for the new ramps of $ 16,400 is projected for this study ( Year

2000 dollars). This was based on a 1989 bid price for Interstate maintenance (per mile basis)

provided by VAOT and inflated by 3 % /Year to a Year 2000 value.

C. Road User Benefits

Road user benefits are summarized in Table 1. The road user benefits have been

estimated by comparing total cost of travel time, vehicle operations, and traffic accidents of

the Build and No -Build cases for the Years 1993, 2000, and 2020.

Construction of the interchange would result in an estimated annual road user benefit

of approximately:

$ 78,000 in 1993

$ 256,000 in 2000

$ 2,163,000 in 2020

Table 2 summarizes the results of annual road user costs for the design life of this

project Year 2000 to 2020. The annual benefits for these years were obtained by finding an

equivalent present value based on an assumed discount rate.

Table 3 summarizes the results of the benefit -cost analysis developed for this study.

The computed benefit -cost ratios for this project (over a 20 -year analysis period) are 3.0, 2.5,

and 2.1 for assumed discount rates of 8%, 10% and 12% , respectively.

1.4
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Introduction

The Purpose of the Report

The purpose of this repon is to determine the secondary impacts that are likely to occur as a result

of the construction of a new intersection connecting State Route 2 to Interstate 89 in Bolton ,

Vermont. Mullin Associates was asked to find the answers to the following questions. These are:

1 ) What would be the maximum amount of residential and commercial growth that could

occur within defined areas of cridical influence in Bolton and Richmond? The areas of

influence are marked on DuBois and King's Map 37.

2) What are the potential secondary impacts that are likely to occur in the two towns as the

Bolton Ski Areas moves to built out?

3) What are the regional factors that are likely to influence secondary commercial and

residential growth in Bolton and Richmond?

4) What will be the results, in the opinion of regional and local officials and planners of

induced land use changes that will result from the construction of the intersection .

5) What is the likely impact that will result when compared to two interstate intersections

that are proxemic to other resort areas in Vermont?

6) Will the potential growth require municipal investment for water and sewer systems?

7) Will the pace of development differ among boom , moderate or bust periods?

The Project Team

The answers to the above questions were determined by Mullin Associates in conjunction with

Northem Economic Planners Inc. in the fall of 1993 and early winter 1994. The team members

were :

Dr. John R. Mullin , AICP , Mullin Associates, Project Director

Ms. Zenia Z. Kotval, MRP, Mullin Associates, Data Analyst

Mr. Gregory Chiara, MRP , Mullin Associates, Field Analyst

Dr. Larry Goss, AICP , Northern Economic Planners, Economist

Secondary Impacts Defined

The term " secondary impacts" requires definition . It is that growth which follows from the

construction of the new interchange to Interstate 89 ( the cause ) and the resultant expansion of the

Bolton Ski Area (the primary impacı ) . The sum of the traffic off of the interstate and visitors to the

ski area typically will influence growth in surrounding communities to some degree. It is the

purpose of this report to determine the nature of this growth and whether or not it will result in

negative impacts on the two communities.
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I
I

The Method

Throughout fall 1993 and early winter 1994 , the team visited the area, collected and reviewed all

available reports and interviewed regional and local planning and elected officials. The field visits

were made in October and November 1993 and January, 1994. The key information included

present and past zoning and planning documents and town reports from Bolton and Richmond ;

master planning, traffic, land use and geographic information system (GIS ) data from the

Chittendon County Regional Planning Commission ; planning documents from the Bolton Valley

Ski Resort Company and; the Environmental Impact Statement prepared for the intersection in

1990.

The findings

It is our professional opinion that neither Bolton nor Richmond will suffer negative impacts as a

result of the secondary impacts that will occur as a result of this project. We base our findings on

the following points:

1 ) There is limited suitable land available for development . Further, the suitable land is in

a scattered ownership pattern .

2) There are significant slopes ( greater than 15°) throughout each town that will preclude

development well beyond the foreseeable future.

3) The Valley floor is interlace with villages, the Winooski River, the Vermont Central Rail

Line, State Route 2 and Interstate Route 89. These greatly inhibit any large scale

development.

4) The zoning in both communities precludes large scale development beyond residential

uses .

5 ) The Regional Master Plan calls Route 2 in Bolton a " local growth center" .

It is also our opinion that some growth will result. We predict that:

1 ) " Light tourist activities ", typically considered as a motel and gas station or convenience

store will be attracted to the villages .

2) The Bolton Valley Ski Area will attract more skiers and move toward build out more

rapidly than if the intersection was not built .

3) The population drift to the west of Burlington and westerly from Montpelier will result

in residential growth in both communities.

4) The circumferential highway. full development of Taft Comers and office expansion in

Waterbury once completed , will also influence residential growth in the two towns .

1
1
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Finally , it is our opinion that the secondary impacts will not be negative provided that :

1 ) The zoning is not changed.

2 ) Municipal water and sewer systems are not built

3 ) The local and regional plans follow the same present direction into the future.

4) Act 250 remains intact.

5 ) The Bolton Valley Ski Area continues to take responsibility for its own sewer treatment

and maintains its own roads.

2D
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The Assessment of Secondary Impacts

The maximum amount of residential and commercial growth that

could occur within the critically defined areas of Bolton and

Richmond

This particular task seeks to determine the maximum amount of residencial and commercial growth

that might result from this interchange within an affected area, or area of influence, in the Towns

of Bolton and Richmond. This affected area has been designated on Map 37 supplied by the

consulting firm of DuBois and King. The growth time period used is equal to the " design life" of

the interchange; i.e. , the estimated length of time for which this facility would remain effective

without major repair or rehabilitation . In this case , the design life is considered to be twenty years.

Three different growth scenarios are postulated for the affected area: low, moderate, and high .

I
N
I
T
I
U

The affected area covers approximately 6,810 acres, or 10.64 square miles. It forms corridors of

varying width encompassing both sides of the following main roads: all of Route 2 , Interstate 89,

Bolton Valley Access Road , and Notch Road within the Town of Bolion , the easterly one - half

(more or less) of Route 2 and Interstate 89 plus most of Dugway , White Hill and Snipe Island

Roads within the Town of Richmond, and all of Stage Road which runs through both towns.

The area of influence rests atop a portion of the Winooski River Valley and its abutting walls

formed by the Green Mountains . The Valley floor is oriented on a roughly northwest/southeast

axis and is quite narrow ; within the affected area it is only three- quarters of a mile across at its

widest and in most places is considerably less . The River itself averages approximately 200-300

feet in width . The mountainous terrain on either side of the Valley is abrupt. Immediate slopes of

25% to 35% rimming the Valley floor are common. Of the above listed roads in the area of

influence, only Route 2 and Interstate 89 are contained within the Valley floor.

1
To determine the potential growth, three basic questions are posed at the outset :

a . Do any community sanitary sewer and /or water systems ( public or private ) exist

within the study area ?

b . Should any such systems be anticipated during the design life period ?

c . What natural resource and man -made development constraints exist within the

study area ?

Regarding the first question , roughly 85% of the land within the area of influence is serviced by

private on - site septic systems and private wells. The only exception is the area owned and
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developed by the Bolton Valley Ski Resort along the northerly half of the Bolton Valley Access

Road. The resort is serviced by a private sanitary sewer system and sewage treatment plant . There

is presently no publicly owned sanitary sewer or water supply sustem within the affected area .

With respect to the second question , opinions were asked of several persons considered

knowledgeable regarding local and regional development trends in Chittenden County , VT. These

included Mr. Denis Turpin and Mr. Richard Streeter of the Bolton Board of Selectmen and Mr.

Anhur R. Hogan, Director of the Chiltenden County Regional Planning Commission . It was the

general consensus, given the considerable amount of available land for infill development in the

immediate Burlington area and the natural characteristics of the affected area, that the establishment

of sanitary sewer and /or water supply systems within the area of influence is highly unlikely

during the design life period. Thus , for purposes of this repon, no such new systemsare assumed

to be established over the nexttwenty vears under any of the growth scenarios.

Third , the consideration of constraints leads to a general description of the method used to generate

the growth scenarios. The affected area contains considerable natural impediments to

development. Factors such as the Winooski River plus river flood plain and wetlands on the

Valley floor, very steep slopes formed by the mountain walls , and soils on both of these types of

terrain which severely limit the ability to install and maintain suitably functional septic systems and

wells, have served over the years to curtail development in this area and most likely will continue

to do so in the future. Add to this the existing man-made right-of -way corridors along the floor

formed by Route 2, Interstate 89 , the Vermont Railway and overhead elecoical transmission lines .

How much land, then, is actually available for development once all these factors and others are

taken into consideration ? It was first decided to eliminate all land considered to be undevelopable

due to natural, man -made or regulatory constraints. Using Geographic Information Systems

mapping of the area supplied by the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission , U.S.

Geological Survey topographic maps, plus FEMA flood plain maps supplied by the Town of

Richmond, it was possible to create overlays which covered, in effect, the area of influence.

Those lands considered undevelopable contained one or more of the following factors:

a . slopes of 15% or greater;

b . soils considered unsuitable for on - site septic systems by the Soil Conservation Service,

U.S. Department of Agriculture:
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c . land within Zone A (100 -year floodway) designated by the Federal Emergency

Management Administration (both Bolton and Richmond prohibit development within

such, floodway);

d . land designated as wetland or water body by the National Wetlands Inventory, plus

regulatory setbacks around such wetlands and water bodies required by the Town of

Bolton ;

e . land within the man -made right-of-way corridors described above .

Employing these factors, approximately 5,191 acres out of the area total of 6,810 actes (marked on

Map 37) , or 76.2% , can be considered to have no development potential , leaving 1.619 acres as

having some sort of development possibility . These 1,619 acres, of course, are not contiguous but

are instead scattered throughout the area of influence in the form of clusters or polygons of varying

sizes .

Next, it was necessary to consider further possible constraints upon this remaining acreage. Both

State law in some instances, as well as Bolion and Richmond ordinances, condition and

potentially permit development upon lands affected by one or more of the following three factors:

a . land within the floodway fringe (Zone B ) designated by the Federal Emergency

Management Administration;

b . soils rated as primary agricultural soils by the Soil Conservation Service . U.S.

Department of Agriculture, whether or not currently farmed;

c . soils considered appropriate for a "mound" -type on- site septic system as designated

by the Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture.

A fourth factor is also added to this nuix : land within this area that is already developed but could

possibly be redeveloped; for example, a large lot containing a residence but eligible for

subdivision. Employing these four factors, a conditional developmentacreage category can be

created. This category covers 1,228 of the 1,619 acres , leaving 391 acres throughout the affected

area as facing no development constraints (see Table 1 ) .

TABLE JA GENERAL ACREAGE BREAKDOWN

Development Category

No Development Potential

Condicional Development ( floodways, soil constraits and currently developed land )

Developable Land (no Constraints)

Total acreage of marked area on Map 37

Acreage

5191

1228

391

6810
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20 - Year Growth Scenarios

For the purposes of this study, then , these 391 " no - constraint " acres comprise the land area of the

twenty - year "low - growth " scenario for the affected area . The "moderate-growth" scenario will

consider these same 391 acres plus one -half of the condicional development acreage (614 actes) for

a grand total of 1,005 acres. The "high - growth " scenario takes into account all of the land under

the conditional development and no -constraint categories: 1,619 acres. Table 2 summarizes these

acreage:

TABLE SCENARIO ACREAGE

Scenario

Low Growth

Moderate Growth

High Growth

Actes

391

1005 ( 391 + 1/2 of 1228 )

1619 ( 391 + 1228)

Zoning and Subdivision

Clearly, the most common method of reaching maximum intensification of development of a parcel

of land is to subdivide it , thereby creating a greater number of lots . The 1,619 acres in the affected

area possessing some degree of development potential fall into four separate zoning districts in

Bolton : Agricultural and Rural 1 ( A / R - 1 ), Rural 2 (R-2 ) , Village 1 (V - 1 ) and Village 2 (V- 2) . In

Richmond, all of the clusters are contained within the Residential AgriculturalDistrict (RA - 1 ). V- 1

and V-2 permit a mix of residential and commercial uses; the other districts are predominantly

residential zones. Each district has a different minimum lot size requirement for subdivision

purposes, making it necessary to perform zoning map overlays in order to determine which

clusters are contained within each district. The results of this segregating process are shown in

Table 3 , with minimum !5t size requirements listed in parentheses next to the title of each district.

TABLE_3 : DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE BREAKDOWN BY ZONINS DISTRICT

Zoning District

AR- 1 , Bolton (2 Acres )

R-2, Bolton (6 Acres )

V - 1 , Bolton ( 1 Acre)

V-2 , Bolton ( 2/3 Acre)

RA - 1, Richmond ( 1 Acre )

TOTAL

No Constraints

107

51

17

103

113

391

Conditional Development

389

145

169

208

317

1228

However, in most cases involving subdivision , not all of the land under consideration can be

assigned to potential lors , due to a variety of factors. These factors include allocation of land for

public or private access roads , dedication of open space , and lack of required minimum lot

frontage. In addition , lots may be created that are larger than the minimum lot size for the related

district. Also, some of the clusters of developable land under this study are smaller in area than the

minimum lot size for the related district, thereby rendering them ineligible for subdivision .
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To account for these events , a reduction factor of 15% is applied across the board to all of the

developable acreage. Thus, the figures listed above in Table 3 now become the following:

TABLE 4: DEVELOPARLE ACREAGE BREAKDOWN BY ZONING DISTRICT MINUS 1590

REDUCTION FACTOR

Zoning District

A /R - 1, Bolton (2 Acres )

R-2, Bolton ( 6 Acres)

V - 1 , Bolton ( 1 Acre)

V -2, Bolton (2/3 Acre)

RA - 1, Richmond ( 1 Acre )

TOTAL

No Constraints

91

43

14

88

26

332

ConditionalDevelopment

331

123

144

177

269

1044

Finally , determining the maximum number of additional lots under each scenario simply becomes a

matter of dividing the available acreage in Table 4 by the minimum lot size requirement for each

zoning district. First, the acreage for each scenario are broken oui, using the same formula

described above for allocating acreage under each scenario :

T
I
T
I
T
I
H
H
H
H
H

TABLE 5 : FINAL DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE BREAKDOWN BY ZONING DISTRICT

FOR EACH GROWTH SCENARIO

Zoning District

A / R - 1, Bolton ( 2 Acres )

R -2 , Bolton (6 Acres)

V- 1 , Bolton ( 1 Acre )

V-2, Bolton (2/3 Acre )

RA - 1, Richmond ( 1 Acre)

TOTAL

Low Growth

91

43

14

88

96.

332

Moderate Growth

256

104

86

177

230

853

High Growth

422

166

158

265

365

1376

Then , the acreage listed in Table 5, divided by the minimum lot area requirement for each district,

yield the following maximum numbers of additional lots for each scenario :

TABLE 6 : MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL LOTS BY ZONING DISTRICI

FOR EACH GROWTH SCENARIO

ZoningDistrict

AR- 1 , Bolton ( 2 Acres)

R-2 , Bolton (6 Ac.es )

V - 1 , Bolton ( 1 Acre )

V -2, Bolton (2/3 Acre)

RA - 1, Richmond ( 1 Acre )

TOTAL

AVG./YEAR

LowGrowth

45

7

14

132

96

294

14.7

Moderate Growth

127

17

86

264

230

724

36.2

High Growth

211

27

158

398

365

1159

58.0
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Proiected and Actual Comparisons

Note in Table 6 the yearly average, over twenty years, of additional lois for each scenario. It is

worth comparing these numbers to actual one-family home building stuns in recent years, since the

overwhelming majority of new residences consructed in both Richmond and Bolton are single

family homes. Furthermore, each of the five zoning districts studied lists single -family homes as a

permitted use.

Data collected from the Richmond Town Adininiscator's Office reveals that , since January 1 ,

1987 , the Town has averaged 26 one-family home permits annually, ranging from a high of 44 in

1987 to a low of 8 last year. However, the area of influence for this study covers only about one

half of the main senlement areas of the Town (e.g. , is includes the village of Jonesville but not

Richmond Center) . Thus, only half of the annual total of 26 permits ( i.e. , 13 )

can be logically employed for comparative purposes. The annual average in Bolton for the same

period is 11 , ranging from a high of 24 in 1988 to a low of 4 in 1990. (Source: Town of Bolton

Annual Reports, 1987-1992). For Bolton , this entire figure can be used since, unlike Richmond,

the affected area covers all of the main settlement areas in the Town. Therefore, adding the two

figures together results in an average of 24 new single -family homes each year over the past seven

years, a period covering the tail end of the 1980s development boom era as well as the recessionary

years of the early 1990s. This average of 24 can be placed almost exactly midway between the low

and moderate growth scenario averages shown on the final line of Table 6.

Village 1

Particular mention is made here of the Village 1 district with regard to potential commercial

development, for two reasons. First, it is described in the Town of Bolton Zoning Ordinance as

" the governmental and commercial core" of Bolton ( p . 3 ) . Second , the proposed interchange

linkage of Interstate 89 and Route 2 would occur within this district, creating the greatest potential

for commercial growth.

The "Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Interstate 89/Route 2 ", prepared by the U.S.

Department of Transportation and others (December, 1990 ), predicts that if the interchange is

constructed , annua! ADT along Route 2 in the area of the interchange will increase from a present

figure of 2,000 to a projected figure of 5,010 by the year 2010 (pp . 2-9 and 3-10 ) . A study

endtled, "Growth at Rural Interchanges: What, Where, Why" by David T. Harigen et . al .

( Transportation Research Record 1359) states that , at ADT levels of 4000 to 5000, a rural

interchange is likely to support one small gas station and one small motel, describing such

development as " light tourist services " ( pp . 146-147) . Thus, it can be concluded that , based upon
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the above projeccions, major commercial development is not likely in the Village 1 District over the

design life period.

Village 2

Particular mencion is also made here of potential commercial development in the Village 2 district,

which contains the Bolton Valley Ski Resort. Currently, the resort contains a 145 - unit lodge, a

retail area containing a ski shop, two cafeterias, a delicatessen /grocery store and two restaurants ,

and a sports/conference/banquet center .

The Bolton Valley Master Plan prepared by J. J. Johnson and Associates in 1985 , projected an

ambitious total of 375,000 addicional commercial square feet over a twenty - year period. A letter

from Adam Lougee, Bolton Valley Environmental Planner to John Hannah , Esq. dated March 10 ,

1993 states , " Although Bolton Valley Corporation feels strongly that an interchange in the area

would dramatically help the local economy , the development of an interchange does not factor into

Bolton Valley Corporation's plans. Planned responsible growth will occur in Bolton regardless of

the interchange" (p. 1 ) .

If such is the case, then it is difficult to make direct linkage between growth scenarios resulting

from the proposed interchange and future commercial expansion plans of the resort . However,

given the cyclical nature of the New England commercial ski industry, it would seem that the

resort's intent of constructing an average of nearly 20,000 additional square feet of commercial

floor area annually would more than likely be considered a high growth scenario. Low and

moderate growth scenarios would possibly be in the range of one- third to one - half of this figure.

T
I
I
T
T
I
M
E
T

The Potential Secondary Impacts that are likely to occur in the two

towns as the Bolton Valley Ski Area Moves Toward Build-out

There are 27 operating alpine ski areas in Vermont for the 1993-4 season according to information

in the VermontWinter Guide: 1993-94. The number of alpine ski areas in the state has been

declining since the 1960's. After the 1992-3 skiing season , three ski areas closed and only Mt.

Ascutney has reopened for the 1993-4 season after being sold at auction . Of these 27 operational

ski areas, 16 could be characterized as medium to large ski areas which market themselves to skiers

in other states.

Although the number of alpine ski areas in Vermont has been declining, those which have

remained in business have tended to grow in size by adding new lifts, trails and snow -making
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facilities. Many have also moved toward providing recreational activities on a year - round basis

and have added vacation housing, retail stores and conference facilities.

According to information collected by the Vermont Agency of Housing and Development and the

Department of Employment and Training, the number of alpine skier days has grown in most years

and reached a peak of 5.2 million during the 1986-87 season . During the next four seasons the

number of skier days declined and was reported as low as 4.1 million during the 1990-91 season -

the depth of the most recent economic recession in New England. During the most recent two

seasons, the number of skier days has again grown and reached 4.4 million at the 26 ski areas

which were in operation in 1992-3 .

1

The Bolton Valley Ski Area and Resort

The Bolton Valley Ski Area currently ranks tenth in uphill ski lift capacity of the sixteen ski areas

which aceively work to attract skiers from other states . The Bolton Valley Ski Area and Resort is

located on a 6,000 acre area made up of several tracts of land owned either by the Reson

corporation, the Ski Area corporation or by major srock holders in these corporations. Almost half

of this acreage is in current use and is primarily forest land with some hiking , mountain biking,

cross country skiing and snow mobiling trails and logging roads across them. Only 350 acres

have been developed, including the ski area , the base lodge village area and the housing areas and

supporting facilities.

The ski area has 43 trails and 6 chair lifts. Two-thirds of the trail area is served with snow

making. There is a hotel and conference center, an inn , iwo cafeterias, two restaurants , two retail

stores , several offices and a sports center which includes outdoor tennis couns, two swimming

pools and a small gymnasium . There are also 121 condominiums in multi- unit buildings and 34

single family homes at the ski area . Permits have already been received to build an additional 38

single family homes.

The long range master plan for the resort area provides for 790 house lots , 1,695 units in multi

unit buildings and 375,000 square feet of commercial space , including additional hotel and

conference space , stores , offices and recreational facilities. Act 250 permits would be needed for

any additional commercial space consauction . Also , any new housing construction beyond the 38

additional single family units will likely require improvements to the reson's water and waste water

treatment systems.
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While the ski area management did not want specific skier day information released for Bolton

Valley, we calculated that there should be around 132,000 skier days at Bolton Valley during the

1992-3 skiing season , based on regional data available from the Vermont Deparment of

Employment and Training Alpine Ski Area Survey and from the Vermont Ski Areas Association .

This number is within a reasonable range of the actual count for 1992-3 which the ski area wants to

keep confidential.

Over the long term , the Bolton Valley Ski Area is increasing its share of total skier days in

Vermont. This is due in part to the fact tha : there are fewer ski areas over time to attract the skiers.

It also appears to be rue that while the Bolton Valley Ski Area is clearly attracting residents of

other states , it remains very attractive to residents of Vermont. It is the largest ski area located in

Chittenden County, the state's largest population center, with almost one-fourth of the State's

population. It is also convenient to the Montpelier and Barte areas. During the most recent

recession, it appears that Vermont residents have become an increasingly larger proportion of total

skier days, which has been to the benefit of Bolton Valley in comparison with other Vermont ski
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areas .

Even without the proposed I-89 interchange, Bolton Valley is the most convenient of all the state's

medium and large ski areas to Burlington and its suburbs. It also offers more trails with night

skiing than any other area in the state , another major atraccion for Vermont resident skiers. Bolton

Valley is very attractive to area colleges , attracting bus loads of area college students for night

skiing. Finally, it has developed a significant after -school ski program with 25 local public

schools participating. Due to its strong programs aimed at area residents and its relatively

convenient location to them , it is not a surprise that the local skier is an important part of Bolton

Valley's market.

The out-of-state skier that is attracted to Bolton Valley does not appear to be very different from

those attracted to the average medium and large Vermont ski area. They come from all across the

Northeastern United States and nearby areas of Canada, What is different is that many of these

skiers choose to stay in hotels and other ovemight lodging in the Burlington area so they can take

advantage of the Eurlington night-life scene . This also means that many of the out - of -state skiers

who visic Bolton Valley may also visit Sugarbush , Stowe or Smuggler's Notch on the same trip.

The only overnight lodging within the Town of Bolton is at the Ski Area as described above.

There are some small overnight facilities in Richmond and larger hotels and inns in Waterbury.

These nearby facilities are very important for non - area residents who wish to ski at Bolton Valley.
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Skiing Growth Trends For Bolton Valley

The number of skier days per winter at Bolton Valley has grown in most years since the Timberline

Quad Lift was added to the ski area before the 1986-7 ski season . Snow Country Magazine

recently reported ( January /February 1994 , p.51 ) that ski areas have great difficulty maintaining a

larger than three percent annual average growth rate over the long term . Certainly Bolton Valley

and most other Vermont ski areas were able to exceed this rate during the boom years of the late

1980's . However, recession years produce very slow growth, or even decreases , in skier days.

The limits on the growth rate and size of Bolton Valley as a ski area and resort are the number of

skiers which it can handle on a peak ski weekend or ski vacation week . The number of visitors to

the Resort during these time periods are far higher than mid- week visitors during most weeks of

the ski season and also for visitors at other times of the year.

Other than possible sewer treatment capacity problems, it appears (based on the review of the

capacity and skier visitation levels at other ski areas in Vermont and New Hampshire) that the

existing skiing facilities at Bolton can handle up to 175,000 skier days per winter, especially if the

additional skiers come during non -peak periods. This is an increase in use by skiers of 32 percent.

The Ski Area's planner stated during an interview that there could be a 50 percent increase (or

198,000 skier days) in skier days without an increase needed in the facilities to handle these skiers.

This statement is probably rue in terms of the lifts and trails - but only if a large share of these

skiers come on weekdays and non -peak weekends. There may possibly be as inuch as a 50

percent increase in skier visits before there is a need for a major increase in overnight (hotel and

restaurant) facilities at the Ski Area /Resort. Existing hotel and restaurant use and condominium

rentals appear to be far below both capacity and reasonable occupancy rates.

OSkier Days No Interchange .

The following assumptions are made regarding future increases in the number of skier days,

assuming no interchange is built on Interstate 89 in Bolton . During slow economic periods there

will be a one percent annual increase in the number of skier days. During a period of average

economic growth there will be an annual increase of two percent per year. During periods of

strong economic growth there will be an annual increase of four percent. These projections are

made off ofan estimated base of 132,000 skier days during the 1992-3 skiing season and the

growth rate is compounded annually.

1
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The following table shows the projected skier days at Bolton Valley for 1992-3 , 1999-2000 and

2009-10 seasons , under these assumptions.

TABLE 7 : SKIER DAYS WITHOUT INTERCHANGE

Low Growth ( 1 % )

Medium Growth (2% )

High Growth (4%)

1992-3

132,000

132,000

132,000

1999-2000 *

141,500

151,600

173,700

2009-10 *

156,300

184,800

257,100

Increase compounded annually

Under the medium growth scenario the ski area will exceed its estimated 175,000 skier day

capacity in the year 2007. Under the high growth scenario it exceeds this capacity in the year

2000 .

Based on recent trends at Bolton Valley it is most likely that the long term growth rate for skier

days will fall between the medium and high growth rate than berween the medium and low growth

rate . Thus, it is very likely that the Ski Area will need to be expanded in terms of additional lifts,

ski trails and snow -making capability and day lodges sometime between 2000 and 2007, even if no

interchange is built on 1-89 in Bolton . Only under the high growth scenario would there need to be

an increase in hotel and restaurant space before 2010.

Skier Davs · With Interchange.

The Bolton Valley Ski Area planner believes that the completion of an interchange at Bolton on l

89 will increase the attractiveness of the ski area to Vermont residents by up to 50 percent, with

marginal increases in attractiveness for out- of- state skiers who would be coming to ski only at

Bolton Valley .

To test this statement, gravity models were used to calculate the likely impact of the 1-89

interchange in reducing travel time. In the gravity model formula, estimated travel time in minutes

squared was used as the measure of distance. The sending areas for skiers and their relative size

used in the formula were the population of Chittenden County centered on Burlington and the

populacion of Washington County centered on Barre. The attractiveness of the ski areas to the

skiers were measured in several ways : uphill lift capacity, distance only and number of trails with

night skiing.

The following areas were in competition for the Chittenden and Washington County skiers: Bolton

Valley (with and without the interchange), Stowe , Sugarbush /Mad River, Smugglers Notch and
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Jay Peak. In this competition , the percentage increase in the number of Vermont skiers ( and out -of

state skiers who stay overnight in these two counties ) who skied at Bolton Valley as a result of the

interchange increased between seven and 19 percent, depending on the variables used to represent

ski area atractiveness. If only the accessibility of Bolton Valley to these iwo population centers

without and with the interchange is calculated , then the addition of the interchange causes a 27

percent improvement in accessibility .

When competition among the ski areas is measured, the most reliable variable is probably the

measure of uphill lift capacity, which resulted in a 19 percent increase in skiers at Bolton Valley.

However, for this research report to be more likely to over -estimate than under-estimate the impact

of construcoing the interchange, the 27 percent increase in skier days was used in the following

estimates of future growth of skiing at Bolton Valley as shown in Table 8. This higher percentage

assumes both that more Vermont residents will go skiing and also that some Vermont residents will

be attracted away from competing ski areas to Bolton Valley due to its improved accessibility .

This level of increase, due to the interchange, is not quite as high as the level ( 30 to 40 percent)

anticipated by the Ski Area planner . Table 8 shows the impact of the interchange , assuming that it

was built during the summer of 1993 .

TABLE 8 : SKIER DAYS WITH INTERCHANGE BUILT IN 1993

Low Growth ( 1 % )

Medium Growth (2% )

High Growth (4%)

1992-3

132,000

132,000

132,000

1999-2000

179,700

192,600

220,600

2009-10

198.500

234,700

326,500

The interchange will cause a significant increase in the number of skiers at Bolton Valley - if a 27

percent increase in the skier base is assumed - under all three scenarios. Even under the slow

growth scenario , the current ski area would be at capacity by 1999. If we assume that the

interchange will not be built until the summer of 1999 , the area would still be at capacity during the

1999-2000 season under the low growth scenario. If the interchange was not built until the

summer of 1999, the number of skier days would change very little from those shown in Table 8 .

The impact of the interchange on the number of skiers is far greater than the impact of the various

compounded growth rates .

If the interchange is built by 1999 , under the medium growth rate scenario, the ski area facilities

( lifts, trails and snow-making and day lodges ) would have to be increased by at least 34 percent

and the hotel and restaurant space increased by 20 percent by the year 2010. The skiing facilities
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would have to be increased by 86 percent and the hotel and restaurant space increased by 65

percent under the high growth scenario by the year 2010.

Trends in the Number of Housing Units at Bolton Valley

The Bolton Valley Ski Area reports that there are currently 155 housing units at the ski area ,

including both condominiums and single family units on separate lots . The 1990 U.S. Census

reported that there were 388 housing units elsewhere in the Town of Bolton . A separate section of

this
report will project total population and housing growth for the entire Town through the year

2010. This section will focus on the growth trends in housing units at the Bolton Valley Ski Area.

Of the 155 housing units currently at the resort, 16 units are occupied as year-round housing .

Another five units are assumed to be vacant. The remaining 134 units are used as vacation and

seasonal housing units . Most of these units are condominiums which are often rented to skiers and

other visitors to the resort when not being used by their owners .

H
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It is assumed in the following analysis that 43 of the 155 units are currently under -utilized as rental

and vacation units ?. Thus, the demand from skiers on overnight ski trips seeking rental

condominium accommodations and from skiers who wish to build homes for overnight use will

initially be tempered by the availability of these 43 units. In the following analysis it is assumed

that new seasonal and vacation units will be built at only half the normal rate of construction as

long as any of the 43 existing condominiums are under -utilized .

As will be discussed later in this report, most of the new housing constructed in the Town of

Bolton in recent years has been for year-round use . Also , not all of the seasonal housing in the

Town is located at the Bolton Valley Ski Area . A significant share of the existing seasonal housing

stock in the Town has been converted to year-round housing in recent years . Thus , only between

one -fourth and one- third of all new housing in the Town will be seasonal and vacation units. On

the other hand, year-round housing will become an increasingly important part of the housing mix

at the Bolton Valley Ski Area as people who work in the corridor between Burlington and

Montpelier seek their regular housing in a resort environment.

New seasonal and vacation housing units will make up the largest share (about 32 percent) of total

new units under the high growth rate scenario, as under this scenario people will have the most

money to invest in such housing. In the following tables, it is assumed that 20 percentof all vear

round housing and 90 percent ofall season and vacation housing projected to be built within the

Town ofBolton will be built at the Bolton Valley Ski Area. The number of housing units at the
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Ski Area is determined by overall housing demand in the Town for year round housing while the

demand for seasonal and vacation housing is based on skier days under the three different growth

rates for the economy with and without the interchange. High economic growth rates rigger boch

a much larger number of skiers and demand for seasonal housing units at the Ski Area than under

the other scenarios. Shown in Table 9 is the number of new units projected to be built at the Ski

Area after 1990 (base year), assuming an interchange is not built .

TABLE 9 : TOTAL NEW HOUSING UNITS AT SKI AREA AFTER 1990 WITHOUT

INTERCHANGE

Low Growth

Medium Growth

High Growth

1999-2000

20

39

90

2009-10

42

86

260

New Housing Without An Interchange. Under these projections, the current 38 permitted

building lots would not be used up until the year 2008 under the low growth scenario and the 43

under -utilized existing housing units will not quite reach full utilization under the low growth

scenario by the year 2010. Under the medium growth scenario the 38 existing lots would be built

upon by 1999 and the under -utilized existing condominium units would disappear by 2001. Under

the high growth scenario the 38 building lots should be built upon by 1994 and the under- tilized

existing units would reach full utilization by 1995. Due to the recession , construction of new

housing units between 1990 and 1993 at the Ski Area is far below the low rate projection .

Under the low growth projection shown in Table 9 , 26 of the 42 new housing units in 2010 will be

year -round housing. Under the medium growth scenario, 51 of the 86 new housing units in 2010

will be year-round housing. For the high growth scenario only 77 of the 260 new housing units

will be year-round housing.

For the purpose of this housing analysis, the medium growth scenario is most likely to occur. The

low growth scenario may be more likely to occur than the high growth scenario . The growth rate

for the medium growth scenario for the entire Town of Bolton used in this analysis is a rate 13

percent higher growth rate for year -round housing would be if based on the population projection

for Bolton made by the Chiltenden Regional Planning Commission . However, this mediuni

growth projection (without the interchange) used in this report for the Town of Bolton is 19

percent below the level for 2010 as projected by the Vemiont Health Authority .
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Under the projections shown in Table 9 , there would be only moderate growth in new housing

units at the Ski Area under the medium and low growth scenarios, given that there are already 155

housing units at the ski area. However, there will be significant increases in housing units

(especially of seasonal and vacation units) at the Ski Area under the high growth scenario, even

without the new I- 89 interchange.

New Housing With An Interchange in 1991. The construction of the 1-89 interchange will

have a moderate impact on the rate at which new housing units are built at the Ski Area . However ,

Table 10 is based on the assumption that the interchange was built in the summer of 1991. If the

interchange had been built in 1991, then there would be 67 percent more housing units at the Ski

Area, compared to the figures without the interchange, under the low and medium scenarios and 30

percent more units under the high growth rate scenario in the year 2010 (compare Tables 9 and

10) . Under the medium scenario there would be almost cwice as many housing units in 2010 as

there were in 1993 and over three times the number of housing units in 2010 than in 1993 under

the high growth scenario with the interchange .

TABLE 10 : TOTAL NEW HOUSING UNITS AT SKI AREA AFTER 1990 WITH

INTERCHANGE BUILT IN 1991

Low Growth

Medium Growth

High Growth

1999-2000

40

64

140

2009-10

70

132

339

The 1-89 interchange has not yet been built . Therefore, Table 11 shows the impacı of the

interchange if it opened in 2000 after the end of the skiing season .

TABLE 11 : TOTAL New HOUSING UNITS AT SKI AREA AFTER 1990 WITH

INTERCHANGE BUILT IN 2000

1999-2000 2009-10

Low Growth

Medium Growth

High Growth

20

39

90

54

98

293

New Housing with an Interchange in 2000. The net impact of the 1-89 interchange

opening in the year 2000 is that there would be approximately 29 percent more new housing units

constructed at the Ski Area between 1990 and 2010 under the low growth scenario , 14 percent

more new housing units under the medium growth scenario and 13 percent more new housing
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units under the high growth scenario than if no interchange were built (compare Tables 9 and 11).

Of fur greater impact on the number of new housing units than the year of the interchange is the

rate at which the overall economy grows in the Northeastern United States . For example, should

the economy undergo a high rate of growth - then the number of housing units to be built at the ski

area between 1999 and 2010 will increase by 168 percent without the interchange and by 189

percent if the interchange is opened in 2000.

Under the medium grow'th projection the existing inventory of single family house lots will be used

up by 1999 and there will be a need for an additional 60 units by the year 2010. Under the low

growu projection , there would be a need for only 16 additional units by 2010. Much of the

growth in housing under the low and medium scenarios will be for year-round housing units .

Summary of the Interchange Impacts on Bolton Valley Ski Area

The largest single impact of constructing a new 1-89 interchange on the Bolton Valley Ski Area will

be on the skiing facilities, with smaller impacts for hotel and restaurant space and new housing at

the Ski Area . Under the medium growth scenario and assuming that the I - 89 interchange is built

around the year 2000, then by the year 2010 the number of skier days would be 27 percent greater

and the number of housing units at the Ski Area would be 14 percent greater with the interchange

than without the interchange.

The specific impact of the interchange built around 2000 on the Ski Area in 2010 under the medium

growth scenario are estimated to be as follows: the skiing facilities (trails , lifts, snow -making and

day lodges) would grow by 34 percent instead of by six percent with no interchange; the hotel and

restaurant facilities would grow by 19 percent instead of by zero percent and the number of

housing units would grow by 63 percent instead of by 55 percent.

Under the low growth scenario the skiing facilities would grow by 14 percent with the interchange

and by zero percent with no interchange by the year 2010, assuming the interchange is opened in

the year 2000. The number of housing units at the ski area would increase by 35 percent with the

interchange in comparison with a 31 percent increase without the interchange by the year 20201
0.

(Most of these new residential units will be for year- round use . ) There would be no change in the

size of the hotel and restaurant facilities either with or without the interchange by the year 2010

under the low growth scenario as there would be about 198,000 skier days in 2010 even with the

interchange.
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Under the high growth scenario the skiing facilities would grow by 87 percent instead of by jó

percent, the hotel and restaurant facilities would grow by 65 percent instead of by 30 percent and

the number of housing units would grow by 90 percent instead of by 68 percent by the year 2010 ,

assuming an in :erchange is built around the year 2000.

As indicated previously, the medium growth scenario for the economy is the one most anticipated

as the average over the period through 2010. It is more likely that the number of skier days and the

need for additional skiing, hotel and restaurant facilities will trend toward the numbers under the

high growth scenario than the low growth scenario if the medium growth rate is not followed by

the economy. It is more likely that the number of housing units at the Ski Area will trend toward

the low growth scenario numbers than the high growth scenario numbers if the medium growth

rate scenario for the economy is not followed .

H
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Only under the low growth scenario without the interchange would there be a minimal need to

make improvements to the waste water treatment system and new construction would be relatively

minor. Under all other scenarios (with and without the interchange) growih would occur at such a

rate that moderate to large improvements would be needed to the waste water treatment facilities.

As well, Act 250 reviews would likely be extensive for the new facilities and housing to be built at

the Ski Area. The Ski Area and Resort would be significantly larger than it is presently, especially

if the interchange is built .

In other words , the Ski Area will most likely continue in its role as a day use recreational facility

for people who either reside or are staying at hotel facilities in the greater Burlington area,

Waterbury or Montpelier. The Ski Area will have some growth in housing for residents who work

in nearby communities and wish to live in a resort environment.

The interchange will cause a significant increase in the amount of day use for recreational activities

under all three scenarios if the interchange is built . The interchange has only a minor impact on the

number of housing units at the Ski Area. Of far more impact on the number of housing units is the

rate of economic growth for Vermont and the Northeastern United States .
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The Regional Factors that are likely to Influence Secondary

Residential and Commercial Growth in Bolton and Richmond

As indicated by Table 12, both Bolton and Richmond have experienced steady population increases

over the past thiny years:

TABLE 12 : POPULATION TOWNS OF BOLTON AND RICHMOND , VT 1960-1990

Town

Bolton

Richmond

1960

237

1,303

1970

427

2,249

1980

715

3,159

1990

971

3,729

These figures are reflective of a trend during this thiny year time period common to many rural

communities not only in Northern Vermont but across the United States, namely the growth of

small towns while urbanized areas either grew much more slowly or lost population . Major

Northeast cities such as Boston , New York and Hartford witnessed many of their inhabitants

relocating to rural regions such as Northern Vermont. Therefore, an extra regional factor can be

considered as one cause for small town growth . As shown in Table 13 , the trend is evident even

within Chittenden County :

TABLE 13: PERCENT CHANGE IN POPULATION VARIOUS CHITTENDEN COUNTY

TOWNS AND CITIES 1960-1920

Town /City

Bolton

Richmond

Burlington

Winooski

Essex

Williston

Chittenden County

% Change Per Year (Avg .)

+10.4

+ 9.5

+ 0.3

. 0.3

+ 4.4

+ 7.6

+ 2.6

Source: U.S. Bircau of the Census

Note that the City of Burlington , though growing, did not show nearly the rate of growth over the

thiny year sime period as did the rural towns of Bolton and Richmond . Funhermore, the City of

Winooski actually declined in population during the same period. But note as well the considerable

growth exhibited by the Towns of Essex and Williston . These iwo " suburban " towns are within

the inner ring of communities immediately surrounding Burlington, and clearly also felt the effect

of the nationwide orend mentioned above .

It is evident that Bolton and Richmond felt the effects of a growing Burlington Metropolitan

Statistical Area (MSA) during this time period. In addition , in a conversation on November 9 ,

1993, with Mr. Arthur Hogan , Director of the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission
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(CCRPC), Mr. Hogan stated his belief that even though Bolton in particular is toward the southern

edge of the county and therefore roughly midway between Burlington and Barte /Montpelier, the

other major urban center in this area of Vermont, it is the Burlington MSA which exerts a stronger

influence upon southern Chittenden County. Preliminary data from the 1990 U.S. Census would

scem to bear this out; of the 552 Bolton residents reporting journeys to work , 81.2% worked

within Chittenden County. Barre, Montpelier and the Town of Waterbury, each of which contain

major State office complexes, are all within Washington County. In addition , according to 1988

and 1990 data, Burlington and Chittenden County were Statewide leaders in such categories as

total population , employment share, sales tax generation, sales tax revenues, and income tax

revenue (sources: Chittenden County Legislative Fact Book, 1990 and U.S. Bureau of the

Census) .

If one is to assume continuation of the basic growth trends mentioned in this report, the obvious

concern becomes one of whether the area of influence studied under this impact analysis, face the

strong possibility of being overrun with development during the cwenty - year design life period of

the proposed Bolton interchange ( i.e. , roughly through the Year 2020) . The 1991 Chittenden

County Regional Plan, prepared by the CCRPC, has attempted to address this concem . The

Plan's " primary objective is to provide guidance for development and growth to ratify and assure

the traditional and existing village , town, country settlement patterns . To help secure the character

of the region's natural and built environment, there should be a clear and pronounced delineation

between town and countryside through appropriate and supportive land uses and designated

growth centers " ( p . 3) . According to the Plan, designating these regional , subregional, and local

growth centers " is the chief means by which the Regional Plan's govering principle will be

realized " ( p . 3 ) . The Plan's Future Land Use Planning Map (p . 56 ) designates only one growth

center, a local growth center, within the entire Bolton /Richmond area of influence of this study : a

narrow , approximately one- mile long band along Route 2 in Bolton Center, presumably in the area

of the proposed interchange. The vast majority of the remainder is designated as " forest/mountain

area ", with a small amount of "agricultural area" in the Richmond ponion and Bolton Valley Ski

Area designated as "resort area " .

H
H
H

It is also worth rescating Mr. Hogan's opinion that growth trends in Chittenden County , coupled

with the proposed Bolton interchange, would not be substantial enough to justify municipal sewer

and water line installation anywhere within the area of influence during the twenty -year design life

period. It is Mr. Hogan's view that there still exists a considerable quantity of vacant land within

Burlington and its inner suburban ring to absorb infill development without placing undue growth

pressures upon outlying county towns such as Bolton and Richmond.
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The opinion of regional and local officials and planners, of induced

land use changes that could result from the construction of the

Intersection and expansion of the ski area

Based upon interviews with regional and local planners and public officials and land owners, it is

clear that there is little likelihood of major growth in either community due to the building of the

new intersection. There are two critical faciors that they note . The first is the carrying capacity of

the land. Given the confines of the valley floor, existing growth , the high slopes and the

river / railroad /highway corridors, there is simply little room to grow . The second is the absence of

municipal water and sewer systems ( the Ski Area treats its own water and sewer) . Both of these

are considered essential for secondary growth. Municipal water and sewer could only be

rationalized if enormous growth was to occur within the towns . Furthermore, the towns show

little desire to move toward a municipal system. As long as the towns maintain their current zoning

and do not promote municipal sewer and water systems, the secondary growth can be handled with

little impact on the two towns .

There will be some changes, however. Given that a flow of suburban growth is occurring to the

east of Burlington, and that Bolton and Richmond are between Burlington and Waterbury,

Montpelier and Barre, there are indications that both towns will be prime residential sites for

commuters going in either direction . This will also be stimulated further if the proposed

retail /office developments at Taft Comers and the proposed circumferential highway are approved

and completed.

Will there be potential commercial development at the intersection ? Yes. One can expect some

market pressures to build " Light Tourist Facilities " . These will be something similar to a small

motel or gas stadions. These will be in character to the development that presently exists . There is

no indication that a large hotel or resort complex could fit or is desired along the valley floor. Such

uses that are proposed adjacent to intersections have been regularly denied due to the desire to

maintain Vermont's character and water /sewer/traffic issues .

This is not a case where either town wishes to dramatically change. Nor is it a case where there are

no commercial or travel facilities for great distances . Both of these communities want limited

growth within their existing character. These points were expressed in the interviews and echoed

in the town and regional plans .

I
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In sum, according to those interviewed the following points can be made :

a) There is limited land available for any type of growth near the intersection or, for that

matter, in either community;

b ) There is no demand (nor any likely demand) for municipal water and /or sewer systems :

c) Economic growth is desired but only in harmony with the existing character;

d) The local and regional plans are in agreement concering the future development

patterns of the community and neither supports large scale economic development;

e) There will be some growth stiinulated by the intersection but this will be minimal and

can be handled within the current plans and regulations governing the towns and

region .

The likely impact that will result when compared to two Interstate

Intersections that are proremic to other resort areas in Vermont

As indicated in a letter dated 9/9/93 from Mr. John Hannah of DuBois and King to Mr.Peter

Senus of the Vermont Agency of Transportation, the selected areas must meet the following

criteria, in comparison with Bolton:

a) They must be near a Vermont Interstate interchange;

b) They must be a relatively small town population -wise with limited development prior to

the interchange;

c) There must be no municipal sewer system in the vicinity of the interchange;

d) There must be similar zoning regulations;

e) They must serve as gateway to a significant recreation area ;

f) They must be relatively close proximity to an urban employment area;

g) They must be approximately the same ADT levels on the Interstate.

The two interchanges selected by DuBois and King were Interstate 89, Exit 9 , Middlesex and

Interstate 91 , Exit 8 , Ascutney (within the Town of Weathersfield ).

Middlesex. According to the 1990 U.S. Census , the population of the Town of Middlesex was

1514. There is no municipal sewer and water anywhere within the Town limits. Middlesex is

located approxima:ely 7 miles from Montpelier , 5 miles from Waterbury and 30 miles from

Burlington .

The Middlesex interchange, opened to vehicular use in 1960 ( source: Vermont Agency of

Transportation, Planning Division ) , is by far the one most frequently used to reach the Sugarbush

and Sugarbush Nonh Ski Areas, across the border from each other in the Towns of Warren and
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Fayston , respectively. Sugarbush first opened in 1958 ; Sugarbush North opened in 1963. The

two areas are approximately 20 miles from the Middlesex interchange . Once leaving Interstate 89 ,

motorists travel Route 2 briefly before taking Route 100B southbound for roughly 7 miles , then

Route 100 southbound for 12 miles before reaching the ski areas.

Based upon personal observation on November 9 , 1993 and upon a telephone conversation earlier

this month with Ms. Sandra McCullough , Town Clerk and Treasurer, it can be reasonably

concluded that the interchange, whether con :idered alone or in combination with its role as

gateway to the above mentioned ski areas, has generated a minimal amount of development within

Middlesex over the past three decades. Within the immediate vicinity of the interchange along

Route 2 (i.e. , one -quarter mile in either direction ) there exists a state General Services Center, a

gasoline station , State Police Troop Headquarters, a small restaurant, a lumberyard, a clothing

store and a small ruck /trailer rental operation . Only the General Services Center has been

constructed within the past five years . According to Ms. McCullough, the only commercial

operacion in the village center of Middlesex , roughly one- half mile from the interchange, is a small

county store . Ms. McCullough stated further that nowhere within the Town limits has any

appreciable growth occurred that could be linked to the interchange/ski area factor.

Ascutney (Weathersfield ) The 1990 U.S. Census listed a population of 2,674 in 1990 for

the endre Town of Weathersfield . The Village of Ascutney, the settlement closest to the

interchange (about one- half mile) , has no available population figures but best estimates are

approximately 800-1000 . According to Mr. Peter Cole, Weathersfield Town Manager, the Village

is served by a privately -owned water system , but has no municipal sewer system . It is roughly 19

miles south of Exit 10 of 1-91 , which serves the White River Junction , VT /Lebanon , NH area .

The Ascutney interchange, opened in 1966 (source: Vermont Agency of Transponation, Planning

Division ) , is the closest interchange to the Ascuiney Mountain Ski Area, six miles away to the

nonthwest in the Town of West Windsor (1990 population : 923 ) . From the exii , motorists take

Route 131 eastbound to Route 5 nonhbound, passing through the Village of Ascutney , then Route

44 westbound . During a telephone conversation held January 21 , 1994 , Ms. Susan Plausteiner,

General Manager for the ski area, stated that Ascuiney Mountain was originally opened in 1948

and operated continuously through April, 1991. li then closed for two and one - half years before

reopening this past September.

Based upon personal observation on November 9 , 1993 , the level of developinent in the general

area of the interchange and the Village of Ascutney could best be described as light tourist. Three
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gasoline stations, two of them with convenience stores, were noted , plus two small motels. The

Village itself contains two grocery /general stores, but little other commercial developirent. In a

telephone conversation earlier this month, Mr. Cole stated that, in his opinion , the Town of

Weathersfield as a whole, and the Village in particular, has experienced a "pretty minimal" amount

of development of any kind that could be linked to the fact that the Town contains an interchange

which serves as the main link to Ascutney Mountain .

Summary

The two towns/interchanges selected by DuBois and King for their similarities to the Bolton

situation would seem to present clear cases for predicting minimal growth in the area of influence

of the Bolton interchange within the 20 - year design life period. Both the Middlesex and Ascutney

interchanges present long-range (i.e. , 30 years ) observations from which to draw upon , covering

several complete economic cycles of growth and recession. Yet, if further evidence is needed to

support a low - growth scenario for Bolton , please note the considerable environmental constraints

in the affected area as noted previously in this report . Consider as well the fact that the Town of

Bolton has in place a comprehensive set of enforced land-use regulations (more comprehensive

than most towns its size, in the opinion of this team) and can call upon the assistance of a regional

planning commission which , according to its latest master plan , is committed to efforts to

cor.centrate future growth within certain well-defined nucleus areas. Taken together , the above

factors would appear to work against any forecast of extensive , continuous development within the

Bolton area of influence.

T
h
1
1
1
1
1
1

Potential growth will likely require inunicipal investment for water

and/or sewer systems

As previously noted there are no municipally owned or operated water or sewer systems in either

community. Further, none are proposed or even considered in local or regional plans. Given the

minimal land available for development, the desired growth pattem noted in all planning documents

and expected growth that occurs from an intersection of the type proposed , there are no indications

that municipally owned or operated water or sewer systems will be required. This opinion was

also seconded by Arthur Hogan , Director of the Chittenden County Regional Planning

Commission.
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The pace of development in boom , moderate or bust periods

Current Long Term Trends

The towns of Bolton and Richmond are among those towns in Vernont with the highest

percentage population growth rates since 1970. Not only are they located within rapidly growing

Chittenden County, but they (and adjacent towns) are perceived as desirable exurban living

environment for those who wish to move out of Burlington and its more developed suburban

areas. Burlington area real estate brokers and land developers interviewed for this study believe

that these two towns will remain among those towns with the highest percentage growth rates in

Chittenden County.

This study area is also located in the corridor berween the Burlington area to the west and

Montpelier, Waterbury and Barre as employment centers to the east. Thus it is very attractive to

the two-employee household where one works in the Burlington area and the other works in

Montpelier or Waterbury. Finally, the school system in these towns is considered to be very good

and there are many opponunities for out-door recreation in these towns including skiing, hiking,

golf and tennis.

The combination of all of these factors makes this area very attractive to families with children . If

there are deterrents to living in these towns , it is their relative lack of shopping opportunities,

limited infrastructure, distance to work and entertainment and the level of property taxes, especially

in Richmond. In addition, most of the best land in these two towns has already been developed so

much of the new development will be more expensive to undertake.

Both the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC) and the Vermont Health

Care Authority (VHCA ) have recently made population projections through the year 2010 for these

(wo towns. In both studies previous population trends were put into a formula which then

projected future growth. Each study used the same historic data (except that the Vermont Health

Care Authority study also looked at age and sex information ), but used different weights for data

from the various time periods.

1

1
Neither study looked at municipal zoning , the availability of developable land , local zoning,

joumey- to-work or employment growth data. Both studies also focused on population instead of

on households and demand for new housing units . Thus , it is necessary to convert population

change into household growth and also to consider the demand for vacation and seasonal housing

units in the case of Bolton if land use change is to be projected.
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Modifving the population Projections .

In the following study , primary reliance is on the population projections made by the Chittenden

County Regional Planning Commission. This agency's projections were made by calculating the

simple regression of population change by decade since 1950 and then by projecting this

regression trend into the future from the base year of 1990. Some adjusi.ments were made so the

total for municipalities within Chittencien County would reconcile with the projection for the entire

county .

In this report it is assumed that both Bolton and Richmond will increasingly have a larger share of

the County's projected population. Bolton is projected to have a faster percentage growth rate for

population in this study than Richmond (even without the interchange) because of its proximity to

the rapidly growing employment center of Waterbury in adjacent Washington County . The state

government has moved many of its departments froni Montpelier to the State Hospital facility in

Waterbury since the early 1980's . In recent years several major private employers have also located

in Waterbury. In some recent years, employment in Waterbury has grown by ten percent per year

according to the Waterbury town planner. Such a rate of high employment growth in the adjacent

town has caused significant residential growth in Bolton.

Table 14 shows the projected populations for Bolton and Richmond under the average (or medium )

growth rate projections.

TABLE 14 : POPULATION PROJECTIONS - MEDIUM GROWTH RATE

1990 2000 2010Town /Study

Bolton

CCRPC

VHCA

This Report

971

971

971

1.076

1.353

1,193

1.257

1,775

1,430

Richmond

CCRPC

VHCA

This Report

3,729

3,729

3,729

4,371

4,457

4.435

5,047

5,035

5,179

The medium growth rate projections used in this report on Bolton and Richmond fall between the

two agency projections, except that the 2010 projection for Richmond used in this repon falls

above the two agency projections.

This report also looks at high and low growth rate projections for the two towns, as does the
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Vermont Health Care Authority. Table 15 compares the high growth projection for population used

in this report with the high growth projections by the VHCA and Table 16 shows the comparison

for the low growth rates.

TABLE 15: POPULATION PROJECTIONS - HIGH GROWTH RATE:

1990 2000 2010Town /Study

Bolton

VHCA

This Report

971

971

1.421

1,223

1,953

1,660

Richmond

VHCA

This Report

3,729

3,729

4,680

5,141

5,539

6,629

Table 15 shows that this report projects more rapid growth for the Town of Richmond and slower

growth for the Town of Bolton under the high growth projection than does the VHCA . In this

report the high growth rare for population assumes that the growth occurs at twice the rate that it

did under the medium growth projection. The VHCA projection places more weight on population

change betiveen 1980 and 1990 as a predictor of future growth than does the niethodology used in

this report. Thus , the VHCA projects that Bolton , with faster growth between 1980 and 1990,

will grow much faster than Richmond under its high growth projection. In this report it is

projected that the future percentage growth rate for Bolton will be only slightly higher than that for

Richmond . The level of growth shown under either high growth projection reflects a very strong

economy in Vermont with immigration of population from other states to sustain such population

growth rates .

TABLE 16 : POPULATION PROJECTIONS - LOW GROWTH RATE

1990 2000 2010Town /Study

Bolton

VHCA

This Report

971

971

1,285

1,055

1,598

1.201

Richmond

VHCA

This Report

3,729

3,729

4,234

4,082

1,532

4.454

3
0
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This report projects much slower population growth for Bolton and Richmond than does the

VHCA under the low growth rate projection. In this report slow growth was defined as that which

would occur during a long term recessionary period. This tumed out to be half of the medium

growth rate for these two towns when building permits issued by the Town of Bolton were

compared with regional economic trends for the same year. Bolton achieved population growth

during the most recent recession primarily due tc the conversion of vacation and seasonal homes to

year -round housing.

It should be noted that Vermont's economy would be very slow under the low growth projection

used in this report and that Chittenden County would have almost no population growth for the

periods shown . Net out-migration would only be slightly off-set by natural population increase.

The economy would not be as bleak under the VHCA low growth projection as it is for the low

growth projection used in this report, but would still be comparable to the growth rates in Vermont

prior to 1960 .

The populacion projections shown as the medium growth rate projection in Table 14 is most likely

to occur. The high rate of economic growth which would cause the high growth projection is

probably not sustainable for a long period of time given current federal goverment policies

regarding the national economy and Vermont state policies regarding land development. The low

growth projection is based on a long -term economic forecast that is so bleak that there would be net

out-migration from Vermont's currently most prosperous and fastest growing county . As in the

recent past, there will be some years where the population growth rate hits either the projected high

or low growth rates, but this very slow or very rapid growth is unlikely to occur for long periods

of ome.

Housing Development Trends

The primary purpose of projecting the population into future years is to be able to project the

demand for housing units, which in turn will cause new residential development . Population

growth may also cause nearby commercial development to occur. In the remainder of this report,

the development projections will be based on the population projections made for this repon ,

except that seasonai housing trends will be based on projections of skier days and vacation housing

capacity at the Bolton Valley Ski Area. It has been assumed that the average number of people per

year -round housing unit will continue to decline and that vacancy rates will remain near the four

percent level . Thus , the number of year-round housing units will increase at a more rapid rate than

will the population growth rate.
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In Bolton during the recent recession years there has continued to be rapid population growth , even

though few new residences have been built in the town . This growth has occurred largely due to

the conversion of seasonal and vacation units into year -round use . This trend in Bolton cannot be

sustained for long .

Unless the economy of the Northeastern United States moves back into a high growth mode, most

households will not use their discretionary income to build a seasonal or vacation home anywhere.

As discussed in the section of this I - 89 study on ski area trends, under the medium and low growth

scenarios most new houses that are built in Bolton will be year-round housing, even at the Ski

Area. Only under the high growth scenario are a significant number of new seasonal housing units

built . There appears to be either no or a very low number of seasonal or vacation homes in

Richmond . Therefore, a separate calculation of seasonal and vacation homes was not made for

Richmond . It is assumed that one -third of the current housing stock in Richmond is in the study

area , but that one-half of all new population in Richmond will choose to live in the study area."

TABLE 17: HOUSING PROJECTIONS . NO INTERCHANGE

1990 2000 2010Town /Scenario

Bolton - Total

Low

Medium

High

547

547

547

614

681

782

698

841

1,136

Richmond - Total

Low

Medium

High

464

464

464

558

651

837

668

871

1.277

Bolton - Year Round Only

Low

Medium

High

382

382

382

440

498

556

511

639

768

Bolton - Seasonal Only

Low

Medium

High

165

165

165

174

183

226

183

203

368

Table 17 shows the number of housing units in the study area ponion of Richmond and in Bolton

under all three projections, with separate break -outs for year- round and seasonal housing in

Bolton .
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This I - 89 impact study includes a review of local environmental conditions and current municipal

zoning. In particular, land along Route 2 and town roads leading off of Route 2 were evaluated for

housing development. Under this analysis, it was determined that it would be possible to build an

addicional 794 housing units in Bolton and 365 housing units in the study area portion of

Richmond. Under even the high growth scenario for Bolton , it will be possible to build all of the

projected units anticipated by the year 2010 on the developable land within the town if no

interchange is built.

In Richmond only the low growth projection for new housing units can be met within the study

area - if it is assumed that one- half of all new houses to be built within the town will be within the

study area . If it is assumed that only one -third of all new housing units in the town of Richmond

will be in the 1-89 interchange impact study area , then the medium and low growth projections for

the year 2010 can be accommodated, but not the high growth scenario. It appears that the high

growth projection used in this repon for the entire town of Richmond for the year 2010 can be

accommodated within the town only if there is an increase in housing densities in currently

developed parts of the town, especially in Richmond village .

Future Commercial Growth Without the Interchange

Little addicional commercial development can be expected at the Bolton Valley Ski Reson, Bolton

Village and in Richmond under the low growth scenario with no new interchange . There would be

a slow increase in the number of skiers and residents at Bolton Valley under the low growth

scenario not great enough to cause an enlargement of the ski :irea or base lodge facilities. There

may be the conversion of one or two existing large houses elsewhere in Bolton to bed and

breakfasts or small inns . There would likely be a larger convenience market or general store in

Bolton Village and possibly a larger general store in Jonesville . There would also be more home

based businesses such as hairdressers or real estate agents in both towns.

Under the medium growth scenario, the same kinds of changes can be expected as under the low

growth scenario . It is likely there would be a small increase in the up - hill lift capacity and a few

new ski trails at the Ski Area. It is not likely that there would be an enlargement to the hotel and

restaurant facilities at the Ski Area. It is very likely there would be iwo or three new bed and

breakfasts in the Bolton , a large new general/convenience store in Bolton Village and a larger

general store in Jonesville by the year 2010. There would also be more home- based businesses in

the study area and possibly a neighborhood coffee shop or pizza parlor in Bolton Village .
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Under the high growth scenario without the interchange there would be a 50 10 60 percent growth

in the skiing facilities at Bolton Valley, a 30 percent increase in hotel and restaurant facilities at the

Ski Area and at least one new small inn and restaurant either in Bolton Village or along the Bolton

Valley Road. There could likely also be at least two new bed and breakfast establishments in

Bolton and one or two in the study area portion of Richmond. There could detinitely be larger

convenience stores in both Bolton Village and Jonesville . Jonesville and Bolton Village would

likely have two or three retail establishments each .

While not in the study area, Richmond village will be significantly impacted by the through traffic

to the ski area and also by daily commuters from those who live in Bolton, Richmond, Jericho and

Huntington and travel through the village under the high growth scenario with no Bolton

interchange. There would be increased pressure to build additional retail stores, restaurants and

offices on Route 2 between Richmond village and the Richmond I - 89 interchange . As indicated

above , there would also be demand to build higher density housing in this same area , especially if

it can be served by municipal water and sewer .

Estimating the Impact of the Bolton 1-89 Interchange

Gravity models were used to estimate improvements in accessibility to Bolton village , the Bolton

Valley Ski Area and the study area portion of Richmond. For the purpose of measuring

accessibility to places of employment the travel time was estimated from the above three places to

downtown Burlington , downtown Montpelier and the Waterbury State Hospital using the Vermont

Official State Man. The gravity model favors nearby locations over distant locations in having an

impact on travel decisions which in tum influence housing location . In this case , the decisions are

where to live in order to travel to work and how much the new interchange in Bolton would affect

those decisions . A separate calculation was also made of the attractiveness of the Bolton Valley

Ski Area to the residents of Chittenden and Washington Counties with and without the interchange.

The largest single improvement in accessibility with the new interchange is between Bolton Village

and the Waterbury Suare Hospital with a 62 percent improvement in accessibility . This was

followed by a 40 percent improvement in reaching Burlington and 25 percent improvement

Montpelier. However, not all residents of Bolton live in Bolton village, the part of town nearest

the proposed interchange. The Bolton Valley Ski Area was used as a measure of improved

accessibility for other parts of the town of Bolton . Froin the Ski Area accessibility to Waterbury

increased by 34 percent, by 31 percent to Burlington and by 19 percent to Montpelier. The

relatively small improvement in travel accessibility to Montpelier results from the large share of the

trip that is already made on 1-89 from Waterbury to Montpelier.

3
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It is assumed that of those people who live around the West Bolton Golf Course and commute to

work, that 65 percent go toward Burlington , 20 percent got to Waterbury and 15 percent go to

Montpelier. Those who work to the west (such as Burlington , Essex Sci . or Willision ) will not use

the proposed Bolton interchange as it is out of the way and they will continue to use the Richmond

interchange or travel through Jerico Center. Those commuting to Waterbury and Montpelier will

be able to use the proposed Bolton interchange to save time . The improvement in accessibility due

to the Bolton interchange would be 27 percent for Waterbury and 19 percent for Montpelier. The

net improvement in accessibility for all commuters from Wet Bolton would be eight (8) percent.

During mid -November 1993 the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission conducted

traffic counts for one week at sites on Route 2 to the east and west of Bolton village . These counts

indicate that approximately 40 percent of the conimuting traffic was traveling east to work on Route

2 through Bolton Village and that 60 percent was traveling west to work . The traffic volumes

indicate that some residents of Richmond and also possibly Huntington and Jericho use Route 2 to

travel to the east to places of employment. The percentage of Bolton residents who travel east to

work in Waterbury and Montpelier are higher than the 24 percent levels estimated from the 1990

U.S. Census commuting data for the town of Bolton . This is entirely possible as Waterbury has

had a resumption in rapid employment growth since 1990 .

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
I
T

In order to weigh the improvements in accessibility between Bolion and the three employment

centers, it was assumed that 60 percent of the residents commute to Burlington , 20 percent to

Waterbury and 20 percent to Montpelier. This resulted in a 37 percent improvement in

accessibility for Bolton to these employment centers for town residents . Based on this , it was

assumed that the rate of housing growth under each of the scenarios would occur at a rate 37

percent higher than shown in Table 17 for year-round housing .

The study area within the town of Richmond is not as accessible to the proposed interchange as

Bolton. Residents of this part of town must drive longer distances to get to Burlington using the

new interchange, although they will save some travel time. The iniprovement in accessibility by

using the proposed Bolton interchange for residents in the eastern third of Richmond is a 34

percent improvement to Waterbury, a 19 percent improvement to Montpelier and an 11 percent

improvement to Burlington . It was assumed that 65 percent of those employed in this study area

commute to Burlington , 20 percent to Waterbury and 15 percent to Montpelier. With this

weighing , the average improvement in accessibility for the Richmond study area was 17 percent.

Thus, it is assumed that the rate of housing growth in this part of the Town of Richmond would be

17 percent higher with the interchange.5
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The use of gravity models to measure the attractiveness of Bolton Valley to area skiers is described

in more detail in that section of this repon . The result of that analysis is that the actual number of

skier days are estimated to increase by 27 percent as a result of the new interchange. This increase

in use would in tum cause a comparable increase in demand for seasonal and vacation housing. li

was assumed that 90 percent of all new vacation and seasonal homes would be at the Ski Area ,

with the remainder probably on the Bolton Valley Road or near the West Bolton Golf Club. The

impact of the existing estimate 43 under-utilized seasonal and vacation units in Bolton is to

significantly slow the construction of new seasonal and vacation units, except under the high

growth scenario .

It is more likely that the projections of increased housing units due to the interchange is over

estimated rather than under - estimated, unless far more than 20 percent of commuters are and will

be actually working in Waterbury. Some households will not have workers outside the home or

will continue to use Route 2 to travel to work even if there is an interchange. It has also been

assumed that the new interchange (if built) will not open until after the year 2000 U.S. Census is

taken . For this reason, only the data under the 2010 column in Table 18 is higher than the

comparable data shown in Table 17 .

TABLE 18 : HOUSING PROJECTIONS - INTERCHANGE OPENS IN 2000

1990 2000 2010Town /Scenario

Bolton - Total

Low

Medium

High

547

547

547

614

681

782

745

893

1,209

Richmond - Total

Low

Medium

High

464

464

464

558

651

837

687

908

1,352

Bolton - Year Round Only

Low

Medium

High

382

382

382

440

498

556

560

687

814

Bolton - Seasonal Only

Low

Medium

High

165

165

165

174

183

226

185

206

395
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Impact of the Interchange on Residential Development

The number of housing units in Bolton is only six to seven percent higher in the year 2010 if the

interchange opens in the year 2000 and the number of housing units in the study area portion of

Richmond is two to six percent higher in 2010 if the interchange opens in 2000 than if no

interchange is built.6

Even under the high growth projection for 2010 with the interchange, there is enough vacant

developable land to absorb the projected growth for Bolton under current zoning . However,

Richmond has only enough vacant land under the low growth scenario for the new housing , unless

it is assumed that only one -third of all new growth within that town will occur within the study

area. Under this situation both the low and medium growth rates can be accommodated through at

least the year 2010 with the interchange as was also the case if no interchange were built .

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

If the high growth rate for Richmond by the Vemiont Health Care Authority (VHCA) projection

(increased by 17 percent for the interchange) is used and if only one- third of all new housing for

the town would be in the study area , then almost all of the new housing units projected for the

study area portion of Richmond can be accommodated under that high growch projection.

However, if the high growth rate project by the VHCA for Bolton is used and increased by 37

percent for the interchange then there would not be enough developable land under current zoning

to accommodate such a level of growth.

The impact on total housing units as a result of the interchange is not nearly as great as the rate of

area economic gro :vth and job creation . It is entirely possible that an extensive increase in the

number of jobs in Waterbury between 1990 and 2010 would have a much bigger impact on the rate

of population and housing growth in Bolion than would the new interchange with no new job

growth in Waterbury. The combination of the interchange with rapid job growth in Waterbury

would certainly increase the demand for new year-round housing in Bolton to levels far above the

medium projected level for the year 2010 , if all else is held equal .

Impact of the Interchange on the Ski Area

The impact on the Ski Arca of the interchange is reviewed elsewhere in this report. It is far greater

than the impact of additional year -round population and housing on the study area . Even under the

low growth projection for 2010, with the interchange built in 2000 , there is the need to increase

uphill lift capacity , trails and day lodges at the Ski Area by 14 percent. Under the medium growth

projection the uphill lift capacity , trails and day lodges would need to grow by 34 percent and the

hotel and restaurant facilities at the Ski Area would grow by 19 percent. L'nder the high growth
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scenario with the interchange - uphill lift capacity, trails and day lodges would need to grow by 87

percent and the hotel and restaurant facilities would need to grow by 65 perceni.

The higher level of skier days due to the interchange would likely lead to the development of new

and expanded businesses between the new interchange and the Ski Area, including Bolton village .

The anticipated impact of the skiers would be greater than the impact of new year-round residents.

Under the high economic growth rate with the new interchange, there would be a major change in

the current Bolton Valley Ski Area, and the volume of traffic between the ski area and Bolton

Village and the creation of new retail and lodging businesses in the area. These impacts would not

be nearly as large under the low and medium growth rate scenarios.

Future Commercial Growth With the Interchange

Under the low growth scenario, the impacts will be almost the same with and without the

interchange, except at the Ski Area which will need some enlargement of uphill lift capacity , trails

and day lodges. The additional skiers could spend about $ 200,000 more in the area between

Burlington and Montpelier (but outside the Ski Area) with the interchange and new residents will

have about $ 1.1 million in retail trade spending, most of which would be spent in larger shopping

centers . The increase in the number of skiers will make one to three bed and breakfast operations

or small inns in existing large houses more of a certainty. The convenience /general store in Bolton

would definitely be able to get larger. However, due to the seasonality of the skiing business, it is

not likely there would be a separate coffee shop or pizza restaurant in Bolton village . There would

possibly be a larger general store in Jonesville as with no interchange . There may be one or cwo

bed and breakfasts in large houses in Richmond to serve an increase in overnight skiers .

Under the medium growth scenario with the interchange there may now be enough traffic to

suppon a small new motel or inn and a separate restaurant or coffee shop either in Bolton village or

on the Ski Area access road . There may also be a pizza shop or other take-out restaurant either

separate from or part of the larger convenience store and gas station in Bolton village . There

would also be at least one bed and breakfast in Bolton and possibly one in Richmond. It is very

likely the Jonesville General Store will grow or get competition. Additional skiers under this

scenario could spend an estimated $550,000 in the Burlington to Montpelier area outside the Ski

Area and new residents would have $ 1.4 million in retail trade spending, most of which will be

spent at larger retail centers. There would be a 34 percent increase in lifts, trails and day lodges at

the ski area and a 19 percent increase in Ski Area hotel and restaurant space.
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Under the high growth scenario with the interchange additional skiers could spend $ 770,000 in the

Burlington to Montpelier area outside the Ski Area and new residents could have an additional $2.0

million in retail trade spending, most of which will be spent at larger retail centers . Still , this

additional level of spending due to the interchange would be able to support a new motel or inn and

restaurant between the interchange and the Ski Area. There would be at least one separate

restaurant in Bolton village and the convenience store might now become a small grocery store, but

still sell gasoline. Jonesville could now also suppon a restaurant and larger convenience store.

There are likely to be three or four retail businesses in both Bolton Village and Jonesville, largely

to serve the needs of local residents and skiers . There are also likely to be four to six bed and

breakfasts or small inns in the study area .

The new interchange in Bolton will reduce the number of commuting trips through Richmond

village . This reduction in tips could be as great as ten to 20 percent of the vehicles which

approach I- 89 on Route 2 in Richmond. The impact on merchants near that intersection could be

as much as a five to ten percent reduction in gasoline and convenience food sales should residents

of Bolton and eastern Richmond who used to stop at these stores while traveling to the Richmond

interchange begin to make such purchases in Bolton village and Jonesville. However, getting this

through traffic off of Route 2 will enable more housing and commercial growth to occur within the

western part of the town of Richmond. As indicated above, fairly rapid growth is projected

continue to occur in Richmond. New growth in population in nearby areas of Richmond ,

Huntington and Jericho over the next 15 years could easily replace the sales lost from those who

would use the new Bolton interchange.

Even with the new interchange in Bolton , only a very small proportion of total retail purchases will

be made within Bolton and Jonesville villages by the new residents of the area . Richmond

merchants should focus on how they might attract more of the local retail and consumer services

spending by residents of Richmond , Bolton , Huntington , and Jericho for those non -convenience

goods which shoppers currently buy in Richmond. Examples include hardware stores, building

supplies , bakeries, grocery stores, sponing goods stores and insurance and medical services.

These kinds of stores and services can obtain more business even with the new interchange

because Bolton and Jonesville will grow in population , but will still not be able to support these

kinds of retail stores and services within their own villages .

Summary

The new interchange at Bolton is most likely to cause a significant increase in the number of skiers

who go to the Bolton Valley Ski Area , but ( by itself) would cause only a very small increase in the
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population of the towns of Bolton and Richmond. The increase in skiers and new population can

lead to some new commercial development in the study area outside of the Ski Area. This new

development will primarily be for convenience goods, scores, gasoline station ( s ), restaurants and

over- night lodging facilities. For most retail goods and consumer services, study area residents

will still need to go to Richmond village, Waterbury or a more distant retail center.

The reduction in through commuting and skier traffic combined with the overall strong growth of

the area should cause only a temporary reduction in the sale of convenience goods and gasoline in

Richmond village and near the Richmond I-89 interchange. The long term positive impacts on

Richmond village merchants and residents from the new I-89 interchange in Bolton should out

weigh any short term negative impacts for merchants in Richmond village.

1

1

The negative impacts of building the I - 89 interchange in Bolton would most likely be a change in

the character of Bolton village as the westerly ponion of the interchange would be near to Bolton

village. Under the high growth scenario there would very likely be three or four stores and

restaurants instead of the current two stores in the village . The small size of parcels and the narrow

area between the railroad and I-89 (with Route 2 in the middle) will limit the size of any new

buildings which can be built in Bolton village.1

1
There would also be additional development on the Bolton Valley Road, most likely a restaurant

and motel or inn under the medium or high growth scenarios. There may also be one or more bed

and breakfasts, most likely in existing buildings. A significant increase in seasonal homes at the

Ski Area occurs under the high growth scenario, but most of this growth is due to economic

growth rather than to the interchange. The combination of the new interchange and the high

growth rate would cause major changes in the scale of the ski area and its economic and

environmental impacts.

1

Other than the large increase in the number of skiers which would result from the interchange, the

projected residencial and commercial developnient levels in Bolton and eastern Richmond are more

dependent on the rate of economic growth than on the interchange. The town govemments of

Bolton and Richmond can cause a major modification of the type , size and location of new

development from those projected in this study by changing their plans , ordinances and regulatory

processes. The State's Act 250 process can significantly reduce the size of any Ski Area

expansions and of any large housing and commercial developments within the study area to levels

below those projected in this repon. While the probability of either the high or low economic

growth scenarios used in this repon is very small, it is very likely that Acı 250 reviews would not
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permit the levels of development projected under the high growth scenario used in this repori for

the study area unless there are significant investments made in village water and sewer systems and

in municipal roads.

Persons Interviewed:

Burt Lindhold , Vermont Realty Exchange, Richmond , VT.

Thomas Nugent, Nurgent Real Estate, Underhill Center, VT.

Butch True, True Real Estate and Land Development, Essex Jct . , VT.

Joe Parkinson , Vermont Ski Areas Association , Montpelier, VT.

Adam Lougee , Bolton Valley Resort, Bolton , VT.

Herbert Durfee, Chittenden County RPC, Essex , Sct . , VT.

Steve Lotspeich , Waterbury Town Planner, Waterbury, VT.

Denis Turpin, Bolton Board of Selectmen , Bolton , VT.

Richard Streeter, Bolton Board of Selecimen , Bolton , VT.

Anhur Hogan , Director of the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission , VT.
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Conclusions

Introduction

As stated previously, the purpose of this report is to determine the secondary impacts that are likely

to occur as a result of the construction of a new intersection off of/on to Interstate 89 in Bolton ,

Vermont. Our findings are presented below:

Findings

1 ) The maximum rate of growth that could occur in the areas of influence concering

residential lots is 58 units per year. This would be more than double the average rate

of 24 units per year for the period 1987-1993 .

It is also more than 25% higher than the highest rate during that period. Stated

alternatively, the influence of the highway on growth would be to raise the niaxinum

amount of growth by slightly more than 25%. Please note that this impact will not

necessarily mean that more new homes will be developed than expected. It simply

means that the pace of growth, under a high growth scenario , will accelerate .

2) Further commercial growth can be expected. There is land available for such

activities at present. It is likely to be of the type that is called " Light Tourist Services"

and typically, would consist of small motels, gas stations and convenience stores. The

absence of water and sewer systems and local , regional and state planning acts and

regulations will serve to insure that any commercial development will match the

character of the communities.

3 ) The Bolton Ski Area will expand . The presence of the intersection is likely to

dramatically expand the pace at which it moves to build out. However, the growth is

likely to be far more in terms of " day trippers" than overnight guests. Under virtually

all scenarios, the Ski Area will have to expand its waste water facilities.

4 ) There are regional factors that are likely to influence residential and commercial

development in the cwo communities beyond the construction of the intersection and the

expansion of the Ski Area. These include a) the easterly movement of people out from

Burlington and the westerly movement of people from Montpelier, Waterbury and

Barte, b) the potencial expansion of new office /service /commercial activities in Taft

Comers and Waterbury and c) the potential full construction of the Circumferential

Highway

5 ) The pressure for " induced " changes in land uses is minimal. The topography of the

land, the character of the villages, the flood plain and the location of the railroad , Route

2 and 1-89 are key factors in limiting the potential for induced change . Further, the
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6 )

7 )

scattered partem of available, suitable lors for development and the absence of water

and sewer systems are other influences.

Based on the experience of two other ski areas in Vermont that are located near

intestate intersections and have similar characteristics as that of Bolton and Richmond,

the two communities can expect minimum secondary growth pressures.

The fiscal impacts show that there will be further pressures on schools as the two

towns move toward buildout. The crucial factor will be the price of a unit of housing.

There are no indications that either town is moving toward building new sewer

and /or water systems. Further, even under the high growth scenario, neither system

will be required. The Bolton Ski Area, we expect, will have to build a waste water

treatment plant.

8)

1

While people have long known that increasing distance reduces the likelihood of making the urip, it was not

unul the 1930's that anyone allempled to define this rclationship in mathematical terms. After thc publication

of The Economics ofLocation by August Losch ( Yale University Press, 1954) , researchers in the United States

began to create and test formulas lo csumaic the ways that distance impacts a varicty of cconomic acuivities.

Almost all such research showed an inverse logarithmic relationship between disunce and the probability of
making the trip .

Due to the ease of using squares and squarc roots on slide rules and calculators, the similarity of the resulls

of this research and Newton's Law of Gravitation in physics was soon recognized. Thus "gravity models "

became the term applied to the relationship between distance and economic inicraction. Such gravity models are

widely used today in the locational analysis of shopping centers, rctail stores and consumer services and in

origin and destination traffic models for highway planning.

Recent research on gravity models shows that distancc is best cxprcsscd in icrms of wavci uime and that the

probability of making the trip is the relative importance of the destination divided by the travel ume to the nth

exponential power. Rescarch has shown that thc cxponcnlial power (or exponcni) usually falls bclwccn 1.4 and

2.0 in value, except for convenience rcuil goods which have higher valuc cxponents.

For the case of undertaking and presenting the calculations for this repon , an exponent of 2.0 for the

csumated travel time in minutes was used . If an exponent lower in valuc than 2.0 had been used, then the

impact of building the I -89 interchange in Bolton on traffic to the ski arca and on the rate of housing

construction would be lower than the levels used in this report. If an exponcni of 1.0 had been used ( i.e. , if the

savings in travel ume had not been modificd ), then the percentage increase in ski arca raffic and new housing

would be at only about half of the Icvcls used in this report. Based on other rescarch projects complied by this

researcher , it is very likely that the cxponent of 1.6 would have been adequalc . The result of using 2.0 , as a

conservative estimate, instead of 1.6 as the exponent in thc calculations for this report make it likely that the

impacts reported for thc proposed Bollon l -89 interchange arc 25 percent higher than what can be realistically

expected (e.g. , the probable results would bc 30 percent of those shown) .
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2

Based on informacion provided by the Bolton Valley Ski Arca regarding the size of the main base lodge,

hotel, restaurants, relail stores and renul condominiums , it was assumed by this rescarcher that these facilities

were designed and built with an upper capacity limit cquivaleni lo 198,000 skicr days . It is assumed in this

report that the trails , day lodges and liſts have a capacity of 175,000 skier days . The number of skier days
estimated for the 1992-3 season was 132,000 .

The ski season is the busiest time of the year at the Ski Area and skier days are the best measure to use

when evaluating capacity of faciliuics at a ski arca . The Ski Arca's rental condomi :iums are estimated in this

report to be at a level of usc of about two - thirds of capacity ( 132,000 divided by 198,000 skier days). There are

134 condominium units available for renul at the ski area . Therefore, wo -thirds of these units are assumed to

be fully used , leaving about one - third (43 units) as under - uulized . Because there will be people who will prefer

to build new condominium units instead of purchasing existing units and let the Ski Area manage them as

rentals when not in use by the owner, it is assumed that new units will be built. However, thcsc new unies are

assumed tobe built only at half of the rate they would otherwise be built at if all existing units were used to

capacity. The level of rental income will not be as high for exisung units' owners until higher levels of skier

days/unit rentals are reached. This will discourage the construction of new units by those households that would

need to depend on rental income to pay for a significant share of the unit's mortgage and operating costs. Only

under the high growth scenario do the exisung units bccomc fully utilized in a short period of time.

3

The principal assumption used to make the population projection for Bolion and Richmond was that the

projections made by the Chiltenden County Regional Planning Commission were too conservative. The

Commission's projections were based on past long-term population gronds. Recent populauon growth in thesc

tow towns ( especially Bolton ) have been higher than their long term trends and these lowns have been increasing

their share of the Count's population. Recent percentage population growth rates form other 1-89 corridor towns

were also compared with Bolton and Richmond. Mostother I -89 corridor towns also showed above average

growth rates in comparison with Chillenden County.

Based on these comparisons it was assumed by this researcher that Bolion would grow by 22.9 percent

between 1990 and 2000,Richmond would grow by 18.9 percent and the county would grow by 14.3 percent in

population ( the same rate used by the Commission ). In preparing this repon , this researcher had the advantage

of 1991 population estimates and school enrollment dala by the Regional Planning Commission and Town

building permitinformation through 1993 for Bolion. These dala show faster growth in these towns than for

the County in population and an increase in school enrollments for these low towns while the County had a

decline. Town building permit information for Bolton for the years 1986 to 1993 also indicated that the

proposed medium population growth raic uend for Bolton for the ycar 2000 would be higher than the
Commission's projection.

The methodology used by the Vermont Health Care Authority may produce more accurate results than

Commission's methodology as it places greater weight on recent trends. However, it does not recognize that

Bolion may have more environmenul and infrastructure limits than Richmond to sustain such high continued

population growth rates . Also , Richmond is ;more likely than Bolton to benefit from the significant

employment growth anticipated in the neighboring Town of Williston during the next 16 years.

The results of this comparative approach used in this report to make a population csumaic for Bolton is

that it falls between the Commission and the VHCA cslimates . In Richmond this report has a projecuon

between the two agencies for 2000 and slightly above the iwo agencies for 2010. Noic that the projections arc

all much closer to each other for Richmond than for Bolion . This is due to the extremely rapid growth in

Bolion during the 1980's in comparison with the 1950 to 1980 pcriod. Richmond had a much more consistent

rate of growth during the 1950 to 1990 pcriod.

4

S

These figures refer to the housing unit projections for the study arca while figures on page 10 indicate the

land capacity for the proposed projections.

It should be noted that the improved accessibility alfects only the new units to be built and not the local

number of units in the town . In other words , the improved accessibility will not Icad (by itself) 10 a 37 percent

increase in the local number of ycar- round houses in Bolion in a short time period following the opening of

employment center. Whilc Bolion will have improved accessibility , it will suill be competing with Williston ,

Richmond, Essex , cic . for new houscholus and almost all locations in thc County will siill have bcrier

accessibility to the Burlington arca (where over half of the jobs cxist) than will Bolion , cven with its new

interchange.
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The Bolton Valley Ski Arca is compcling with only a few other ski arcas to attract Chiltenden and

Washington County resident skiers. The improved accessibility caused by the Bolton interchange will cause an

immediate change in the decision as to whether and where to ski on a particular day as this is not a big budget

decision for those families that participate in skiing .

Bolton ( and easier Richmond) is competing with a large number of other lowns as a place to live for those

who work in Chiuenden and Washington County. The selecion of a place to live and the purchase of a

residence is a major budget and life style decision for almost every houschold. A household which already lives

in Chiltenden or Washington County and would chose to sell its current house in order to move to Bolion or

Richmond must sull find a buyer for its existing housc. As a result , it is assumed thc raic at which new homes

are built because the major invesument that exists in the current housing slock in this iwo county area cannot be

abandoned.

ī1
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Fiscal Impact Analysis

A fiscal impact analysis model provides the Town and others with a tool to determine

what the cost impact will be of any new development. In simple terms, the analysis determines

what revenues, in the form of new tax monies, any development will bring into the town coffers

and how much the town will have to pay out to provide the development with new services. The

analysis can determine what the net loss or gain to the town will be, and what this will mean to

an average homeowner on his tax bill . Fiscal impact is defined by professionals as " the

projection of the direct current public costs and revenues associated with residential or non

residential growth to the local jurisdiction (s) in which this growth is taking place."

Fiscal Impact analysis is based on analytical procedures which are well documented in the land

use planning field . Some of the basic methodology in this field has been approved and used by

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. The procedures have been adopted

and are in current use by planning bodies throughout the country . The method is time-tested and

court- tested as a procedure for estimating the direct public costs associated with growth.

However, to properly use this fiscal impact model, it is important to understand what it seeks to

measure and what its limitations are.

How the Tool Works

Both residential and non -residential projects can be evaluated through fiscal impact analysis.

This model focuses on measuring direct costs of residential growth. Simply put, the question to

be answered is how much does a new project save or cost the existing taxpayers of Bolton and /or

Richmond. The "input" for the model is the various costs and revenues that are generated by any

project and the " output" is the bottom line measure of whether the project costs the community

more or less than the project generates in new tax revenues.

In this model, we determine what the costs of any new project will be by examining the public

costs of services provided to existing housing in the community : for instance, the cost of schools,

the cost of providing road maintenance, etc. Having determined how much services cost to

existing housing we can then project how much the services for a new development will cost. An

assumption is made that the new development will not require the Town to incur any significant

capital cost, such as the cost to build a new school or put in a new water system , for instance.

Questions are asked , such as how much does it cost to educate new school-aged children who

will enter the Bolton/Richmond schools as a result of new homes added by a proposed new

subdivision ? How much more will it cost the Town to provided for road improvements, fire and

police protection, waste removal , sewer, water, government and other town services for the



project? Hence , this model measures direct costs the Town will incur to maintain the new

development

Against these costs, the model looks at how much tax revenue will be generated from the project,

based on an appraisal of the total value of the new development in the current market. The

model then subtracts the total costs of the project from the total revenues . The result is the

" bottom line " impact . Will the project reduce the overall tax paid by the average

Bolton /Richmond resident or will the project increase it?

Limitations of the Model

As mentioned, there are other costs that are not measured by this model. Specifically, if a project

or a series of projects bring so many students into the Public Schools that a new school is

required, the model does not factor in the cost of building the new school. This method of fiscal

impact does not measure the costs of several projects which together could add significantly to

the town's population so that other new services would be required, such as a need for full - time

fire department or police staff. This would require other measures of analysis which are not

included herein .

In addition, there are also indirect costs of growth which cannot be measured by this model. For

instance, more homes in Bolton/Richmond may result in a perceived or real demand for more

shopping centers in the town . A new business headquartered in a community may stimulate

demand for housing of workers which will result in new housing or needs for new roads and

police. A new shopping center may result in additional interest in Bolton as a location for other

consumer goods and services. These indirect costs are not measured.



FISCAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR THE TOWN OF RICHMOND, VT.

ASSESMENT AT FULL BUILDOUT

$27,400.000.001 al Market Value of Residential Development

Assume Market Value @ $200.000 per unit

$ 1,000,000.001b Market Value of Commercial Development

Assume 100,000 sft at $ 10/sft

2 Assessment rate for tax purposes 100.00 %

3 ITown Tax Rate per $ 100
$2.04

4 Total Property Tax Levy $3.302.066.00

5 Service share of Town Tax Levy (27.5% of general expenditures $908.068.15

6 School Share of the Tax Levy ( 72.5% of general expenditures )

7 Number of Kids in the School System

$2.393.997.85

568

8 Cost Share of One Student $4,215

9a School Aged Children Multiplier: Two Bedroom

9b School Aged Children Multiplier : One Bedroom

0.15

0.04

1

10 Number of units at buildout

Two Bedroom

One Bedroom

132

5

T

11 Residential Proportion ofReal Property in Town 82.90 %

12 Existing Residential Units in Town 1,211

13 Average Unit Price in Richmond $ 150,000.00

14 Com./Ind . Proportion ofReal Property in Town 6.80 %

15 Equalized Value of Commercial/Industrial Prop . $ 10.975,400.00

.





FISCAL IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT

REVENUE FROM NEW DEVELOPMENT

A.Revenue from Property Tax on Development

$28.400.000.00A- 1 . Market Value of Development

multiplied by

A -2.1Assessment Ratio 100.00 %

$28.400.000.00A-3 . Actual Assessed value

multiplied by

Tax Rate/$ 100 for the Town $2.04 $579.360.00

A-4 . Estimated Revenue $ 579,360.00

1

IIICOSTS DUE TO NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTI

A. School Costs Due to Development

A - 1 . Current School cost per new student, as calculated $4,214.78

0.15

A-2.1 Estimates of Number of New Students

Two Bedroom SAC Multiplier

multiplied by

A-3.1 # of two bedroom units in future development 132

0.04 1

A-4 . Estimates of Number of New Students

One Bedroom SAC Multiplier

multiplied by

A -5 . # of one bedroom units in future development 51

20A -6 . # of Students Due to New Development

multiplied by

A - 7 . Cost per Student $4,214.78

A - 8 . Total School Cost per Year $ 84,295.70





B.IService Costs Due to Development

(Costs associated with Library , Health , Recreation ,

Police, Fire and Road Maintenance )

$ 908.068.15B- 1 . Service Share of Town Tax Levy

multiplied by

B -2 . Residential Percentage of all land 82.90 %

$ 752.788.50B -3.1Service Costs due to Residential

divided by

B-4.1 # of Residential Units 1211

$621.63B -5.1 Service Cost per unit

multiplied by

8-6.1 # of units in new development 137

8-7 . Town Service costs for Residential units $86, 162.70

$908,068.15

III. COSTS DUE TO NEW COM./IND . DEVELOPMENT

A.1 . Service Share of Town Tax Levy

multiplied by

A -2.ICommercialindustrial Percentage of all land
7 %

$ 61.748.63A - 3.1Service Costs due to Commercial/Industrial

divided by

A-4 . Equalized value of current com./ind . property $ 10.975,400.00

$0.01A -5 . Service Cost per $ of equalized value

multiplied by

A -6 . market value of com./ind . new development $ 1,000,000.00

A - 7 . Town Service Costs for Commercial Industrial Dev. $ 5,626.09





IV.INet Fiscal Impact Resulting from Development:

1

A Totat Revenue from Development $579,360.00

B Total Costs due to Residential Development $ 169,458.39

C Total Casts due to commercial/ind . Development $ 5,626.09

D Net Fiscal Impact par Year $ 404 275

V Change in Tax Rates due to New Development

(negative numbers indicate a decrease in

tax payments, thus a gain to homeowner)

$3.302.066.00

BIChange in Town Tax Rate

B-1.1 Total Tax Levy

divided by

B-2 . ITax Rate /hundred $2.04

B - 3 . Amount affecting Tax Rate

by one dollar $ 1,618,659.80

$404,275.51B -4.1Net Fiscal Gain

divided by

B -5 . Amount affecting Tax Rate

by one dollar $ 1,618.659.80

( $0.25 )B - 6 . Change in Tax Rate

.

8-7 .Ilmpact on Average Home Owner

B -8 . Cost of Home

B -9.I Tax Rate per 100 at Present

$ 150.000.00

$2.04

8-10.Annual Tax Payment without Further Growth $3.060.00

B- 11.1Cost of Home

B - 12.ITax Rate per 100 atter New Development

$ 150.000.00

$ 1.79

B - 13.1Annual Tax Payment after New Development $2.685.36

B - 14 . Local Tax Impact atter New Development (5374.649)





FISCAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR THE TOWN OF BOLTON , VT.

ASSESMENT AT FULL BUILDOUT

$ 10.400.000.001a Market Value of Residential Development

Assume Market Value @ $200.000 per unit

$ 1.000.000.001b Market Value of Commercial Development

Assume 100.000 sft at $10/sft

2 Assessment rate for tax purposes 100.00 %

3 Town Tax Rate per $100 $ 1.89

4 Total Property Tax Levy $ 1,162.886.00

5 Service share of Town Tax Levy (25.4% of general expenditures $295.373.04

6 School Share of the Tax Levy (74.6 % of general expenditures)

7 Number of Kids in the School System

$867.512.96

109

8 Cost Share of One Student $7.959

9a School Aged Children Multiplier: Two Bedroom

9bSchool Aged Children Multiplier : One Bedroom

0.15

0.04

10 Number of units at buildout

Two Bedroom

One Bedroom

45

7

13 Residential Proportion of Real Property in Town 46.80 %

12 Existing ResidentialUnits in Town 374

13 Average Unit Price in Bolton $ 150.000.00

14 Com./Ind. Proportion of Real Property in Town 13.80 %

15 Equalized Value of Commercial/industrial Prop . $8.436.100.00





FISCAL IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT

i

II REVENUE FROM NEW DEVELOPMENT

A. Revenue from Property Tax on Development

$ 11,400.000.00A - 1 . Market Value of Development

multiplied by

A - 2 . !Assessment Ratio 100.00%

$ 11,400,000.00A - 3.1Actual Assessed value

multiplied by

Tax Rate/$100 for the Town $ 1.89 $215.460.00

$ 215,460.00A - 4 . Estimated Revenue

1

IIICOSTS DUE TO NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTI

A. School Costs Due to Development

A - 1 . Current School cost pernewstudent, as calculated $7.958.83

0.151

A -2.1Estimates of Number of New Students

Two Bedroom SAC Multiplier

multiplied by

A - 3.1 # of two bedroom units in future development 45 1

0.04

A -4 . Estimates of Number of New Students

One Bedroom SAC Multiplier

multiplied by

A-5./# of one bedroom units in future development 7

7A-6.1 # of Students Due to New Development

multiplied by

A-7 . Cost per Student $ 7,958.83

A - 8 . Total School Cost per Year $ 55,950.61
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B. Service Costs Due to Development

|(Costs associated with Library , Health , Recreation ,

Police, Fire and Road Maintenance)

$ 295,373.04B- 1 . Service Share of Town Tax Levy

multiplied by

B -2 . Residential Percentage of all land 46.80 %

$ 138.234.58B -3.1Service Costs due to Residential

divided by

B - 4.1 # of Residential Units 374

$369.61B -5 . Service Cost per unit

multiplied by

8-6 . # of units in new development 52

B - 7 . Town Service costs for Residential units $19, 219.78

$295.373.04

III.ICOSTS DUE TO NEW COM /IND . DEVELOPMENT

A- 1 . Service Share of Town Tax Levy

multiplied by

A-2 . Commercialindustrial Percentage of all land

1 .

14 %

$40.761.48A-3.Service Costs due to Commercial/Industrial

divided by

A-4 . Equalized value of current com./ind. property $8.436.100.00

$0.00A-5 . Service Cost per $ of equalized value

multiplied by

A-6. market value of com./ind . new development $ 1.000.000.00

A - 7 . Town Sarvice Casts for commercial Industrial Dev. $ 4,831.79
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IV.INet Fiscal Impact Resulting from Developmenti

A Total Revenue from Development $215,460.00

B. Total Costs due to Residential Development $ 75,170.39

C Total costs due to commercial/ind. Development $ 4,831.79

D N & Fiscal Impact par Year $ 186 , 46182

ViChange in Tax Rates due to New Development

(negative numbers indicate a decrease in

tax payments, thus a gain to homeowner)

!

$ 1,162.886.00

BIChange in Town Tax Rate

B - 1 . Total Tax Levy

divided by

B -2.1Tax Rate /hundred $ 1.89

B -3.1Amount affecting Tax Rate

by one dollar $615.283.60

$ 135.457.828-4 . Net Fiscal Gain

divided by

B-5.1 Amount affecting Tax Rate

by one dollar $615.283.60

B -6 . Change in Tax Rate ( $ 0.22 )

B - 7. Impact on Average Home Owner

8-8 . Cost of Home

B - 9 . ITax Rate per 100 at Present

$ 150.000.00

$1.89

B - 10. Annual Tax Payment without Further Growth $2,835.00

B- 11.1Cost of Home

B - 12.ITax Rate per 100 after New Development

$ 150.000.00

$ 1.67

B - 13.1Annual Tax Payment afterNew Development $2.504.77

B-14 . Locat Tax Impact atter New Development ( 5330.231





APPENDIX III

RIGHT-OF WAY STUDY
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September 19 , 1990Right -of -Way Draft Environmental impact Statement and

Right -of -Way Preliminary Cost Estimate

Bolton Route I- 89 and US 2 Interchange Study

T. Introduction

A. Type of Project

1 .
This report presents a study of the right -of -way aspects and

feasibility of 5 separate interchange sites in the Town of Bolton .

The plan is to add 4 additional limited access points between I-89 and

arterial US 2 ie : both on and off ramps for north bound and south

bound traffic . Presently , except for one locked emergency gate to

northbound , there is no vehicular access to I-89 between Waterbury and

Richmond , a distance of about 15 miles .

2 .
The Right - of -Way of Acquisition Preliminary Estimates are based on

strictly non - finalized plans . Included in our consideration is

grading , drainage and pavement for the building of two separate

interchanges , consisting of 4 one way I-89 ramps . This will include

sone widening and relocation of sections of US 2 . Three alternate

south bound schemes and two north bound choices are presented for

analysis .

3 . As per usual interstate highway situations , access will be strictly

controlled and limited to the particular , designated I-89 ramps .

4 .. For ready reference to the 5 interchange schemes at issue see the

following chart :

Alternate I-89 Location

(" S " South bound , on-off access ) (Reference US 2)

SI

S3

S4

Sta . 1184 Lt.

Sta . 1172 Lt.

Sta . 1164 Lt.

(" N " - north bound , on-off access )

NI

N3

1/2 mile southerly Bolton Valley Road

1 1/2 mile southerly Bolton Valley Road

B
.

Description of the Project

1 . The alignment of each interchange scheme is as follows :

a ) Alternate si

The " off " ramp leaves I- 89 near the Ray's Mobile Home property ,

skirts the town barn and intercepts the Getty Filling Station .

Widening of US 2 here will also necessitate the taking of a ranch

style home and garage . The " on" ramp will take one small shed .



September 19 , 1990Right -of -Way Draft Environmental Impact Statement and

Right -of -Way Preliminary Cost Estimate

Bolton Route I-89 and US 2 Interchange Study

b ) Alternate S3

This off ramp intercepts swampy wet lands that are poorly
drained . This " on " ramp loops up behind a 2 story farm

house and intercepts some old silo foundations and runs

close to a modern mobile home .

c ) Alternate S4

Generally situated on the aortherly side of US 2 , directly

across the street from a recently constructed fire station .

The " off" ramp has lands in common with s3 and also

intercepts the previously mentioned mobile home .
This area ,

particularly the " on " ramp , affects an operating

" non - economic " farm unit .

d ) Alternate N1

Together with a 2500 ' + relocation of US 2 this scheme will

intercept some 6 mobile homes at the "Fernwood Manor Trailer

Park " . Additionally, concern is made for the need to

relocate the parks septic system .

e ) Alternate N3

Similar to Nl an extensive relocation of US 2 is needed .

However, no particular improvements are affected with fairly

level , tillage type , rural lands involved .

2 .
General Description of the neighborhoods being affected :

a ) Alternates si , S3 , and S4

All 3 plans are situated along a 4000 ' : long section of land

between I-89 on the north and US 2 on the south . This

corridor is in the sparsly settled Bolton Village area .

Except for I-89 construction in the 1960's , there have been

few changes here over the years . One is the development of

the Bolton Valley Resort . Locally the following village

types are noted : 2 gas stations , general store , mobile home

sales , municipals town hall , fire station , cemetery , town

shed ; small farmstead , and several single family homes .



September 19 , 1990Right-of -Way Draft Environmental Impact Statement and

Right -of-Way Preliminary Cost Estimate

Bolton Route I-89 and US 2 Interchange Study

b ) Alternates Nl and N2

These plans are about 1/2 to 1 1/2 miles southeasterly of

the village area . Nl , of course , is influenced by the

trailer park containing some 80+ units . N2 is situated in a

much more rural atmosphere . Other than the scattering of a

few residential properties , this interchange has undeveloped

crop type farm land .

C. Relocation Assistance Provisions

1 . This study consists of relocation assistance information and costs for

the six ( 6 ) access proposals previously described . No personal

interviews were made with any of the owners or tenants , therefore ; all

figures are estimates only .

2 . All mobile homes in this study which may be affected by the proposed

accesses are considered to be real estate .

3 . Yearly income designations for the potential relocatees affected by

these proposed interchanges are as follows :

Low - Under $ 15,000

Low to Middle- $ 15,000 to $ 25,000

Middle $ 25,000 to $ 35,000

Middle to Upper - $ 35,000 to $40,000

Upper Over $40,000

In our judgement there are no special ethnic or racial groups to be

affected by any of the proposed plans .

II .
Displacements per Proposed Access Plan

A. Plan si

1 . The si access plan would require the acquisition of five building

units which would necessitate relocation payments and advisory

services for one family , one business and two storage facilities .



September 19 , 1990Right -of -Way Draft Environmental Impact Statement and

Right -of -Way Preliminary Cost Estimate

Bolton Route 1-89 and US 2 Interchange Study

SI Access Plan

Type of Type ofOwner

or

Tenant

Family

Income

Level

Est . No. :

of

Employees.Improvement Use

Owner Business N /A 2 or 3Two Bay Service

Station

Owner Residence Low/MiddleDwelling with

Detached Garage

N /A

Storage Shed Owner Storage N /A N /A

Pony Shed Owner N/A N /A

B. Plan S3

There are no displacements anticipated on the 53 access plan .

C. Plan S4

1 . It is estimated that one building unit would be acquired on this plan .

Relocation payments and services would be needed for only one family .

S4 Access Plan

TYPE OF

IMPROVEMENT

OWNER OR

TENANT

TYPE OF

USE

FAMILY INCOME

LEVEL

Mobile Home Owner Residence Low/Middle

E. Plan N- 1

1 . It is estimated that six building units would be acquired on this

plan . Relocation payments and services would be needed for the six

displaced families .



September 19 , .1990Right-of -Way Draft Environmental Impact Statement and

Right -of -Way Preliminary Cost Estimate

Bolton Rouce i- 89 and US 2 Interchange Study

N- 1 Access Plan

TYPE OF

IMPROVEMENT

OWNER OR

TENANT

TYPE OF

USE

FAMILY INCOME

LEVEL

Mobile Home Owner Resider.ce Low

Mobile Home Owner Residence Low /Middle

Mobile Home Owner Residence Low/Middle

Mobile Home Owner Residence Low/Middle

Mobile Home Owner Residence Low/Middle

Mobile Home Owner Residence Low

2 . The income classification of the six families affected by this plan

are as follows :

Low 2

Low to Middle . 4

III . Survey of Replacement Properties

(Available Decent , Safe , and Sanitary Housing )

Dwelling or

Mobile HomeRealtor Location Bedrooms Price

Capital Realty Bolton , Rte . 2 2 & 3 Br . $ 67,000( 2 ) Mobile Homes

on 1/2 acre

Mobile Home Brokers Mobile Home 3 Br . $ 30,000Waterbury , Vt .

Kneeland Flats

Classic Properties Waterbury , Vt . Dwelling 3. Br . $ 111,000.

Duxbury Dwelling 2 Br .Vermont Realty

Exchange Corp.

$ 63,000

Campo Real Estate Waterbury Ctr , Vt . Dwelling 3 Br . $ 98,900

2 Br . $ 36,500American Mobile

Home Brokers

Bolton , Ve .

( Fernwood Park)

Mobile Home

( on rented lot )

Da..
inlnian



September 19 , 1990Right -of -Way Draft Environmental Impact Statement and

Right -of -Way Preliminary Cost Estimate

Bolton Route 1-89 and US 2 Interchange Study

Available Lots and Commercial Properties

Realtor Location Lot Size: Price

Capital Realty Waterbury 1.0 acret $ 12,000

Capital Realty Waterbury 1.1 acrest $ 22,000

Capital Realty Waterbury

Rte . 100

$ 265,0001.38 acrest

Comercial

Capital Realty $ 94,500Waterbury

Rte . 100

1.0 acre

Commercial

Village-Garage

Building

F. Plan N- 3

There are no displacements anticipated on the N- 3 access plan .

IV . Relocation Analysis of Access Plans

A. Access Plan Si

This plan displaces a low to middle income family as well as an

owner -operated service station business . The agency does not anticipate

any major relocation problem in relocating the affected family because of

adequate available housing presently on the market for sale .

It appears at the present time , there is a scarcity of available commercial

sites near the Bolton Service Center property for relocating the service

station . Local officials indicated the business is relatively new and

needed by the town for local auto repairs , etc. The service station could

be relocated to other towns no doubt creating a larger debt for the

displaced business .

This access plan also requires the acquisition of Town lands presently used

for the storage and loading of sand and gravel for town road maintenance .

B. Access Plans S-3 , S-4 , and N- 3

There are no major relocation problems anticipated on the above access

plans . It appears that access plan S-4 would affect a small zero-pasture

farm operation by reducing exercise area for 25-30 head of cattle , in

addition to losing pasture area for dry cows due to limited access .

Damages to the farm operation are evident relative to loss of income and

reduced cow carrying capacity .

na ..



September 19 , 1990Right-of -Way Draft Environmental Impact statement and

Right-of-Way Preliminary Cost Estimate

Bolton Route I-89 and US 2 Interchange Study

C. Access Plan N- 1

This plan in relevance to relocation assistance would no doubt create some

problems in implementing timely and orderly relocations for the six mobile

home occupants . Although. the number of displacements is relatively small ,

there is a drastic low supply of available mobile home sites for rent or

purchase . This scarcity of rental sites might result in a long , arduous

and expensive relocation assistance program .

V.
Analysis of Relocation Problems

A. The Relocation Plan has been discussed with local officials . The partial

survey of available housing and lots included in this report was obtained

from local realtors .

B.
This Agency is not aware of any Federal programs or other projects that

will require available housing with the potential displacees .

C.
No additional displacements are forecasted due to utility relocations .

D.
With all the mobile home displacements on Access Plan N- l being on rented

lots , it is predicted that additional lead time would be required to

implement a timely and orderly relocation program for this particular plan .

Additional lead time of six months would be required on plan N- 1 because of

the extreme scarcity of available rental sites . Normal lead time on these

plans for project clearance would be at least six months subsequent to

completion of negotiations .

Among the six access plans unveiled , Access Plan N - l is considered to be

the most disruptive , costly , and coupled with relocation assistance

problems .

E. In summary , based on current real estate market data of the general

potential project area and the aforementioned information , the Agency

contends that a timely , humane and efficient relocation program can be

implemented on all of the access plans .
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Right -of -Way Preliminary Cost. Estimate

Bolton Route 1-89 and US 2 Interchange Study

VI .
Impact of proposed interchanges on the neighborhood , land uses and property

values .

A. Effects on the Neighborhood .

With semí rural sparsely settled conditions involved , it does not appear

that there will be any real disruptions or isolations due to Right -of -Way

Acquisition .

B. Effects on Property Values .

Despite the relocations of a relatively few properties , there should be a

general increase in commercial activity . I-89 access will eventually

generate increased business near the interchanges .

C. Effects on Local Property Tax Base .

Again this should act as an enchancement to the grand list . This is in

direct relationship to the commercial growth at and nearby the

interchanges . ;

D. Summary of Alignment (s ) .

( Total Estimated Right -of -Way Costs )
-1

SI

S3

S4

$ 376,000

64,000

155,000

NL - $960,000

N3 58,000
1-

.

1Obviously , from a Right -of -Way standpoint , the least costly interchange

schemes are southbound " S3 " and Northbound " N3" . Also , it follows that

they are least disruptive to neighborhoods and property values .

1

1

1

1

|
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ROW ? SE!!! car COST ESTIMATE

? 20JECT LA Í SUMBER : Bolton 13. 089-2 ( 20 ) , Access Scheme " 31"

Tas extrao_atea crom pians suonistea 72TUT

. ROW COST

1 . Improvements Required : Units Escinated value

Residencial
1 $ -0.000 .

Commercial
1 25,000 .

Industrial

Garages
l

0.000 .

Sheds 2 12.000 .

Barns

Underground Tanks

Miscellaneous

Total Estimated Improvement Costs 5 118,000 .

2 . acreage Breakdown : &Existing Use

Acres

Highest

Acres

Best Use

Value

$

Tillage

Pascure

Wooded

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Miscellaneous municipal

2.6

0.7

2.6

0.7

36,800 .

20,300 .

0.5 0.5 9,500 .

11

Total Estimated Acreage & Costs 3.8 3.8 $ 86,600.

3 . Estimated ROW Cost Excluding Severance & Incidental Costs ( 1 + 2 ) $204,600 .

6
Severance ( Show Basis )

10% per studies $ 20,400 .

5 . Sub-Total ( 3 + 4 ) $ 225,000 .

6 . Court Awards and Settlemencs (nd Settlemencs ( 25 % of 5 ) $ 300 .

7 .
Estimate ROW Acquisition Cost ( 5 + 6 ) $ 281,300 .

B. INCIDENTAL COSTS

1 . Salaries & Expenses ( Show Basis ) 9 parcels @ 3,000 ea .

2 . ROW Clearance and Demolition

Miscellaneous Transfer Costs (Tax Rebates )

Total Incidental Costs (B1 + 2 & 3 )

$

$

$

$

27,000 .

14,000

2,000 .

43,000 .

3 .

4 .

C
.

RELOCATION COSTS

1 . Relocation Payments

Relocation Incidental Costs

Tocal Relocacion Coses ( CI + C2 )

2 .

$

$

S

43,500 .

8,400 .

51.000 .
3 .

D. TOTAL ROW COSTS ( AT + B4 + C3 )
( rounded to )

$ _376,000 .

ELOUSeptember 12 , 2990

DATE APPRAISERS SIGNATURE

E. L. Nyhagen

Distribute co : ROW Cost File (Original ) Appraisal Section - Acquisition Section

Plans á Title - Marvin D. Kingsbury , Planning

TA PA 539 (Rev. 4/83 )





ROW ??ELIMINARE COST ESTIMATE WORK S ::: :Z?

SHEET 10 .: ? O : 2

PROJECT NAME 5 VUMBER : Bolton ? 089-2 ( 10 ) , sccess Seneme " 0."

DATE : September 12 , 1990

LAND SALES VALYSIS

( Indicate unic value ranges for various cypes of land . )

Residential

Improved 28-30,000 / A Unimproved 18 20,000 / ÀBuilding Locs

Subdivision Potential

Hold for Future Use ( speculation ,

recreacion , investmene )

Commercial $ 28-30,000 / A

octorsrek Municipal 18-20,000 / A

Tillable

Pasture

Wooded

IMPROVEMENTS

( List dwellings , sheds , barns , garages , etc. , by stacioning . )

Ramp E Shed3.25 Rt .

Ramp 3 Shed6.25 Rt .

9.60 CLRamp F Getty Service Sta . ( 2 bay )

S /S US2 Ranch style dwelling & 2 stall garage .
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ROW ?? 5LMISARY COST ESTIMATE

PROJECT SALEŠ SUMBER : Bolton -3 089-2 ( 10 ) Access Scheme
" 32 "

Units Estimated Value

S

ROW COST

1 . Improvements Required :

Residencial

Commercial

industrial

Garages

Sheds

Barns

Underground Tanks

Miscellaneous

Total Estimated Improvement . Costs

2 . Acreage Breakdown : &Existing Use

Acres

Highest

Acres

Best Use

Value

$Tillage

Pasture

Wooded

Residencial

Commercial

Industrial

Miscellaneous hold for future use

0.5 0.5 4,500 .

3.8 3.8 7,600 .

Total Estimated Acreage & Costs 4.3 4.3 $ 12,100 .

3 .
Estimated ROW Cost Excluding Severance & Incidental Costs ( 1 + 2.) $ 12,100 .

اب.

Severance ( Show Basis ) 10% per studies $ 1,200 .

5 . Sub-Total ( 3 + 4 ) $ 13,300 .

6 .
ба

Cours Awards, and Sestlegenesid003cpe of 5 )

Estimate ROW Acquisicion Cost ( 5 + 6 )

S 3,300 .

3,800 .

$ _20.400 ..7 .

B. INCIDENTAL COSTS

1 . Salaries & Expenses ( Show Basis )
5 parcels @ $300.0

2 . ROW Clearance and Demolition

3 . Miscellaneous Transfer Costs (Tax Rebates )

4 . Total Incidental Costs ( B1 + 2 & 3 )

$ 15,000 .

$

$ 100 .

$ .15,100 :

c.

RELOCATION COSTS

1 . Relocation Payments

2 . Relocation Incidental Costs

3 . Total Relocacion Costs ( CI C2 )

$

$

$

-0

-0

-0.

D
.

TOTAL ROW COSTS ( A7 + B4 + C3 ) ( rounded to ) § 36,000 .

Eliza 다
September 12 , 1990

DATE APPRAISER'S SIGNATURE

E. L. Nyhagen

Discribute to : ROW Cost file (Original ) Appraisal Section - Acquisicion Section

Plans & Title - Marvin D. Kingsbury , Planning

TA PA 539 ( Rev. 4/83 )
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ROW PRELIHIYARY COST ESTIMATE WORK SHEET OILY

SHEET YO .: 2 of 2

?? OJECT NAME & NUMBER : Bolton is 089-2 ( 10 ) Access Scheme " 32"

Cate :
September 12 , 1990

ID SALES WALYSIS ( Indicate unit value ranges for various types of land . )

Residential

$18 , -20,000 .Building Lots

Subdivision Potencial

Hold for Future Use ( speculation ,

recreation , investment )

2 3,000 .
(wet )

Commercial

Industrial

Tillable

Pascure

Wooded

IMPROVEMENTS

( List dwellings , sheds , barns , garages , etc. , by stationing . )

( none )





ROW PREL HARI COST ESTIMATE

??OJEC . VALES VUMBER : Bolton is 089-2 ( -0 ) , iccess Scheme "33"

( as extrapo12tea crom pians sucall it ea 3727UT

50W COST

Laprovements Required : Units Estimated value

Residencial S

Commercial

industrial

Garages

Sheds

Barns

Underground Tanks

Miscellaneous

Total Estimated Improvement Costs -0 $

C. Acreage Breakdown : Existing Use

Acres

Highest &

Acres

Best Use

Value

$

-
Tillage

Pasture

Wooded

Residencial

Commercial

Industrial

Miscellaneous

0.9 17,000 .

hold for future use 3.3 3.3 8,300 .

10

Total Estimated Acreage & Costs 4.2 4.2 $ 25,300 .

3 . Estimated ROW Cost Excluding severance & Incidental Costs ( 1 + 2 ) $ 25,300 .

L. Severance ( Show Basis ) 10% ; + prcmimity /mobile home
$ 11,000 .

5 . Sub -Total ( 3 + 4 ) $ 36,300 .

6 . s

ba Cours Awards and settlements 6 /A5 % of 5 )

Estimate ROW Acquisition Cost ( 5 + 6 )

9,100 .

3,300 .

1 . $ 48,700 .

B.

1 .

INCIDENTAL COSTS

Salaries & Expenses ( Show Basis ) 5 parcels @ $3,000 .

2 . ROW Clearance and Demolition

3 . Miscellaneous Transfer Costs (Tax Rebates )

4 . Total Incidental Costs ( B1 + 2 & 3 )

n
n
n
n

15,000 .

-0

200 .

15.200 .

C.

-0

$

RELOCATION COSTS

1 . Relocation Payments

2 . Relocacion Incidencal Costs

3 . Total Relocation Costs ( CI + C2 )

S - 0

S - 0

D.

64,000 .
TOTAL ROW COSTS ( A7 + B4 + C3 )

( rounded to )

ELUSeptember 12 , 1990

DATE APPRAISERYS SIGNATURE

E. L. Nyhagen

Distribuce to : ROW Cose File (Original ) Appraisal Section - Acquisition Section

Plans & Ticle - Marvin D. Kingsbury , Planning

TA PA 539 ( Rev. 47831
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20W ?? EL MI.ARY COST ESTIMATE - WORK SE : T ONZ ?

SHEET 20 .: 2 o : 2

- " 53"30lton :3 089-2 ( 20 ) , Access Screme
-

I
PROJECT SAME ; VULDER :

DATE :
September 12 , 1990

1

( Indicace unic value ranges for various types of land . )
LAND SALES WALYSIS

Residencial

$ 18-20.000 .

1

Building Lots

Subdivision Potential

Hold for future Use ( speculation ,

recreation , investmene )

$ 2- 3.000 .

Commercial1

1
industrial

Tillable

Pascure

Wooded

|
IMPROVEMENTS

I ( List dwellings , sheds , barns , garages , etc. , by stationing . )

1 ( none )

1

}

I

1

(Sud





ROW ??. 5LILIARY COST ESTIMATE

PROJECT NAME VUMBER : Bolton 13 C39-2 ( 10 ) , Access Scheme " 5.4 "

las etrapolacea 50m. 712ns suomittee 2007

i . 20W COST

1 . Improvements Required : Unics Estimated value

Residencial
mobile home $ 30,000 .

Commercial

industrial

Garages

Sneds

Barns

Underground Tanks

Miscellaneous

Total Escinated Improvement Costs l $ 30,000 .

2 . Acreage Breakdown : &Existing Use

Acres

Highest

Acres
-

Best Use

Value

$

3.3

Tillage

? asture

Wooded

Residencial lots

Commercial

Industrial

Miscellaneous extra residential

0.4 0.4 11,200 .

13.3 13,200 .

10

Total Estimated Acreage & Costs 3.7 3.7
$ 24.400 .

3 . Estimated ROW Cost Excluding Severance & Incidental Costs ( 1 + 2 )
$

54.400

4 . Severance ( Show Basis ) 10% per studies
$

5.400

5 . Sub-Total ( 3 + 4 ) $
50.800

6 . S
50.000

Court Awards and Secclements Lump sum
i e : includes damages to non-economic farm unit

Estimate ROW Acquisition Cost ( 5 + 6 ).
$ 109,800 .

B.

1 .

INCIDENTAL COSTS

Salaries & Expenses ( Show Basis )
9 parcels @ 3,000 .

2 . ROW Clearance and Demolition

3 . Miscellaneous Transfer Costs (Tax Rebates )

4 . Total Incidental Costs ( B1 + 2 & 3 )

800 .

$ 27,000 .

$

$ 500 .

$ 28,300 .

c.

RELOCATION COSTS

1 . Relocation Payments

2 . Relocation Incidental Costs

3 . Tocal Relocacion Costs ( Cl + C2 )

$

S

$

14,000 .

3,000 .

17,000 .

D. TOTAL ROW COSTS ( A7 + B4 + C3 ) ( rounded to ) $ 155,000.

ELDASeptember 12 , 1990

DATE APPRAISER'S SIGNATURE

. L. Nyhagen

Distribute to : ROW Cost file ( Original ) Appraisal Section Acquisicion Section

Plans & Title - Marvin D. Kingsbury , Planning

TA PA 539 (Rev. 4/83 )





?0W PRELIMINAR : COST ESTIMATE - WORKSHEE . ONLY

SHEET YO .: 2 o : 2

Bolton ? 089-2 ( 10 ) , Sccess creme " 34 "
??OJECT VAME NUMBER :

Cåte : September 12 , 2990

Lilo SALES ANALYSIS
( Indicace unic value ranges for various sypes of land . )

Residencial

Building Lots $22-30,000 . ( improved )
Subdivision Pocencial

Hold for Future Use ( surse

EBESRECORTADTEESE) ( extra rural residential ) 5,000 / A

Commercial

Industrial

Tillable

Pasture

Wooded

IMPROVEMENTS

( List dwellings , sheds , barns , garages , etc. , by stationing . )

Ramo " A " 6+50 Pt . Mobile Home





ROW ? 29TIMI.ARY COST ESTIMAT :

PROJECT VALUE S NUMER :
Bolton IR 089-2 ( 20 ) , Access Scheme " NI "

as extrapolates crom pians submittec 0720790 )
. ?OW COST

Improvements Required : Unics Estimated Value
Residencial mobile homes

6 $ 100,000
Commercial

Industrial

Garages

Sheds

Barns

Underground Tanks

Miscellaneous

Total Estimated Improvement Costs
$

168,000 .

2 .

Acreage Breakdown :
&Existing Use

Acres

Highest

Acres

Best Use

Value
Tillage

Pasture

Wooded

Residencial

Commercial

Industrial

Miscellaneous

10.4 10.4 215,600

11

Total Estimated Acreage & Costs 10.4

310.4 $ 215,600 .

3 .

$ 383,600 .
Estimated ROW Cost Excluding severance & Incidental Costs ( 1 + 2 )

Severance ( Show Basis ) recent studies 35% plus

cost of cure - new septic system $150,000 .

Sub-Total ( 3 + 4 )

$ 284,300 .

5 .

$ 667,900 .

5 . Court Swards and Settlements ( 25 % of 5 )
s 167,000 .

7 . Estimate ROW Acquisition Cost ( 5 + 6 )
$

834,900 .

3 . INCIDENTAL COSTS

1 . Salaries & Expenses ( Show Basis ) 9 parcels @ $4,000 .

2 . ROW Clearance and Demolition

3 . Miscellaneous Transfer Costs (Tax Rebates )

Total Incidental Costs ( B1 + 2 & 3 )

$

$

$

36,000 .

4,800 .

اد.
4,000

$ ܐܢܐܢ800ܝ

C. RELOCATION COSTS

1 . Relocation Payments

Relocation Incidental Costs

3 . Total Relocation Costs ( CI + C2 )

2 .

S

S

61,400 .

18,600 .

80,000 :
$

D. TOTAL ROW COSTS
( A7 + B4 + C3 )

( rounded to $ 960,000 .

Elnu
September 12 , 1990

DATE
APPRAISER'S SIGNATURE

E. L. wyhagen

Distribute to : ROW Cose File (Original ) - Appraisal Section Acquisition Seccion

Plans & Title - Marvin D. Kingsbury , Planning

TA PA 539

( Rev. 4/83 )





ROW PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE
WORK SHEET ONLY

SHEET 10 .: 2 of 2

PROJECT VAME & NUMBER : Bolton I? 089-2 ( 10 ) , Access Scheme " :11"

DATE :

LAND SALES ANALYSIS
( Indicate unit value ranges for various types of land . )

Residential

$18-20,000 /A ; Improved $28-30,000 /A
Building Lots

Unimproved

Subdivision Potencial

Hold for Future Use ( speculation ,

recreation , investment )

Commercial

Industrial

Tillable

Pasture

Wooded

IMPROVEMENTS

( List dwellings , sheds , barns , garages , etc. , by stationing . )

6 mobile homes - " Fernwood Manor"





SOW 25.5LIUI.lazi COST ESTIMATE

PROJECT AME Ġ SUMBER : Bolton 13 089-2 ( 20 ) , access Scheme " 12"

( as extrapolated from plans suomisceà 6/20/90 )
A. ROK COST

Improvements Required : Units Estimated Value

Residencial S

Commercial

Industrial

Garages

Sheds

Barns

Underground Tanks

Miscellaneous

Total Estimated Improvement Costs -0 -0

2 .
Acreage Breakdown : Existing Use

Acres

ll

Highest &

Acres

Best Use

Value

$Tillage

Pasture

Wooded

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Miscellaneous hold for future use il 33,000 .

10

Total Estimated Acreage & Costs 11 11 $ 33,000 .

3 .
Estimated ROW Cost Excluding severance & Incidental Costs ( 1 + 2 )

$ 33,000 .

4 . Severance ( Show Basis )
10% per studies

$ 3.300 .

5 . Sub-Total ( 3 + 4 ) $ 36,300 .

6 . Court Awards and Settlements ( 25 of 5 ) S
9,100 .

7 .
Estimate ROW Acquisition Cost ( 5 + 6 ) $ 45,400 .

3 .

ܐ. 12,000

INCIDENTAL COSTS
parcels

Salaries & Expenses ( Show Basis ) 4 @ 3,000 .

2 . ROW Clearance and Demolition

3 . Miscellaneous
Transfer Costs (Tax Rebates )

Total Incidental Costs (B1 + 2 & 3 )

$

$

$ 300 .

4 .

C. RELOCATION COSTS

1 . Relocation Payments

2 . Relocation Incidental Costs

3 . Tocal Relocation Costs ( CI + C2 )

$

$

$

-0 .

-0

-0

58,000 .

Elr

D. TOTAL ROW COSTS ( A7 + B4 + C3 )

(rounded
$

September 12 , 1990

DATE APPRAISER'S SIGNATURE

2. L. Nyhagen

Distribute to : ROW Cose File ( Original ) Appraisal Section - Acquisicion Section

Plans & Title - Marvin D. Kingsbury , Planning

TA PA 539 ( Rev. 4/83 )
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ROW PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE
WORK SHEET ONLY

SHEET NO .:
2 m 2

PROJECT NAME Ġ NUMBER : bolton I? 089-2 ( 10 ) , Access Scheme " :12 "

DATE : September 12 , 1990
>

LAND SALES ANALYSIS
( Indicate unit value ranges for various types of land . )

Residential

$18-20,000 .Building Lots

Subdivision Potential

Hold for Future Use ( speculation ,

recreation , investment )

$ 2-3,000 .

Commercial

Industrial

Tillable

Pascure

Wooded

IMPROVEMENTS

( List dwellings , sheds , barns , garages , etc. , by stationing . )

( none )





APPENDIX IV

RESPONSES TO DEIS COMMENTS

Published in a separate attachment





BOLTON INTERCHANGE

SUPPLEMENT TO THE DRAFT

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

SUBJECT INDEX

Aesthetics 4-17, 5-51 History, Project 1.1

Affected Area 4-1, 5-6

Agricultural Land 4-5, 5-30

Impacts 5-1

Minor 5-1

Land Use 54

Primary 54

Secondary 5-5 , App IIAir Quality 4-7 , 5-35

Alternatives 3-1

Evaluation 3-1

Identification 3-1

Reasonable Alternatives 3-19

Preferred 3-19

Land Use 4-1

Primary 54

Secondary 5-5

Mitigation Measures

Noise 5-39

Visual 5-57

Wetland 542

Archaelogical 4-16 , 5-50

Commitments 6-1

Natural Areas 5-40

Construction Impacts 5-59

Need, Project 2-1

Coordination , Agency 8-1

Noise 4-8 , 5-37

Correspondence 8-3

Pedestrians and Bicyclists 4-6 , 5-1

Costs 3-10 , 3-12

Alternatives 3-10, 3-12

Cost Benefit Ratio 2-2, App I

Permits 5-40

Population Growth 4-3, 5-13

Energy 5-58

Preparers, Document 9-1

Environmental Setting 4-1

Proposed Action 1-1

Erosion 5-28

Public Comments and Responses 8-1 , App IV

Farmland 4-5, 5-30

Public Hearings 8-2, App IV

Fisheries 4-13, 5-28

Recreation 2-11 , 4-6 , 6-27

Floodplain ( s) 4-14 , 5-47

Relocations 5-33, App III

Hazardous Waste 4-16 , 54

Historic Properties 4-16 , 5-50

Secondary Growth 5-5, App II

Affected Area 5-6

Duration of Impact 5-6

-X



Extent of Impacts 5-7

Fiscal Impacts 5-17

Induced Impacts 5-23

Snowmaking 5-27

Social Issues 4.3, 5-9, 5-23 , 5-32

Threatened , Rare , Endangered Species

4-12, S - 4 , 5-29

Traffic 2-2, App I, Fig 2-1 through 2-13

Existing 2-3

Level of Service Analysis 2-5

Mass Transportation 3-3

Projected 2-4

Safety 2-7

Transportation System Management 3-2

Unresolved Issues 7.1

Visual 4-17, 5-51

Water Resources 4-9, 5-24

Drinking Water 4-10, 5-25

Groundwater 4-10 , 5-25

Surface 4-9 , 5-2, 5-27

Wastewater 4-10 , S - 24

Waterbody Modifications 5-2

Weuand (s ) 4-11 , 5-40

Wild and Scenic River( s) 4-14, 5-3

Wildlife 4-14, 5-29

-xi
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